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Introduction
Please make your introductory comments below, if any:
<ESMA_COMMENT_CE_ASCS_1>

The European Focus Committee of the Association of Global Custodians1 (“AGC-EFC” or the
“Committee”) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the ESMA Call for Evidence on Asset
segregation and Custody Services. Established in 1996, the Association of Global Custodians
(the “Association”) is a group of 12 global financial institutions that each provides securities
custody and asset-servicing functions primarily to institutional cross-border investors worldwide.
As a non-partisan advocacy organization, the Association represents members’ common interests on regulatory and market structure. The member banks are competitors, and the Association does not involve itself in member commercial activities or take positions concerning how
members should conduct their custody and related businesses.
We acknowledge the extensive regulatory focus on the securities custody industry since the
2008 financial crisis. The Association has engaged extensively with government and regulatory
authorities throughout the world to support their work to better understand our industry and
ensure the safe and efficient provision of securities custody services for the benefit of investors
and the financial system as a whole. The Association continues to support these efforts and
stands ready to provide assistance and information – within the boundaries of competition and
antitrust constraints - as authorities require.
In particular, we call attention to the Association’s efforts at the global level in support of the
development of the International Organization of Securities Commissions (“IOSCO”) Principles
regarding the Custody of Collective Investment Schemes’ Asset Consultation Report
(CR07/2014), which led to the issuance of FR25/2015, Standards for the Custody of Collective
Investment Schemes Assets (the “IOSCO Report”). The Association strongly supports efforts
such as the IOSCO Report in harmonising conceptual and practical approaches by various
states to improve predictability of cross-border holdings and dispositions of securities so that the
expectations of investors, regulatory authorities and service providers are better aligned as
cross-border capital flows and transactional arrangements take on greater importance.
Brief background on the custody framework
As a starting point, it might be helpful to explain the general custody framework. The immobilisation or dematerialisation of securities and the ability to evidence changes of ownership through
amendments to book-entry accounts has been an important reform to make capital markets
safer and more efficient. The use of modern information technology, accompanied by legal rules
facilitating the use of book-entry accounts to identify the owner of securities, has been a significant advance for investors seeking access to capital markets, as well as for the industry providing access to those markets. While considerable progress has been made over recent decades
– in particular, the broad market acceptance of the shift from paper to electronic record-keeping
– it is generally acknowledged that more remains to be done.
1

The members of the Association of Global Custodians are: BNP Paribas; BNY Mellon; Brown Brothers Harriman & Co; Citibank,
N.A.; Deutsche Bank; HSBC Securities Services; JP Morgan; Northern Trust; RBC Investor & Treasury Services; Skandinaviska
Enskilda Banken; Standard Chartered Bank; and State Street Bank and Trust Company.
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An overriding issue is that ownership rights in book-entry securities held through cross-border
custodial arrangements can be less certain than in the cases of domestic holdings. Extensive
work has been undertaken to address the problems resulting from this uncertainty – both at the
EU level and at the global level; however, such work is yet to be completed. This has been
disappointing, since its completion would have benefited everyone by providing more certainty
regarding the holding and disposition of book-entry securities – including across borders – and
the effective exercise of rights attached to them. Instead, diverse national laws and local market
expectations continue to create confusion, inconsistencies and potential conflicts of law. The net
result is persistent uncertainty about the ability to exercise ownership rights where book-entry
securities are held and transacted across borders. These legal risks – real or perceived – continue to raise barriers to cross-border investment, inhibiting the flow of capital. More recently,
however, the European Commission has picked up many of these issues in its work in support of
its Capital Markets Union project, which the Association strongly endorses and supports
In general, although the range of instrument types that are invested in by AIFs and UCITS funds
has evolved to include more complex financial instruments, such as OTC derivatives, these
instruments typically have not been among those which have been considered “held in custody”
for investment funds by relevant intermediaries. The main reason is that such financial instruments are contractual in nature and are not readily transferable. Custodians, as a rule, do not
become parties to transactions on behalf of their clients, so any growth in the complexity of such
financial instruments does not become a custody issue.
The role of the custodian
The custodian role varies widely throughout the world not only due to different approaches to the
roles of custodians servicing investment funds but also due to the broad array of end investor
types (e.g., regulated and partially-regulated investment funds, pension schemes, financial
institutions, brokerage firms, sovereigns, insurance companies, trusts, charitable foundations
and endowments, retail customers, etc.). However, as a general matter, it can be said that the
custodian’s role (i.e., the provision of “custody” services – whether as a global custodian or as a
sub-custodian) traditionally has consisted of a combination of three main functions:
(a) holding physical securities and/or records of ownership rights in book-entry securities
on behalf of a customer as an intermediary,
(b) acting on instructions to facilitate the settlement (the change in ownership) of transactions in those securities on behalf of the relevant customer, and
(c) facilitating the exercise of other rights associated with ownership of such securities
(such as corporate actions, e.g., voting on shareholder or unitholder resolutions).
Very importantly, the closely constrained, non-discretionary aspects of a custodian’s role are
clearly distinguished from the role of the investment manager, who has broad discretionary
responsibility to act on behalf of investors (within the limits of investment guidelines, restriction
and applicable law). The custodian’s role, instrumental as it is, is subject to direction by the
investment manager. The custodian gives effect to the investment manager’s decisions in the
context of the markets and types of investments.
Risks attendant to the relevant structure or laws and regulation (for example a rule that requires
that assets be delivered to an executing broker ahead of settlement) are inherent in the invest5

ment decision and are not within the control of the custodian. The particularities of asset administration, including delivery of assets in connection with purchases and sales, may be circumscribed by law, regulation or market practice in the particular countries of investment and as a
result the custodian’s duties will always be determined and constrained by these local conditions.
In the case of EU collective investment schemes, the role of the custodian is further distinguished from the role of the depositary. In relation to specific fund types, the EU model has
included among the depositary’s responsibilities certain supervisory functions, in addition to core
custody functions. In some circumstances, the depositary supervisory functions are undertaken
by specialist firms while core custody is delegated to a global custodian.
The term “segregation”
We understand “segregation” to refer to arrangements made by an intermediary (“Intermediary
A”) in its books and records that are intended to ensure that:
1. its customers’ book-entry securities will not be treated as the property of Intermediary A
and used to meet the claims of creditors of Intermediary A, which is generally achieved
by keeping records to identify book-entry securities as belonging to each of its customers;
2. if Intermediary A’s customer is also an intermediary (“Intermediary B”), the book-entry
securities of Intermediary B’s end investors will not be treated as property of Intermediary
B (nor are they the property of Intermediary A) and are protected from the creditors of not
just of Intermediary A but also of Intermediary B; and
3. each customer’s book-entry securities will not be treated as the property of any other
customers and are protected from the creditors of those other customers (however, “customers” are only the direct customers of each intermediary: in the example above, a customer of Intermediary B is not considered a “customer” of Intermediary A).
As the above description explains, “segregation” does not necessarily equate to replicating
account structures, or mirroring them, from one intermediary to the next through the chain of
custody. As we explain more fully in our responses to ESMA’s questions below, segregation and
omnibus accounts can co-exist – and in fact broadly do co-exist – through the custody chain.
The concept of “delegation”
Finally, as a preliminary matter and by way of explanation, throughout our response, please note
that in describing securities holdings and dispositions as well as the account relationships
among account holders (such as AIFs and UCITS), their account providers (such as custodians/depositaries), onward sub-custodians, third-party collateral agents, prime brokers and central securities depositories (“CSDs”), we will not refer to any of these relationships as involving
“delegations”. The reason for this is because the concept of “delegation” of securities – a re-
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cently adopted view which was enshrined in the AIFMD2 - is, broadly speaking, incompatible with
pre-existing national law legal systems for securities holdings and dispositions.3
In brief, the concept of “delegation” contradicts applicable national law treatment of securities
held as “property” through the indirect holding system.4
Similarly, the use of the words “entrusted to” in both the AIFMD and UCITS regimes is problematical in the sense that book-entry securities are considered under the legislation to be “entrusted” by depositaries to sub-custodians, third-party collateral agents, prime brokers or CSDs5 as
well as by the use of the words “provided to” in the sense that book-entry securities are considered capable of being “provided to” CSDs6. These terms do not reflect that the majority of traded securities are dematerialised and only represented by electronic records.
To be clear, there is no “entrustment” or “provision” of securities to a third-party (such as a subcustodian) by a depositary: this is not what happens in practice. What actually happens in the
fulfilment of the provision of custody services is that custodians (as account providers) provide
access on behalf of their clients (as account holders) to property rights - and the exercise of
shareholder and similar rights - in securities which in the first instance are deposited with
CSDs by issuers and their agents. BA custodian is not the party “holding” book-entry securities
in the first instance. The custodian cannot simply record the existence of a book-entry security
independently without a corresponding entry ultimately at the CSD. This means that it is not
possible for it to “provide” or “entrust” them to sub-custodians or CSDs or “entrust” them under a
“delegation” arrangement or otherwise.
Key summary points
In sum, our responses below can be summarised in four key points:

2

Article 21(12) AIFMD, Art. 101(1)(a) AIFMR. In a similar vein, ESMA’s five “Options”, as presented in its Consultation Paper:
Guidelines on asset segregation under the AIFMD (1 December 2014), ESMA/2014/1326, refer to appointment of sub-custodians as
“delegations”.
3
Indeed, as recently as 2009, the recommendation of the European Parliament’s own commissioned de Larosière Report (25
February 2009) concluded:
‘The depository institutions, as custodians, should remain responsible for safe-keeping duties of all the fund’s assets at all
times, in order to be able to perform effectively its compliance-control functions. Delegation of depository functions to a
third party should therefore be forbidden. Nevertheless, the depositary institution may have to use sub-custodians to safekeep foreign assets. Sub-custodians must be completely independent of the fund or the manager. The depositary must
continue to perform effective duties as is presently requested. The quality of these duties should be the object of supervision.’
Logically, appointment of sub-custodians could not be considered a delegation if ‘delegation of depositary functions to third-parties
[are] forbidden.’
4
The resulting misapplication of “delegation” has caused confusion in the industry because it has led to perverse results (e.g.,
treating third-party collateral arrangements as “delegations” despite the commercial, legal and contractual realities of such arrangements to the contrary).
5
See, Article 21.8(a) of the AIFMD, Article 14(2) of UCITS V and Recital 21 of UCITS V.
6
See, ESMA’s response in a “Q&A” on Application of the AIFMD (ESMA Questions and Answers, Application of the AIFMD, Response to Question 8 [New], 1 October 2015), in which ESMA indicated that a CSD is considered a delegate where assets of an AIF
are considered to be “provided” to it in order to be held in custody. ESMA’s response to Question 8 is framed on the basis that
securities of the AIF are being “provided by” the depositary to a CSD (we note that this response would seem inconsistent with
ESMA’s prior advice in its 2011 Final Report as well the express terms of Article 21.11 of the AIFMD, Level 1).
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1. There should be no debate about whether “segregated” accounts are preferred to “omnibus” accounts. “Segregation” at the account holder/account provider interface is a universally applied practice that is essential to protect investors. The debate is about what
kinds of segregation would further protect investors where other intermediaries are utilised one step or more beyond that interface.
2. It is generally accepted that end investor interests in securities must be segregated (ringfenced) from all intermediaries throughout the custody chain - as well as from the intermediaries’ creditors - and that the investors’ interests in securities must be reconcilable
between each intermediary in the chain so that their (the end investors’) individual interests in the securities are identifiable in their segregated accounts at their account providers.
3. Mandating “further” account segregation of individual end investor interests in securities
(or by groupings, such as “AIF omnibus”) further up the chain of custody would not be an
effective or useful tool for ensuring investor protection. Instead, if there is concern about
the speed or accuracy with which identification of customer interests in securities can be
identified, the focus should be on insolvency law and practice as they relate to onward intermediaries in the chain.
4. New segregation requirements risk inconsistency or contradiction with other regimes that
either have already operated successfully to protect end investor interests (such as MiFID safekeeping and administration requirements) or are intended to do so in the future
(such as CSD Regulation).
Terminology
We have addressed the use of the terms “custody”, “segregation” and “delegation” in above in
this Introduction. In addition to putting definition around the use of these terms, as we have
done, we also call attention to our use of the following terms throughout our responses and their
definitions as well:
•

Account holder: a securities intermediary’s immediate customer for whom the intermediary maintains a segregated securities account.

•

Account provider: a securities intermediary or central securities depositary (“CSD”)
maintaining a segregated securities account for its account holder.

•

Central securities depository (“CSD”): with respect to a security, a legal person that
operates a system for the settlement of transactions in such security and also provides
either or both of the services of initial recording of securities in a book-entry system and
providing and maintaining securities accounts at the top-tier level.

•

Custody chain: the linked chain of intermediaries through which UCITS or AIF interests
in book-entry securities are maintained and subject to transfer.

•
•

Customer or client: any “account holder” of any account provider.
End investor: the underlying investor in whose beneficial, economic and investment interest a security is ultimately held, e.g., an AIF or UCITS fund.
Intermediary: a custodian or sub-custodian performing some or all of the custody service: a Central Securities Depository is not considered an intermediary.

•
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•

Omnibus account: holding client assets utilising an account at a sub-custodian ior CSD
in the name of the custodian or its nominee, rather than in an account in the name of
each of the custodian’s individual clients.

•

Securities in bearer form (bearer securities): a physical instrument constituting the
security which is considered held by whoever holds the instrument from time to time:
possession is transferred by transferring possession of the instrument.

•

Securities in registered form (registered securities): a security evidenced by a register maintained by issuer, usually through a “registrar” as its agent, in which the names of
holders are recorded from time to time: in order to transfer registered securities, the register must be revised to substitute the name of the transferor with the name of the transferee.

•

Securities held as book-entry securities (book-entry securities): Registered securities may be subject to transfer through intermediaries if they are also held as “bookentry” securities so they can be held and transferred through settlement systems. These
are securities the certificates of which are (1) stored in a vault at a depository in order to
prevent physical movement on transfer of ownership (immobilisation), with the depository
being linked to a settlement system, or (2) eliminated altogether (dematerialisation) so
that the ownership of the securities is evidenced only in computer records through a settlement system.

•

Settlement: delivery of a security, usually against payment, with book-entry securities
being delivered and maintained through Settlement Systems.

•

Sub-custodian: Any person who is acting under the authority and direction of the custodian to perform some or all of the custody services for the AIF or UCITS.

•

Trustee / Depositary (‘Depositary’): the entity responsible for holding relevant AIF or
UCITS assets, subject to a trust instrument or depositary agreement, under the AIFMD or
UCITS directive.

<ESMA_COMMENT_CE_ASCS_1>
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Q1:
Please describe the model of asset segregation (including through the use of ‘omnibus accounts’) in your custody chain/the custody chain of the funds that you manage. Please explain what motivates your choice of asset segregation at each level (e.g.
investor demand, local requirements, tax reasons).
In your description, please take into account the following:
a) please describe – with the use of a chart/diagram – at least three levels of ac-

count-keeping in your custody chain, as follows:
i)

the first level should be the level of the AIF/UCITS-appointed depositary,

ii)

the second level should be the level of a third party delegate of the depositary, and

iii) the second level should be the level of a third party delegate of the depositary, and
iv) the third level should be the level of a sub-delegate of the third party delegate or the CSD, where applicable.
You may wish to add further levels of accounts, depending on your custody
chain.
b) if you use ‘omnibus accounts’ (i.e. accounts, in which the assets of different end

investors are commingled, rather than each individual investor’s assets being
held in a separate account) at any level of the custody chain, please provide, in
as clear and detailed a manner as possible:
i)

an explanation including at which level of the chain you use them;

ii) a description of the features of these accounts (e.g. whose assets are held in
them, who holds title to those assets or is considered to be the end investor,
etc. - e.g. AIF, UCITS, other clients, depositaries or their third party delegates);
iii) an explanation on how any restriction on reuse of the assets applying to the
funds (AIF/UCITS) which you have in custody/manage (e.g. the restriction
under Article 22(7) of the UCITS Directive) is respected, when they are held
in an omnibus account at a given level; and
iv) the number or percentage of ‘omnibus accounts’ versus ‘separate accounts’
in your custody chain.
c) if you do not use ‘omnibus accounts’, please specify why and how far down the

chain it is possible for you not to use them (i.e. whether this works in all situa-
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tions or, if it is necessary to use ‘omnibus accounts’ at some level of the custody
chain, at which level)?
d) in the chart/diagram to be provided under a), if applicable, please refer to the five

options in the table under Q22 below and specify if your model matches or
closely matches with any of the models described therein.
e) if your model makes any distinction between AIF and UCITS assets, please high-

light the difference between the two in the chart/diagram to be provided under a).
f)

According to a Briefing Note7 published by ECON in 2011, there are five basic
models for holding securities with an intermediary: the trust model8, the security
entitlement model9, the undivided property model10, the pooled property model11
and the transparent model12. ESMA is interested in gathering evidence on whether there may be any link between certain securities holding models and certain
asset segregation models. Therefore, ESMA invites stakeholders to provide input to the following questions:
i)

What securities holding model do you use?

ii) Is such model the market standard in your jurisdiction?
iii) Is the market standard model in your jurisdiction one of the five mentioned
above, or a different one? If a different one, please provide details.
iv) Does the model you refer to under f) i) require a particular way of segregating assets or omnibus accounts at one of the levels referred to at letter a)
above? If yes, please specify.
g) Please explain the naming conventions (i.e. in whose name is the account

opened) applied to the accounts with the delegates/sub-delegates of the depositary in the model described under answers to questions a) to e) above. Please
also specify if there are instances where the accounts with the immediate delegate of the depositary are opened in the name of the funds.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_1>

ANSWER:

7

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201106/20110606ATT20781/20110606ATT20781EN.pdf
See pages 14-15 of the Briefing Note.
9
See page 16 of the Briefing Note.
10
See page 17 of the Briefing Note.
11
See page 18 of the Briefing Note.
12
See page 19 of the Briefing Note.
8
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Our response does not describe any particular custody chain, but rather sets out common
practice among custodians.
Account structures in the custody chain have five main features:
1. There is always full segregation by end investor at the level of the first intermediary in
the custody chain (i.e. at the level of securities accounts provided to the end investor;
this is the level of the securities accounts provided by the AIF/UCITS-appointed depositary).
2. There is always appropriate segregation between proprietary assets and client assets
so as to ensure that the assets of clients of an intermediary are clearly distinguished
from proprietary assets of that intermediary and from proprietary assets of the account
provider of that intermediary.
3. In the absence of other considerations, custodians will choose to hold client assets in
omnibus accounts at higher levels in the custody chain up to the issuer CSD.
4. There may well be operational reasons why - for some types of activity and for some
types of end investors (and sometimes at the investors’ request) - custodians choose
to use segregated accounts further up the custody chain. The reasons may, for example, be linked to processing of corporate actions, tax reclaims or securities settlement.
Such segregation further up the chain may identify individual end investors or categories of investor (such as, for example, by country of residence for tax purposes).
5. There may also be legal and asset protection reasons that mandate the use of segregated accounts. The most important legal and asset protection reasons for segregation further up the custody are driven by the legal environment in the country of the investment (i.e., the country of the issuer CSD); these reasons may require some degree of segregation in the securities accounts provided by the issuer CSD, or in the
securities accounts provided by a local sub-custodian (which in most cases would be
located in the same country as the issuer CSD), or both.
Account structures through the chain are driven by the requirement that any segregation up
the chain (for example, at the level of the issuer CSD) is reflected at each lower level in the
chain.13
Account structures in the country of the issuer CSD are very largely determined by local markets practices and regulations. Practice has become well established in many jurisdictions so
that, where omnibus accounts are common, the law has tended to support their existence.
The following legal factors may be relevant in particular countries:
•

In countries14 where local investors are obliged to hold their securities directly in the
CSD/issuer, the need for omnibus accounts only arises in respect of foreign investors who already use a global account provider to hold their securities.

13

For a graphical representation of this point, please see pages 7 and 8 of the November 2012 Report of the Task Force on Adaptation to Cross-CSD Settlement in T2S “TFAX Report”
14
E.g. Finland, Greece, Lithuania, Poland, China(?), Brazil
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•

In countries15 where the person who is registered at CSD/issuer level is regarded as
the owner of the securities, to the exclusion (in most circumstances) of other claimants, there may be obstacles to recognition of custodial arrangements. The operational set-up is likely to have been created historically in a way which does not envisage that a CSD participant would need multiple accounts or delegate the operation of its accounts to third parties. In order to operate a separate account for each
investor, the account provider would have to persuade the higher-tier intermediary to
operate multiple accounts for the account provider, and pay (or charge investors for)
the additional fees associated with many accounts.

•

Even in countries where omnibus accounts are common (where direct holdings are
not compulsory and indirect holdings are standard practice), there may be operational influences on account structures. A higher-tier intermediary may be unwilling to
agree to a single-investor-per-account holding pattern, for example because the
higher-tier intermediary is constrained by systems limitations on scaling up to the
degree implied by each of its account provider clients having multiple accounts. Another factor is the need to have separate identifiers for each account. Where an omnibus account is used, the task of allocating securities received to buyers is carried
out by the account provider. A settlement system may (but may not) be able to supply the account provider with identifiers to facilitate the allocation of securities received to the sub-accounts maintained by the account provider for its clients. Where
a stock exchange operates a straight-through processing system linked into the relevant CSD, the choice of account structure may be affected by the amount of detail
that the various systems can support.

In any of these cases, the technical and operational systems will have grown up domestically in a manner which suits the local market and legal arrangements, and may be difficult to adapt wholesale. Rather, individual market participants have developed ad-hoc arrangements – including settlement and custody arrangements - to cope with the market
expectations of where their clients require them to undertake transactions on their behalf.
Several publicly available documents provide information about account structures
through the custody chain. An important report setting out account segregation practices
at issuer and investor CSDs is the ECSDA report, dated 13 October 2015, entitled “Account segregation practices at European CSDs”.16 The ECSDA report groups EU member state models as follows:

15
16

E.g. Spain, Portugal
http://ecsda.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015_10_13_ECSDA_Segregation_Report.pdf

13

Figure 1.

The ECSDA report is more relevant to other securities intermediaries in the chain than
might at first glance be assumed. From a functional perspective, investor CSDs act as
intermediaries in the custody chain: some of the analysis of account segregation practices of investor CSDs (viz. that investor CSDs typically hold omnibus accounts in the
books of the issuer CSD) is also relevant to custodian banks.
Other important reports include the August 2015 ISSA report on “Transparency in Securities Transactions and Custody Chains”17as well as the March 2012 AFME paper on “CSD
Account Structure : Issues and Proposal”18.

17
18

http://www.issanet.org/pdf/ISSA_commissioned_Securities_Accounting_System_research_paper.pdf
Available at http://www.afme.eu/divisions/post-trade/
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The following diagram provides a limited illustration of structures that may typically be used in
omnibus account the holding chains:

Figure 2

Please refer to our response to Question 8 for a discussion of how this model would become
more complex in the event end investor positions are required to be individually segregated
through the entire chain.
The overriding consideration is ensuring that books and records of intermediaries are accurate and remain so throughout the various transactions carried out for clients / investors and
are reconciled once any transaction is completed. The historic apparent failures in the use of
omnibus accounts and their process arose from failures in record-keeping and not because of
the use of omnibus accounts per se.
From the perspective of the custodian (whether it is acting as a global custodian or a subcustodian), when it is acting as account provider, the critical considerations are that:
- On its own books (as account provider), assets from different end investors/account
holders are clearly segregated from each other and from the assets of the custodian itself;
- When the custodian in turns holds assets with another account provider (e.g., a subcustodian or a CSD) further up the custody chain, it is acting as an “account holder”. The
custodian will ensure that on the books of its account provider, the assets of its clients
are segregated from
o its own assets,
15

o the assets of any other client of the account provider (the sub-custodian or CSD),
and
o the assets of the sub-custodian;
These are the most important elements of end investor asset protection. Where options
differ is in terms of the extent of required segregation and identification of each end investor –
or of each category of end investor - of the depositary throughout the chain of custody (e.g.,
upstream, at sub-custodians).
In the context of book-entry securities, the securities of an account holder (such as an AIF, a
UCITS or any other ultimate account holder) always would and should be reflected on the
books and records of an account provider (e.g., Level 1, the depositary or the global custodian where custody has been delegated) as held on a segregated basis form other clients of
the account provider and from the account provider’s own assets since the account provider’s records are dispositive for establishing the account holder’s legal entitlements to its
securities.
This account provider (e.g., the depositary, also operating as a global custodian for end investors other than AIFs and UCITS’) may have multiple clients of many different kinds –
among them, inter alia, individual AIFs, UCITS’, pension schemes, natural persons, insurance
companies and bank clients or brokers who themselves act as intermediaries: by providing
access to rights in the securities for all of its end investors, the depositary/global custodian in
turn acts as an account holder itself (on behalf of each of its end investors). The upper-tier
account provider (the sub-custodian, Level 2) would not ordinarily reflect in its own books and
records the individual names of underlying account holders (beneficial owners) facing off with
the depositary at Level 1. It would instead reflect the name of its own recognised account
holder with which it has a direct contractual relationship (referred to as “contractual privity”):
this is the depositary/global custodian (not each of the underlying account holders). This is
the essence of omnibus account structures: at no point is this considered “commingling” because individual end investors’ assets held with their account providers are considered segregated and protected in compliance with national law obligations falling on account providers.
While Figure 2 above indicates that each Depositary will have a single Omnibus Account with
the Sub-Custodian, some of AGC members maintain several omnibus accounts at Level 2,
for instance an ‘AIF client account’, a ‘UCITS client account’ and a ‘general client account’ for
all other clients. As a consequence, AIF assets are segregated from non-AIF assets, but the
assets of multiple AIF clients are held in a single client account for the Depositary/global custodian at Level 2 as described in Option 1. Other AGC members maintain accounts at subcustodians that are more segregated. As stated above, practice varies.
Of special importance is the impact that inappropriate and ineffective segregation requirements could have on collateral management arrangements upon which capital markets rely
for liquidity and upon which transaction counterparties rely for safety and security when incurring credit exposures. The business models of a tri-party collateral manager and securities
lending agent are very different from core custody services. In particular, collateral management is an environment in which beneficial ownership of collateral changes frequently (includ16

ing intra-day) as part of a dynamic process, whereas custody tends to involve beneficial ownership of securities changing less frequently (i.e., held for longer periods). This market difference is fundamental in understanding the impact of requiring segregation along the chain of
custody in the context of collateral management.
In any situation where segregated accounts are used, it is necessary for the relevant data to
be stored and maintained in multiple locations (i.e., at each intermediary level). In a tri-party
collateral management model, in which data at the end investor level is changing frequently, it
would be impossible for all custody intermediaries to keep up with frequent changes of collateral at the end investor level if a fully segregated account structure is required, and collateral
movements would be negatively impacted, creating additional risk.
b) if you use ‘omnibus accounts’ (i.e. accounts, in which the assets of different end investors are commingled, rather than each individual investor’s assets being held in a separate account) at any level of the custody chain, please provide, in as clear and detailed a
manner as possible:
i) an explanation including at which level of the chain you use them;
ii) a description of the features of these accounts (e.g. whose assets are held in them,
who holds title to those assets or is considered to be the end investor, etc. - e.g. AIF,
UCITS, other clients, depositaries or their third party delegates);
iii) an explanation on how any restriction on reuse of the assets applying to the funds
(AIF/UCITS) which you have in custody/manage (e.g. the restriction under Article 22(7) of
the UCITS Directive) is respected, when they are held in an omnibus account at a given
level; and
iv) the number or percentage of ‘omnibus accounts’ versus ‘separate accounts’ in your
custody chain.
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ANSWER:
The use of the word “commingled” is confusing since custodial agents such as global custodians and sub-custodians are almost always both an “account holder” and an “account provider”19:

Segregated
Omnibus

Account Holder

Segregated

Omnibus

Account Holder

Segregated
Account Holder

Figure 3

As noted above in the response to Question 1, no “commingling” occurs because individual
end investors’ assets held with each of their account providers are considered segregated (as
depicted in the Figure 2, above) and protected in compliance with national law obligations falling on account providers.
i) an explanation including at which level of the chain you use them:
Use of omnibus accounts varies – but all depositaries use them depending on the market,
some more than others. Omnibus accounts are often used at the interface of “Level 2” and
almost always at “Level 3”.
ii) a description of the features of these accounts:
The accounts are governed by the contractual provisions agreed between the account provider and account holder. The features of an omnibus account are a function of the law applicable to the particular omnibus account, as described above in our response to Question 1.
In most cases, these accounts are regular securities accounts, used for settlement, tax and
asset servicing. To optimise tax processing, sometimes ‘tax pooling’ accounts are used
whereby assets of different clients with similar tax profiles are aggregated.
iii) an explanation on how any restriction on reuse of the assets applying to the funds:
Intermediaries holding securities in custody ordinarily neither seek nor receive “right of use” or
“right of rehypothecation”. The assets in these accounts are client assets which are segre-
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“Commingling” would mean that all customers’ cash or property would be combined in one common account or investment fund in
return for an allocation of an interest (usually on a pro rata basis) in the combined cash or property.
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gated from the own assets of the account provider, and therefore the account provider cannot
reuse those assets as collateral (unless the client has provided specific authorisation to do
so). Examples of where re-use of assets for collateral purposes is permitted by client authorisation or regulation, are primarily prime brokers or broker-dealers (especially in the U.S.),
where re-use or rehypothecation is a core part of the business model.
The first question to be asked is what is the investment manager on behalf of a fund (an AIF
or UCITS) trying to achieve as an investment strategy. Investment managers – and fund
boards – select service providers who best support this strategy at competitive pricing levels.
If the investment strategy is “buy-and-hold” or “long-only”, there is no need for any right of reuse or rehypothecation to be granted, since such rights are usually granted in return for financing arrangements by which the fund can utilise leverage. A depositary and its subcustodians therefore have no need for such rights, and agreements appointing them ordinarily
do not include them.
If an investment manager wishes to utilise leverage, a prime broker ordinarily will be appointed. As part of the bilateral understanding between the prime broker and the manager on behalf of the fund, fund assets are pledged, and rights of reuse/rehypothecation are granted, to
the prime broker in return for financing. The amount of financing available typically is linked
to collateral levels and amounts of assets available for reuse/rehypothecation: this in turn requires the employment of a mark-to-market margin calculation that is carried out by the prime
broker. Under the terms of the agreement appointing the prime broker, this calculation determines whether assets of the fund are validly reused/rehypothecated. It is for this reason
the Committee has consistently pointed out that the interposition of the depositary in these arrangements has raised unnecessary complications and cost and has artificially created risk
for depositaries in having to effectively underwrite operational risk incurred in the appointment
of prime brokers (the margin calculation and consequent availability of assets that the prime
broker “should” be maintaining in custody for the fund).
Some securities intermediaries do take security interests in fund assets in order to secure obligations of the fund to the intermediary incurred in the ordinary course. This is referred to
colloquially as a “broker’s lien”, which in some countries arises under case law even if not
provided for under the terms of the agreement appointing the intermediary. Obligations of the
fund typically giving rise to such rights include overdrafts incurred in order to settle securities
or other transactions (e.g., if a sale of another security fails and proceeds of the sale were
expected to be used to pay for a purchase) on behalf of the fund and unpaid fees.
iv) the number or percentage of ‘omnibus accounts’ versus ‘separate accounts’:
As the Association itself does not provide custody services but instead represents the interests of its competing members who do, it does not maintain data on the usage of omnibus
accounts versus ‘separate’ or ‘segregated’ accounts. This said, we reiterate that, first and
foremost (as stated in our first “Key Summary Point” in the Introduction above), all securities
accounts are considered “segregated” at the interface between an account holder and an account provider. This means that “segregation” and “omnibus” accounts coexist comfortably in
the holding chain. This in turn means that the question isn’t number or percentage of one
versus the other type of account structure, but rather whether the absolute number of ac19

counts would increase due to end investor positions being further segregated up the custody
chain.
We caution ESMA that any data it receives in this respect should be treated with care. Among
the reasons why such data may be deceptive are:
1. As explained in the March 2012 AFME paper referenced above, mandatory segregation (including the use of ‘separate’ accounts) further up the custody chain has the effect of restricting market access, and thereby of reducing the total numbers of accounts.
2. Segregation requirements further up the chain “propagate” the total number of accounts: please see our response to Question 8 below as well as page 8 of the previously mentioned T2S TFAX Report for a graphical representation of this point. Such
“propagation” has the effect of increasing the total numbers of “segregated” or “separate” accounts.
c) if you do not use ‘omnibus accounts’, please specify why and how far down the chain
it is possible for you not to use them (i.e. whether this works in all situations or, if it is
necessary to use ‘omnibus accounts’ at some level of the custody chain, at which level)?
ANSWER:
There are at least three important cases in which the use of omnibus accounts is necessary.
The first case is the case of a securities provider refusing, or not being technically able, to
provide the large numbers of accounts that the use of ‘separate’ accounts entails. This may
well be the position of an issuer CSD (especially an issuer CSD located outside the European
Union). It may also be the position of a sub-custodian, especially a sub-custodian in the country of an issuer CSD located outside the European Union. (It is important to note in this respect that any generalised obligation to use ‘separate’ accounts at a high level in the custody
chain would imply the provision of potentially millions of securities accounts).
The second case is the case of the use of a collateral agent/manager. In the case of a thirdparty collateral agent/manager, there would be segregation (identifying the AIF/UCITS) in the
books of the collateral agent/manager, but higher up the chain it would be necessary to use
omnibus accounts.
The third case is the case of securities lending activity. As explained in our answer to question 14, segregation up the chain creates difficulty and complexity both in the lending of securities and in the receipt of collateral.
d) in the chart/diagram to be provided under a), if applicable, please refer to the five options in the table under Q22 below and specify if your model matches or closely matches
with any of the models described therein.
ANSWER:
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The model depicted in Figure 2 above most closely resembles Option 4. There are a number
of other models operated by ACG members. For AIFs and UCITS assets, in the UK for example, the Level 1 position is Option 1.
It is not quite accurate to say “AIF and non-AIF assets could be commingled in the model
shown in Figure 2 in the account on which the AIF’s assets are to be kept at the level of the
delegate”, etc. This is because, as pointed out above in our response to Question 1, the assets are not considered to be “commingled”: any “delegate” (at Level 2) operating as an “account provider” would be expected to maintain segregated accounts for its account-holder,
which for this purpose would be for the “depositary” (at Level 1). If the depositary holds the
fund’s assets in custody itself, it operates as an “account provider” for the fund as “account
holder” and beneficial owner.
Put another way, the approach and language adopted by ESMA in the context of AIFMD and
UCITS V does not lend itself well to all scenarios in the chain of custody: none of ESMA’s Options – if applied literally – are entirely consistent with legal concepts underlying account
holder-account provider relationships that exist separately at each link in the custody chain.
While some members have adopted Option 1 for AIF and UCITS assets, we would reiterate
that we consider that asset protection comes from the fact that, (i) each account holder has a
segregated account with its own account provider; and (ii) at each level of the custody chain,
client assets are segregated from the proprietary assets of the Depositary and its delegates.
It is therefore important to clarify the nature of omnibus accounts and how they are employed
by custodians and brokers: the existence of omnibus accounts does not preclude “segregation” in a way that provides protection to ultimate account holders. Because a custodian intermediary can be both an account provider (where it is end investor-facing) and at the same
time an account holder (where it becomes the end investor) with respect to the same securities entitlements, both concepts apply at the same time. It is important to specify what is
meant with reference to ‘segregation’ when considering accounts maintained by depositaries/global custodians/brokers with sub-custodians (or by sub-custodians with sub-sub custodians) and thereby what actually matters in order to protect investors’ interests.
As noted above, all five of ESMA’s Options envisage segregation of a sub-custodian’s own
assets (‘proprietary assets’) from assets of clients held with that sub-custodian (‘end investor
assets’) as well as segregation of end investor assets from proprietary assets belonging to
lower-tier intermediaries (such as depositaries/global custodians). As noted, these are the
most important elements of end investor asset protection. These are the kinds of segregation
that matter in the event of an insolvency of a securities intermediary because the important
result is that no creditors of (i) a sub-custodian, (ii) the depositary/global custodian/broker appointing it or (iii) other end investors may claim successfully that such assets belong to them.
In all cases these are and must remain “end investor assets” held for the particular end investor designated in the books and records of the relevant securities intermediary. Where ESMA’s Options differ from each other is in terms of the extent of required segregation and identification of each end investor (or category of end investor) of the depositary throughout the
chain of custody (i.e., upstream, at sub-custodians).
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As a practical matter (and as explained more fully below), no particular Option described by
ESMA would provide more protection than any of the others in the event of the insolvency of
an upper-tier intermediary because an AIF or UCITS could not independently instruct an upper-tier intermediary (such as a sub-custodian) or a competent official in the insolvency of that
intermediary with respect to the book-entry securities. It is an inherent feature of a system of
indirect enforcement that an upper-tier intermediary can only be accountable to its next tier
intermediary or customer. If this were not the case, the possibility of competing instructions
would arise, which would carry with it the prospect of confusion as to whom an intermediary is
finally accountable. The consequences of such confusion would of course be felt most acutely
in a crisis setting, particularly where one of the parties involved is insolvent, in addition to potential systemic implications, the cost of the insolvency process would increase (reducing the
amounts available to end investors) and cause additional delays beyond those needed to legally resolve parties’ rights and other ownership issues.
e) if your model makes any distinction between AIF and UCITS assets, please highlight
the difference between the two in the chart/diagram to be provided under a).
ANSWER:
There would be no need for such a distinction so long as appropriate segregation is maintained at the right levels in the chain.
f) According to a Briefing Note published by ECON in 2011, there are five basic models
for holding securities with an intermediary: the trust model, the security entitlement model, the undivided property model, the pooled property model and the transparent model.
ESMA is interested in gathering evidence on whether there may be any link between
certain securities holding models and certain asset segregation models. Therefore, ESMA
invites stakeholders to provide input to the following questions:
i) What securities holding model do you use?
ii) Is such model the market standard in your jurisdiction?
iii) Is the market standard model in your jurisdiction one of the five mentioned
above, or a different one? If a different one, please provide details.
iv) Does the model you refer to under f) i) require a particular way of segregating
assets or omnibus accounts at one of the levels referred to at letter a) above? If
yes, please specify.
ANSWER:
i)

Securities holding model used:
Depositaries are not in a position to employ a particular securities holding model through
a cross-border chain of custody. For domestic holdings, this is possible, as the model
employed will be a function of the applicable local law (e.g., a UK depositary/custodian
holding UK securities will do so as bare trustee under English law).
For cross-border holdings, the situation is more complicated.
22

In acting as “account providers” with respect to book-entry securities, depositaries and
global custodians provide access to property rights - and the exercise of shareholder and
similar rights - to securities which in the first instance are deposited with CSDs by issuers
and their agents under the law applicable to the CSDs.
In this connection, the European Commission’s 2011 Report (the “2011 Report”)20 advised the Directorate General for Internal Policies, Economic and Monetary Affairs of the
challenges posed by cross-border holdings, describing these as among the most difficult
obstacles in overcoming the Giovannini Barrier of legal uncertainty.21 The challenges
were categorised into three groups:
1. The legal landscape of securities holdings and dispositions as well as of assisting investors in the exercise of their rights attached to their securities is
fragmented.
2. The international nature of securities transactions leads to situations where
the law of more than one country can influence the legal situation of securities
holding.
3. Member States have an interest in defending their respective domestic concepts underlying securities holdings and dispositions; therefore, solutions envisaged by them deviate.22
Resolving this uncertainty has becomes most important in the context of insolvency of
securities intermediaries such as sub-custodians. Differences among competing legal
systems become apparent when trying to determine exactly what the depositary purports
to maintain as property on behalf of its end investors. The key inhibitors to achieving legal clarity – and clarifying legal obligations of intermediaries – associated with crossjurisdictional (cross-border) holdings of securities were identified in the 2011 Report as:
1. The relevant conflict-of-laws rules lead to a situation where more than one
country’s laws influence the legal status of the same underlying securities.
2. The five basic holding models for securities to which ESMA refers: the trust
model, the entitlement model, the unshared property model, the pooled property model and the transparent model.
3. The legal framework for providing collateral over securities is sub-optimal.
Collateral is one of three major risk-mitigation tools (in addition to netting and
segregation of client assets away from proprietary assets). It is used through-

20.

P. Paech, Cross-Border Issues of Securities Law: European Efforts to Support Securities Markets with
a Coherent Legal Framework, prepared for the Directorate General for Internal Policies, Economic and
Monetary Affairs (May 2011).
21.
Ibid., 7.
22.
Ibid.
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out the financial markets, in particular also by Central Counterparties
(CCPs).23
An unavoidable consequence of holding securities on a cross-border basis is that “no intermediary (e.g., a depositary) can provide its account holder (e.g., an AIF or a UCITS
and their respective investors) with a legal position that is better than the one it holds itself.”24
Investors access rights and attributes in book-entry securities through the custody chain.
The net effect is that characterisation of these rights and attributes requires a blending of
different legal systems unless a rule can be agreed by which one system is favoured
over another25 or, alternatively, a “top-down” approach is imposed by which key rights
and attributes are resolved without regard to (and without trying to resolve) national law
differences. The Committee is pleased to see the European Commission’s ongoing work
in this respect at the EU level: we are contributing to the process in order to achieve a
workable solution that ensures investor protection.
ii) Is such model the market standard in your jurisdiction?
As mentioned above, the model employed is a function of national law.
iii) Is the market standard model in your jurisdiction one of the five mentioned above,
or a different one? If a different one, please provide details.
Depositaries and custodians acting as account providers will be subject to their respective national law requirements, which are outlined in “iv” below.
iv) Particular ways of segregating assets or omnibus accounts:
Most relevant national law systems are described further below, but we believe it might
be helpful to first call attention to defining characteristics of the major legal systems, including those that are common.
As a general matter, a key characteristic that is common to all major legal systems is
recognition in one way or another that book-entry securities are not tangible property like gold bars or bottles of wine - that can be physically separated from a “bulk” so that
specific securities can be identified as belonging to a particular end investor. Securities
cannot be held or transferred separately from the rest of the securities of the same issue.
Transfers of part of the bulk are simply transfers of a proportion of the bulk rather than of
identifiable units of it. As a result, all owners of securities are – in one way or another effectively co-owners with other investors of securities in the same class, whether or not
the securities are held in the same account.

23.
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Paech, 13.
Ibid., 24.

Proposals employing application of PRIMA rules on governing law have been explored.
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If an intermediary opens a separate account with the intermediary (or issuer) above it in
order to segregate the entitlement of one of its account holders from the others, then,
under English law (by way of example):
“[t]he [end investor’s] interest remains an indirectly held co-ownership interest
with other investors in securities of the same class. The issue of the securities
constitutes a single asset which can only be held in sole ownership or coownership. The shareholding is segregated only in the sense that it is identifiable
in the books of the intermediary’s own intermediary . . . The status of an account
as a non-fungible account does not mean the holder is the sole owner of the separate asset, only that his or her interest is excluded from the common pool and is
identifiable in the records of higher tier intermediaries and may therefore be
traced up the chain to the issuer.”26
As a result, the consensus in the industry and among legal practitioners is that arguments about lack of identification of particular securities become redundant. As stated
above, ‘segregation’ of securities is meaningful only at the account holder/account provider interface.
In EU Member States with a civil law tradition, an intermediary that maintains a securities
account for account holders generally retains no legal ownership interest in the intermediated securities within the account. Sole ownership of the securities resides with the investor (the end investor) at the bottom of the chain of holding.
In Member States such as the United Kingdom, Ireland, Cyprus and Malta that recognise
trusts, ownership may be split.27
In a number of Member States, account holders are given proprietary rights (or the
equivalent protection) by treating their interests in a commingled account as coownership (or co-proprietary) interests in a fungible pool.
Note on terminology
As we have explained in the introductory portion of our submission above, in describing
securities holdings and dispositions as well as the account relationships among account
holders (such as AIFs and UCITS), their account providers (such as custodians/depositaries) and onward sub-custodians, third-party collateral agents, prime brokers
and CSDs, we will not refer to any of these relationships as involving “delegations”.
Please refer to our introduction above for an explanation for our rationale.
Please also note below that in Figures 4 to 8 below ‘AP’ means Account Provider and
‘AH’ means account holder.
•

UK, Ireland Account Providers - Trust Model:
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R Goode ‘Are intangible assets fungible’, LMCLQ [2003] 379, pp 387-388.
Under German law, securities that are held in safe custody abroad and credited to an account holder’s account under the WRCredit system are also held by the intermediary in the capacity of fiduciary trustee (Treuhander).
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Figure 4

Under the trust model, investors (as account holders) own a beneficial interest in securities held in a securities account: account holders therefore are considered “beneficial
owners” of the securities. The custodian (as account provider) holds the securities “on
trust” for the account holder: the custodian/account holder is therefore referred to typically as “bare trustee”. A trust is a type of fiduciary relationship by which the trustee retains
“legal” ownership (with beneficial ownership being retained by account holders) and
which imposes a number of equitable and statutory obligations on the trustee such as a
duty of care, a duty of loyalty, a duty to account to the beneficiary and a duty to maintain
the integrity of the trust property separate from the trustee's own assets. A trust prevents
the trustee from benefitting unconscionably from having legal ownership of the assets.
If the trustee utilises another custodian to provide access to securities (e.g., in another jurisdiction where another custodian is required), the trustee (the “first trustee”) becomes
an account holder vis-a-vis the third-party custodian (the “second trustee”), who as an
account provider would also be considered a “bare trustee” under English law. The first
trustee would retain immediate beneficial interest in the securities as between the first
trustee and the second trustee, with the second trustee holding the securities “on trust”
for the first trustee. This arrangement – in which the chain of custody becomes attenuated – involves what is referred to as “overlapping trusts”: the first trustee in turn holds the
same securities on trust for the ultimate beneficial owners.
If the first trustee holds securities on behalf of its clients in an omnibus account with a
second trustee, the first trustee (as account holder) retains beneficial ownership of the in26

terests held in the omnibus account. However, as bare trustee (account provider), it
would segregate the positions for its clients, the ultimate beneficial owners (account
holders).
A beneficiary of a trust may only enforce its rights to its assets against its own trustee
(the first trustee), and not the trustee of another level trust (the second trustee) or any
other third party; the first trustee is obliged to enforce such rights on behalf of the beneficiary. Accordingly, where the AIF or UCITS has an individual account in its name on the
books and records of the first trustee, the AIF would only have a claim against the first
trustee, and not the second trustee. Accordingly, there would be no benefit from an entitlements perspective in requiring AIF or UCITS custody assets to be specifically distinguished in the books and records of the second trustee or any other account provider at
other level or tier in the chain.
Beneficial interests, and therefore trust property, fall outside of the insolvency estate of a
trustee. An insolvency estate comprises a company's own assets and would not include
assets held on trust for beneficial owners.
•

French Account Providers - Undivided Property Model:

Figure 5
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French securities law is mostly regulated by the Code monétaire et financier , which
codifies many previously separate decrees and acts. Under the ‘dematerialisation Act’ of
1980, all investors were obliged to deposit securities with a financial intermediary. This
28

Enacted by Ordinance 200-1223 of 14 December 2000.
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mandatory change to dematerialization meant that investors would have entitlements in
an account held with the intermediary and, as a result of this, securities lost their individuality and became “fungible” and – at least to some degree – interchangeable.29
French securities are divided into titres au porteur and titres nominatifs, with the former
deemed similar to bearer securities – thus preserving the investor’s anonymity vis a vis
the issuer - and the latter being registered with the issuer (or its mandatary) in the investor’s name. Titres au porteur are registered with a participant in a CSD in the investor’s
name and ultimately (separately) with the CSD in the participant’s name.
A financial intermediary is responsible for maintaining the securities account in the case
of titres au porteur and the issuer is responsible for maintaining the securities account in
the case of titres nominatifs.
The French holding system, therefore, consists of mixed “direct” and “indirect” elements.
However, under a mandate de conservation (custody mandate), both financial intermediaries and issuers (as “mandators”) may utilise third parties/custodians (“mandatees”) to
administer securities accounts for end investors. The mandatees are obliged to separate
their own assets from those of their clients under this agreement and the CSD also will
require such separation for purposes of distinguishing securities held for the third party
(custodian) versus those held for its end investor clients.30 Furthermore, the mandators’
liability to investors is unaffected by the mandate to the mandatee, which means in effect
that the length of the custody chain – including the number or type of sub-custodians –
has no legal effect on this liability and the investors’ securities entitlements.31
Investors therefore retain revendication rights (“droit de restitution”) in the security as
against the issuer, the custodian and other parties who may be in the chain.32
Under Civil Code, as substantive law, the CSD and financial intermediaries are deemed
custodians, which suggests a role as dépôt régulier, however, the Civil Code does not
recognise this role in the case of fungible property because a dépôt régulier requires a
custodian in the end to deliver the deposited assets in specie.
As a result of this lack of clarity under French substantive law, the classification of the relationship between investors and custodians has been the subject of some debate. It
seems generally accepted, however, that this relationship contains elements of the contract of dépôt and an accessory contract of mandate. In practice, these qualifications
have been avoided by classifying a custodian as a conservateur (rather than as a dépositaire), with the contract classified as conservation.33
The nature of investors’ interests in securities held with an intermediary is thus a combination of rights in rem and in personam: enforceability of an investor’s rights in securities
29

It should be noted that co-proprietary rights are not specifically recognised under French law.
Articles 332-4 and 332-39, Reglement General AMF.
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See, Article 12 of Decree nr. 49-1105 of 4 August 1949.
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it owns is dependent on the fulfilment of the terms of the investor-custodian relationship
and the custodian’s successful administration and record-keeping of the securities account maintained for the investor, none of which precludes use of omnibus accounts up
the chain. However, at the same time, an entry in the custodian’s securities account –
which of course must reflect a segregated position for its customer - clearly establishes
ownership of the investor as against third parties.34
In terms of transfer of title, in the case of securities traded on a regulated exchange, the
Code monétaire et financier provides that ownership “results” from the book-entry into
the acquirer’s securities account with a financial intermediary and the moment and conditions under which this book-entry is effected are determined by the customs of the place
of exchange (e.g., Euronext Paris).35 Under these rules, the moment of book-entry into
the intermediary’s account with the CSD (Euroclear France) is to be distinguished from
the moment of book-entry into the acquirer’s account with its intermediary: the two bookentries may not be simultaneous.
•

Account Providers in Germany, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Belgium - Pooled
Property Model:

Figure 6
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Article L. 431-6 C. mon. fin. However, it should be noted that reference to “revindication rights” is not made in this article – investors would be treated as unsecured creditors of the custodian if there were a shortfall in the custody account.
35
Article L. 431-2, first paragraph C. mon. fin.
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In Belgium, the law converts what would otherwise be a mere contractual claim against
the intermediary into an intangible co-ownership right in a pool of fungible book-entry securities held by the intermediary.36 This co-ownership right confers on the account holder
a right of “revendication” which entitles the account holder to the return of the relevant
kind and quantity of securities in the event of the intermediary’s insolvency.37 There is a
similar statutory protection for account holders in Luxembourg.38
In Germany, domestic securities are governed by German law and are represented by
global notes held in collective safe custody by the German central securities depositary,
Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt (“CBF”). Transfer of legal ownership is governed by
German laws. An account holder in an omnibus account is the co-owner of a pool of fungible securities held in collective safe custody (typically in bearer form, e.g., a “global
note”) with CBF. An intermediary acts as an indirect bailee for the account holder and
has “constructive possession” of the account holder’s co-ownership rights in the pool of
securities. Co-ownership rights in German securities constitute a right in rem which entitles the holder to a “segregation claim”, i.e., they are entitled to claim certain assets do
not form part of the insolvency estate of the debtor and therefore demand the segregation and delivery of those assets on the debtor’s insolvency. This translates to clients
holding co-ownership interests in securities which are held in safe custody with CBF being protected on the insolvency of custodian, sub-custodian or CBF.
As any intermediary has only possession and not ownership of the securities, the account holder’s securities do not fall into the intermediary’s insolvency estate and are
therefore immune from the claims of its creditors. The account holder also has a
“revendication” right which entitles it to a pro rata delivery of securities from the pool at
any time. The account holder can enforce this right against the intermediary in the event
of its insolvency.39
With regard to highest-tier level of custody (i.e. between CBF and its participant), there
is no requirement for CBF members to maintain separate accounts with CBF for clients
of the participant (“underlying clients”).
The correct allocation of co-ownership interests in securities held in collective safe custody accomplished by means of clear and accurate record-keeping and documentation
by the intermediary at each custody level (i.e., the custodian, the sub-custodian and
CBF). Each intermediary must keep records showing in whose interest it holds direct or
indirect possession.
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Article 2, Belgium Royal Decree No 62.
Articles 12 and 13, Belgium Royal Decree No 62.
38
Article 7, Securities Act 2001.
39
Section 985 Civil Code and sections 7 and 8 of the Securities Deposit Act. See also section 47 of the Insolvency Code. The
insolvency protection is essentially the same for securities held in collective safe-custody outside Germany. In cross-border custody,
the intermediary has co-ownership rights in the pool of fungible securities held with a foreign CSD and exercises them as the account
holder’s fiduciary (Treuhänder). However, as the economic benefit of the securities accrues to the account holder (Treugeber), the
account holder is still entitled to enforce a vindication right against the intermediary in the event of its insolvency.
37
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In order to protect the holders of the co-ownership interests, CBF must assume that the
co-ownership interests which are credited to a participant account of a CBF member (i.e.,
a custodian or sub-custodian) are held in indirect third party possession for the relevant
underlying clients, unless the CBF member has notified CBF in writing that it holds the
co-ownership interests in proprietary possession (i.e. proprietary assets). In such a case
the underlying client holders of the co-ownership interests are protected since CBF may
exercise pledge or lien rights over the co-ownership interests only with respect to claims
of CBF that arise in the context of its own co-ownership rights (e.g., custody fees owed to
the CBF) or for which the co-ownership interests are liable under a specific individual
transaction carried out in respect of the co-ownership rights between the CBF and the
relevant CBF member.
Therefore, it does not matter whether the custodian holds an AIF’s or UCITS fund’s
German securities in a separate physical CBF account for the Depositary's AIF or UCITS
clients, or in an omnibus account with CBF for all clients of the Depositary, or in an omnibus account with CBF for all clients of the custodian. What is important is that the Depositary and its sub-custodian comply with record-keeping and documentation obligations in
order to reflect the extent to which (i) co-ownership interests that have been credited by
CBF to the participant’s CBF account are held in indirect third-party possession for clients of the Depositary, (ii) co-ownership interests are held in indirect third-party possession for the Depositary (proprietary securities of the Depositary) and (iii) co-ownership interests are held in indirect proprietary possession for the sub-custodian itself (proprietary
securities of the sub-custodian). Only the co-ownership interests in proprietary securities
of the sub-custodian will fall into the insolvency estate of the sub-custodian.
Co-ownership interests recorded as set out in parts (i) and (ii) of the previous paragraph
are considered client securities and will therefore not fall into the insolvency estate of the
sub-custodian. These co-ownership interests grant a Segregation Claim under German
law to the respective ultimate client which - based on the books and records of the respective lower-tier custodians (e.g., a Depositary) - holds indirect proprietary possession
of the co-ownership interests. Therefore, in case of an insolvency of the sub-custodian,
AIF and UCITS clients would not be in a better position, if the AIF’s/UCITS’ Domestic
Securities were held in a separate AIF or UCITS client accounts with CBF.
•

Account Providers in Nordics, M.E., Brazil, China, Spain, Ukraine Transparent,
“Direct” or “Hybrid” Models:
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Figure 7

Sweden – Securities Holding System
In Sweden, securities are held in physical form or as a book-entry registration at the
Swedish Central Securities Depositary Euroclear Sweden or, in relation of fund units,
with the registrar (or management company) of the fund.
Securities in physical form should be physically delivered when transferred: physical
possession is relevant legally.
Most securities transacted in the market (both equity and interest bearing securities) are
fully dematerialised and registered in book-entry form. Such securities may be held directly by the owner and registered in an account provided by Euroclear Sweden: the
owner is considered the account holder. The account holder may be either a natural or a
legal person and has the power to instruct an account operator (usually a bank) which
makes the relevant registrations in the Euroclear Sweden system, thereby effecting
transfers of such securities. This is considered a “direct holding model”.
Sweden also allows for the “indirect holding model”, which is based on the legal concept
of “nominee” and operates in parallel with the “direct holding model”. A nominee, usually
a custodian bank, holds securities in the Euroclear Sweden system on behalf of its clients in specified “nominee accounts”, which may be omnibus accounts (i.e., in the same
account with Euroclear Sweden there may be securities belonging to different underlying
clients of the nominee). Holdings at Euroclear Sweden are never commingled with the
nominee’s own securities. The securities held in a “nominee account” are thus fully protected from the possible insolvency of the nominee by law (statue). The nominee then
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provides individually segregated accounts to its clients in its own securities account system.
Finland – Securities Holding System
In Finland, securities are either held (i) in physical form registered in the issuing company's shareholder register or (ii) in the book-entry register of the Finnish Central Securities
Depositary, Euroclear Finland Ltd (“EFi”). Fund units are held in a fund unit register by
the fund management company.
Physical securities are to be physically delivered when transferred. Physical possession
is relevant legally.
Most securities traded in the market (both equity and interest bearing securities) are fully
dematerialised and registered in book-entry form in the Finnish book-entry system. Such
securities may be held either through a direct holding model or an indirect holding model.
In the direct holding model, the securities are held directly by the beneficial owner in an
account provided by EFi, with the beneficial owner being registered as the account holder. Such account holder may either be a natural or a legal person and would have the
power to instruct an account operator (usually a bank), which then makes the relevant
registrations in EFi’s system and, in turn, effects transfers of the securities.
The indirect holding model is based on the legal concept of a nominee and operates in
parallel with the direct holding model. In this model, a nominee - usually a custodian bank
- holds securities in EFi’s system on behalf of its clients in (a) specific nominee account(s). Currently, the omnibus account setup (i.e. securities belonging to different underlying clients of the nominee are held on the same account, but always segregated
from the nominee’s own securities) is not available in the Finnish market, but this is expected to become available from the release of EFi’s new CSD-platform (scheduled for
release 14 November 2016). As securities held in nominee accounts are never commingled with the nominee’s own securities, they are fully protected from the possible insolvency of the nominee by law (statue). The nominee provides individually segregated securities accounts to its clients in its own securities account system.
The indirect holding model is not applicable to Finnish residents, whose holdings under
Finnish law must be registered as direct holdings in the name of each beneficial owner.
Both domestic and foreign banks may act as nominees in Finland. However, a nominee
must obtain a license from EFi in order to operate as a nominee in the Finnish securities
market.
Norway – Securities Holding System
In Norway, securities are either in a book-entry registration at the Norwegian Central Securities Depositary, VPS, or registered in the issuing company's shareholder registry.
Shares issued by a public limited company are always registered at VPS. Private limited
companies may decide to have their shares registered in VPS or in their own shareholder
registry. Tradeable interest bearing securities (bonds) are always registered at VPS.
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Fund units may be registered in VPS or in a registry held by the fund manager. Securities
in physical form do not exist in Norway.
Fund units may be registered either as a direct holding in the name of the investor or on
a nominee account, i.e., on an account owned by an account operator, usually a bank.
The nominee must obtain a licence from the Norwegian FSA in order to operate as a
nominee in the Norwegian market.
Shares must be registered as direct holdings in the name of the investor. However, nonNorwegian residents may have their holdings of shares in Norwegian public limited companies registered on a nominee account. As for fund units, the nominee will normally be
a bank, and a licence from the Norwegian FSA is required. Both domestic and foreign
banks may act as nominees in Norway.
Such nominees hold securities in the VPS system on behalf of clients in specified “nominee accounts”, which may be omnibus accounts (but holdings are never commingled
with the nominee’s own securities). The securities held in a “nominee account” are thus
fully protected from the possible insolvency of the nominee by law (statue). The nominee
then provides individually segregated accounts to its clients in its own securities account
system.
Denmark – Securities Holding System
In Denmark, securities (equities, bonds and fund units) are normally held in a book-entry
registration at the Danish Central Securities Depositary: VP Securities A/S - or in physical form (such holdings are very limited). Securities in physical form should be physically
delivered when ownership is transferred: physical possession is relevant legally.
Most of the securities registered in VP Securities A/S are held in single investor accounts
(In Danish: Enkeltinvestorkonti): this is usually referred to as a “single investor” account
model. The account holder will be each individual investor, but all registrations and transfers in the system of VP Securities A/S will be made by the investor’s bank (In Danish:
Kontoførende institut).
If the securities aren´t held in single investor accounts, the securities can be held by a
bank on behalf of clients, in which case the securities are registered in the bank´s name
on behalf of one or more of its clients in either a nominee or an omnibus account in the
system of VP Securities A/S. The bank will in its own books and records open one or
more custody accounts on behalf of the clients for, inter alia, registration and safekeeping
of the clients’ securities under the auspices of the clients as direct owners or the bank as
nominee. Under Danish law, banks are obliged to keep securities held by the banks on
behalf of its clients duly separated from the bank´s own securities.
•

U.S. Account Providers - The “Securities Entitlements System”:
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Figure 8

A customer's beneficial ownership in book-entry securities entitlements is represented by
bookkeeping entries in the customer's account at the securities intermediary having the
customer relationship with the beneficial owner. The statutory scheme governing both
the direct and indirect holding of securities (other than Treasuries) is based on the Uniform Commercial Code (“UCC”), as adopted in each state. .
The concept of a security entitlement is a package of both personal rights against the securities intermediary and an interest in the securities held by the securities intermediary.
A security entitlement is not, however, a specific property interest in any security held by
the securities intermediary or by the clearing corporation through which the securities intermediary holds the security.
An “entitlement holder” is a person or entity that has rights against a “securities intermediary,” which is the custodian or sub-custodian of the security entitlement for the entitlement holder. The rights known as security entitlements are held in a “securities account”
established by the securities intermediary for the entitlement holder.
In the State of New York, for example, a “securities account” is defined as “an account to
which a financial asset is or may be credited in accordance with an agreement under
which the person maintaining the account undertakes to treat the person for whom the
account is maintained as entitled to exercise the rights that comprise the financial as-
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set.”40 A “securities intermediary” in that state is defined as “(i) a clearing corporation; or
(ii) a person, including a bank or broker, that in the ordinary course of its business maintains securities accounts for others and is acting in that capacity.”41
Under New York law, the type of interest that an entitlement holder has in the securities
held by a securities intermediary is also defined. Generally, securities held by a securities intermediary for the account of its customers are not general assets of the securities
intermediary subject to the claims of creditors.42 If a securities intermediary fails, leaving
an insufficient quantity of securities or other financial assets to satisfy the claims of its entitlement holders and the claims of its creditors to whom it has granted security interests,
the UCC confers priority to entitlement holders over creditors with a security interest in a
particular financial asset.43 This priority scheme is subject to an exception in the instance where a creditor has control of a particular financial asset.44 However, a securities intermediary may not grant a security interest in the positions it is required to hold for
customers in the first instance, without the agreement of the entitlement holder.
New York law specifically provides that a securities intermediary must maintain a sufficient quantity of investment property to satisfy all security entitlements, and may not
grant security interests in the positions it is required to hold for customers, except as authorized by customers. Agreements establishing margin accounts45 typically grant such
authorization and extend such authorization to all assets of the entitlement holder being
held by the broker-dealer, including fully paid securities. This, it should be noted (and as
noted above), contrasts markedly with commercial bank custodians who generally are
proscribed from using assets of customers in their own business: no such authorization
would be given in customer agreements governing such securities custody accounts.
The property interest held by an entitlement holder is an interest held in common by all
entitlement holders who have entitlements to a particular security or other financial asset,
regardless of when a particular entitlement holder acquired such interest.46

40

UCC § 8-501(a).
UCC § 8-102(a)(14).
42
UCC § 8-503(a) provides: “To the extent necessary for a securities intermediary to satisfy all security
entitlements with respect to a particular financial asset, all interests in that financial asset held by the
securities intermediary are held by the securities intermediary for the entitlement holders, are not property
of the securities intermediary, and are not subject to claims of creditors of the securities intermediary * * *
”.
43
UCC § 8-511(a).
44
UCC § 8-511(b). “Control” is defined in UCC § 8-106. Obtaining “control” means that the creditor (the
secured party) has taken whatever steps are necessary, given the manner in which the securities are
held, to place itself in a position where it can have the securities sold, without further action by the entitlement holder. See UCC § 8 -106 comment 1.
45
A “margin account” generally enables a customer to obtain loans from a securities intermediary secured by cash and securities.
46
UCC § 8-503(b) provides: “An entitlement holder’s property interest with respect to a particular financial asset under subsection (a) is a pro rata property interest in all interests in that financial asset held by
the securities intermediary, without regard to the time the entitlement holder acquired the security entitlement or the time the securities intermediary acquired the interest in that financial asset.”
41
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Although this law describes the property interest of entitlement holders in the securities
held by a securities intermediary and provides the above-described priority rankings, it
does not necessarily determine how securities held by a failed securities intermediary will
be distributed in insolvency proceedings47.
g) Please explain the naming conventions (i.e. in whose name is the account opened)
applied to the accounts with the delegates/sub-delegates of the depositary in the model
described under answers to questions a) to e) above. Please also specify if there are
instances where the accounts with the immediate delegate of the depositary are opened
in the name of the funds.
ANSWER:
There is no uniform account naming convention that is considered standard across the industry.
Accounts with delegates/sub-delegates typically are opened in the name of the account holder (depositary of custodian). The account name can contain references to whether it contains
proprietary assets of the account holder or assets of the account holder’s clients. In the latter
case the accounts may be styled as held for specific types of end investors (e.g., for UCITS
funds) or more broadly for “underlying clients” (i.e., depositary or custodian X “on behalf of
UCITS funds” or “on behalf of underlying clients”). In this way, accounts can be named in
such a way to put the delegate/sub-delegate and creditors of the depositary on notice that the
assets do not belong to the depositary but rather to its end investors (or specific types of end
investors). Since the assets are held in custody by the delegate/sub-delegate, it is expected
that this translates to recognition by creditors of the delegate/sub-delegate that the assets also do not belong to the delegate/sub-delegate.
The naming convention chosen therefore has little to do with ensuring segregation from the
balance sheet (estate) of the delegate/sub-delegate. The naming convention is more relevant
to ensuring the assets are protected from creditors of the account holder (e.g., the depositary).
This is why naming conventions at delegates/sub-delegates typically are “XYZ Depositary/custodian, acting in various fiduciary capacities” or some similar name.
In some instances, accounts with immediate delegates of the depositary may be opened in
the name of the funds for which the depositary acts but this varies by depositary and may depend on scale of the relationship, pricing and other factors. In any case, choice of naming
convention does not affect to whom the delegate is legally accountable as the “customer” with
instruction authority over the account. In no case would a fund be able to “leap-frog” the authority of the depositary to directly instruct the delegate unless a specific contractual arrangement were made to this effect on a case-by-case basis.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_1>

47

See UCC § 8-503 comment 1.
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Q2:
Please explain how, under the framework you have described in your response to
Q1, the assets of the AIF/UCITS are protected against the insolvency of any of the parties involved in the custody chain (depositary, delegate, sub-delegate, – including
prime broker – CSD) and – in case of use of ‘omnibus accounts’ – of their other clients
whose assets are also held in this same account. In particular, what happens if a party, whose assets are held in another party’s ‘omnibus account’, becomes insolvent?
Does this place at any disadvantage the other parties using the omnibus account who
are not in default?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_2>

ANSWER:
We draw ESMA’s attention to the following:
•

Due to the inherent nature of the indirect enforcement system, AIFs or UCITS’ would not
have direct claims against any specific property held by the third-party delegate or subDelegate. Therefore, from the perspective of an AIF/UCITS and its investors, it is irrelevant whether the Delegate (or sub-Delegate) has a separate client “omnibus” account
containing AIF assets only. As explained above, this is due to the fact that these accounts, whether omnibus or in the name of the ultimate beneficial owner (AIF), fall under
the terms of a contract between the Level 2 account holder (depositary/global custodian)
and the Level 2 account provider (Delegate/Sub-Custodian).

•

An omnibus account consisting solely of AIF/UCITS assets will not provide greater protection for the assets of any individual AIF/UCITS, as compared to an omnibus account
for multiple client categories, as those assets will still be held on an omnibus basis with
other AIF or UCITS assets. The segregation of assets by client type, rather than on the
basis of other, economic factors – such as taxation status in the relevant jurisdiction – is
essentially an arbitrary distinction which would not provide additional protection to clients
inside or outside of the relevant omnibus account.

•

Use of omnibus accounts which are not split according to AIF and non-AIF assets (or
UCITS and non-UCITS assets) reduces operational and structural complexity and thereby reduces the costs which are ultimately borne by clients and the risk of operational error.

•

The maintenance of segregated positions throughout the custody chain is generally recognised as providing no meaningful benefit from the standpoint of asset safety, including
in the report of the Task Force on Adaptation to Cross-CSD Settlement in T2S. Even if
mandatory segregation throughout the custody chain for a category of clients were operationally and safely feasible in the European Union, the imposition of a requirement to
segregate beneficial ownership throughout the entire holding chain assumes a holding
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chain that is entirely subject to the jurisdictional control within the EU or which at least
operates in a manner which is amenable to fulfilling such a requirement.
•

Even in the European Union, in order to accord such assets a special status, the law
would have to recognise that such assets belong, for example, to the fund – but this
would ignore the fact that the further intermediaries in the custody chain do not have a direct contractual relationship with the fund. This may create additional stresses and risks.
For example, KYC and AML conducted by the intermediaries may not be able to be relied
upon by the depositary and vice-versa. This may not be the case in respect of securities
held via chains extending outside the EU. In such cases, the imposition of segregation
requirements may be frustrated by the operation of law or market practice outside the
EU.

•

Global custodians undertake rigorous procedures to assure asset safety, including assessing the suitability of sub-custodians and making arrangements for holding intermediated securities that respond properly to local legal requirements in the jurisdictions where
they are held. The usual practice of global custodians is to engage local lawyers to provide information about local insolvency laws and the recognition of segregation arrangements. If segregation of omnibus accounts by client category were a factor that would
provide greater security in the case of the default of a sub-custodian, this would have become apparent in such reviews, but this has not been our experience.

Example:
It may be helpful to consider an example of a chain of custody utilised for a typical fund
(AIF/UCITS) environment where a depositary is appointed. Assume the depositary appoints a global custodian, who in turn appoints/already has appointed a sub-custodian
network covering each of the markets in which the AIF/UCITS intends to invest. These
sub-custodians normally in turn interface with local Central Securities Depositories
(CSDs), which form part of the local market infrastructures.
Account Names
The depositary is the initial link in the chain: assume that a depositary is independent of
(not affiliated in the same group with) the global custodian. The books of the global custodian will show an account in the name of the depositary for:
1. the depositary’s own proprietary assets (assuming the depositary appoints the
global custodian as custodian of the depositary’s own assets)
2. each of the clients (AIFs/UCITS’) of the depositary (these are considered segregated accounts in the name of the depositary on behalf of each underling client),
as well as segregated accounts for each of the other clients of the global custodian
The books of the sub-custodian will show accounts in the name of:
1. the global custodian’s proprietary assets
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2. the clients of the global custodian (omnibus account)
3. the sub-custodian’s other clients (omnibus where the clients are other global custodians on behalf of their clients and segregated accounts where the subcustodian has a direct relationship with the client
Scenario 1 – failure of depositary
If the depositary becomes insolvent, an Insolvency Practitioner (IP) will look to the records of the global custodian and any other party appointed by the depositary (e.g. a subcustodian, including prime brokers) in order to establish a comprehensive understanding
of the assets that are held on behalf of each client of the depositary, and what assets
may be proprietary assets belonging to the depositary. The IP will reconcile client statements issued by the depositary to the clients of the depositary against the accounts held
at the global custodian in the name of each of the clients of the depositary, and will also
reconcile the depositary’s account containing proprietary assets with the depositary’s
own record of its proprietary assets.
In the event that the depositary and the global custodian are part of the same group and
the parent entity has failed, the insolvency practitioner would follow the same process
and look to the books, records and accounts held by each entity (the depositary and the
global custodian) to validate which assets belonged to which entity.
Equally, the IP would reconcile omnibus accounts in the name of the global custodian
held at the sub-custodians with the records of the global custodian to ensure that total
holdings at the sub-custodian match those of the global custodian in aggregate.
In this example, where the depositary has failed, none of its proprietary assets would
have been held in an omnibus client account at the global custodian (these should be referred to as “client omnibus accounts”) so there should be no possibility of an impact to
other client holdings. All accounts at the global custodian are segregated accounts,
which facilitate the global custodian’s reporting to its clients, including the depositary.
Scenario 2 – failure of global custodian
Were the global custodian fails, the IP would firstly reconcile the statements held by the
depositary for each of its clients with the records of the global custodian. Next, the IP
would reconcile the records of the global custodian with the records of the sub-custodian
in order to ensure that holdings across the entire chain from the sub-custodian through to
the failed global custodian records and on to the depositary (if separate from the global
custodian) – all agree.
As before, the books of the global custodian will show an account in the name of the depositary for:
1. the depositary’s own proprietary assets (assuming the depositary appoints the
global custodian as custodian of the depositary’s own assets)
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2. each of the clients of the depositary, (segregated accounts in the name of the depositary acting for each client), as well as segregated accounts for all other clients
of the global custodian

Similar to the example above, where the depositary has failed, the books of the subcustodian will show accounts in the name of:
1. the global custodian for the global custodian’s proprietary assets
2. clients of the global custodian
3. the sub-custodian’s other clients
4. the sub-custodian’s own proprietary assets (as account holder)
Reconciliation breaks between any of the three parties (depositary, global custodian,
sub-custodian) likely would need to be resolved before an IP would be confident enough
to release assets to each of the asset owners.
Scenario 3 – failure of sub-custodian
Were the sub-custodian to fail, the IP would firstly reconcile the statements held by the
global custodian with the records of the sub-custodian.
As before, the books of the sub-custodian will show an account in the name of the global
custodian for:
1. the global custodian’s own proprietary assets
2. the clients’ of the global custodian in an omnibus account, as well as segregated
accounts for any other clients of the global custodian who had requested segregated accounts at the sub-custodian
The books of the sub-custodian will also show accounts in the name of the:
1. sub-custodian’s other clients
2. sub-custodian’s own proprietary assets (as account holder)
Reconciliation breaks between the global custodian and sub-custodian likely would need
to be resolved before an IP would be confident enough to release assets to the global
custodian as agent for each of the asset owners and depositary clients.
Scenario 4: failure of client of the depositary/global custodian
If the a client of the depositary (or of the global custodian) becomes insolvent, an Insolvency Practitioner (IP) will look - similar to scenario 1 - to the records of the global custodian and any other party appointed by the depositary (e.g. a sub-custodian, including
prime brokers) in order to establish a comprehensive understanding of the assets that
are held on behalf of each client of the depositary. The IP will reconcile client statements
issued by the depositary to the insolvent client against the accounts held at the global
custodian in the name of each of the clients of the depositary, and will be able to identify
which assets belong to the insolvent client, using those records. These assets will be
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held in an account of the insolvent client on the books of the depositary/global custodian,
separated from all other clients of the depositary/global custodian.
Even if the assets of the clients of the global custodian are held in an omnibus account at
the level of the sub-custodian, it is possible to hold back and, if needed and upon the instruction of the IP, transfer or sell the assets of the insolvent client. In the case of an insolvency of a client of the depositary/global custodian, the latter will be able continue to
process instructions from other – solvent - clients while maintaining the assets of the insolvent client on its books. That is possible because the Account Provider to the client
will verify every instruction from the client (or its IP) against the accounts on its own
books before instructing its sub-custodian (CSD).
Example
We understand ESMA’s particular interest in understanding whether an insolvent party whose assets are held in another party’s ‘omnibus account’ - places the other parties at
risk who use the same omnibus account.
The answer is no. Taking the example of an insurance company and a sovereign wealth
fund as the only two clients of a global custodian (“ABC”), assume also they each only
have invested in U.S. Treasuries and, accordingly, only one sub-custodian is appointed
(in the U.S.): XYZ Bank. The accounts at the global custodian would reflect the following:
1. Insurance company account
2. Sovereign wealth fund account
The global custodian would report on each client’s account every day.
Assuming XYZ Bank’s sole client is global custodian ABC, the account structure at the
sub-custodian (XYZ) would be as follows:
1. account in the name of the global custodian “ABC Bank” to hold the global custodian’s proprietary assets, segregated from all client assets
2. account in the name of the global custodian “ABC Bank for clients of the global
custodian”
Each day, the global custodian and sub-custodian would reconcile both accounts with
each other to ensure the continuing accuracy of positions, balances and transactions.
CSDR provides for a requirement that all participants reconcile positions and transactions daily.
However, if one of the clients of the global custodian failed (the insurance company)
while its assets are held in an omnibus account of the global custodian at the subcustodian, the IP acting for the insolvent insurance company would begin by examining
the global custodian’s account statements issued to the insurance company and comparing these with the insurance company’s own records. The return of the insurance company’s assets to the estate of the failed insurance company is the responsibility of the
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global custodian, and not that of the sub-custodian who is an agent of the global custodian. The fact that the failed insurance company’s assets are kept with the sovereign
wealth fund assets in an omnibus account of the sub-custodian of the global custodian is
of no consequence.
The IP for the estate of the failed insurance company cannot “leap-frog” over the global
custodian to the sub-custodian in order to assert a claim but instead must rely on the
global custodian for the return of the failed insurance company’s assets. The IP is not
privy to any information or clients in the sub-custodian omnibus account and no claim
could be made against other clients’ assets in that omnibus account.
If it were possible for an IP to make a claim against other (surviving) client assets in an
omnibus account at the sub-custodian, no investor would permit their assets to be held in
such an account as they would effectively be mutualising risk with the weakest entities in
the omnibus account.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_2>

Q3:
Please describe the differences (if any) between ‘omnibus accounts’ (i.e. books
and records segregation) and separate accounts in terms of return of the assets from
the account in a scenario of potential insolvency or insolvency. In particular, please
indicate whether the assets may be transferred to the depositary or another delegate
more easily and/or quickly under a particular insolvency regime from either of the two
types of account and explain why. If possible and relevant, please (i) distinguish
among the various jurisdictions of which you have knowledge and (ii) explain whether
a specific type of account may have an impact on the timeline for the aforementioned
transfer of assets or, more generally, on the order of events in a scenario of potential
insolvency or insolvency.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_3>

ANSWER:
We reiterate that we fully support the segregation of proprietary from client assets at all levels
in the chain of custody: this applies to a depositary’s own assets, those of global custodian
and those of any sub-custodian being segregated from client assets though the chain (unless
and except to the extent clients agree otherwise, e.g., prime brokerage arrangements). We
would always ordinarily expect that proprietary and client assets are held in accounts segregated from each other on the books of the provider and of its underlying agent.
Speed of return of Assets on an insolvency
Full Segregation would not result in faster, easier or more efficient recovery of client assets in
an insolvency of a securities intermediary (delegate). In fact, such segregation would significantly increase the number of client accounts in each market, complicating the reconciliation/process and causing major delays in returning client assets.
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The reasons for this are set out below.
As explained in our response to Question 2, in the event of a party’s insolvency (regardless of
whether the party is an AIF/UCITS, a depositary, a global custodian, a sub-custodian or even
a CSD), it is possible to identify the assets of the insolvent party and distinguish them from
the assets of any other party/client using the records of the account provider to the insolvent
party. Every day, providers process hundreds of thousands of client instructions on this basis.
If a party were to become insolvent (e.g., an AIF/UCITS), the IP would step in and would ensure that assets of the insolvent party would only be moved on the IP’s instruction. The account provider to that insolvent client would be notified of the IP’s authority. If the IP (on court
approval) instructs the account provider to transfer the assets to another depositary or delegate, this could be done very similar to any other client instruction. Whether or not the assets
would be held in omnibus accounts at the level of the sub-custodian would not make a difference. The sub-custodian would process the transfer instruction of its client (the global custodian) just like any other instruction.
Where an omnibus account is held by the global custodian on its books, the sub-custodian
usually would not even be aware that a client of the global custodian was insolvent (as the
sub-custodian lacks knowledge of the identity of the underlying client). In fact, if the assets of
the underlying insolvent were held in a separate account on the books of the sub-custodian,
transferring the assets to another delegate/depositary might well be even be more time consuming and complex than would be the case with an omnibus account. This is because the
sub-custodian may want to perform extra checks prior to executing the transfer, to ensure that
this transfer was indeed duly authorised by the IP and/or the court.
Security interests
•

All securities intermediaries throughout the custodial chain are likely to hold security interests over the client assets, whether they arise by contract or operation of law. The
depositary may well have a custodial lien over the assets, the sub-custodian (delegate),
which may include a prime broker, a custodial or banker’s right of lien and similarly any
further delegates would have an additional custodial lien over the same assets. Further, assets held through a securities settlement system will be subject to a mandatory
lien imposed by the rules of the clearing house.

•

Before the assets can be returned to the client the security interests in any relevant jurisdiction would need to be unravelled and resolved by an insolvency practitioner. This
may take a considerable amount of time to resolve and, in some cases many years depending on the jurisdictions and complexity of competing claims. The insolvency practitioner will generally refuse to return the client’s assets until the relevant insolvency
process has been completed to its satisfaction in accordance with applicable law.

•

The Lehman’s collapse and other relevant problems encountered after the crisis have
shown that delays in returning client assets were not caused by inadequate segregation, but rather by many of the assets being subject to security interests for which internal records relating to those assets were either inadequate, incomplete or inefficient,
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which made it extremely difficult to quickly unravel the chain of ownership or quickly return assets to the ultimate owner.
Rehypothecation and re-use
•

Subject to the terms of the prime brokerage agreement, brokers may rehypothecate and
re-use client assets. Where assets have been lent out into the market, equivalent assets would need to be sourced and re-delivered to the client’s custody account.

•

If the client has consented to rehypothecation of its assets and those assets have been
rehypothecated, then the client would lose its proprietary interest in those assets and
become an unsecured creditor. In the event of an insolvency of the relevant prime broker, an insolvency practitioner would need to return assets out of the insolvency estate
to all higher ranking creditors prior to the re-payment of the client’s unsecured claim. As
highlighted following the Lehman insolvency, this process of repaying senior secured
and preferential creditors can take a considerable amount of time and the speed of return of assets would be entirely unchanged were they to have been held in fully segregated accounts.

Collateral Management, Third-Party Collateral Agents
•

For securities financing and tri-party collateral management businesses, collateral providers operate segregated client accounts under a books and records structure and
maintain client omnibus accounts at sub-custodians. AIFs or UCITS, acting through
their investment managers, typically are “buy-side” participants in the collateral programmes.
• In the event of an insolvency of a participant (sell-side or buy-side) in a tri-party collateral management programme, the insolvency practitioner would look to the accounts
maintained by the collateral agent as well as the books and records of the failed party’s
holdings. The IP would likely want the collateral provider to confirm there were no reconciliation breaks or claims against the assets held in its books and records, including
with respect to any liens/charges that may be in place over the assets of the estate of
the failed entity.
• There are no shortcuts to be taken in reconciling holdings of a client’s account, regardless of whether or not the client is solvent or insolvent. The records of the service provider must be appropriately reconciled, any errors resolved, and charges over assets
determined before the assets may be returned. The key question that must be an answered is that, for each security, what is the “Golden Record/Source” for that security.
In a typical tri-party collateral management, this will be the books and records of the collateral management provider.
• We also refer to Annex I, which is a letter from PwC regarding the administration of
Lehman Brothers International (Europe) (“LBIE”). A number of partners from PwC were
appointed as administrators for LBIE: the letter confirms that “… based on the LBIE experience it is not clear that sub-custodian segregated client accounts would make any
material difference to the speed of asset recovery to counterparties.”
Record keeping and traceability
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•

Due to the complexity of establishing rights of rehypothecation and unravelling the
competing security interests described above, the CASS rules under English law focus
on the quality of the books and records, with regular reconciliations and reporting requirements, in order to improve the speed of return of assets on an insolvency.

•

The physical segregation of client’s assets into a segregated account would make no
difference to the degree of traceability of a client’s securities entitlement in the event of
insolvency of a sub-custodian. The ownership rights of assets can be fully traced
through books and records segregation but the speed of return of assets in an insolvency would remain subject to unravelling the chain of security interests.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_3>

Q4:
Should you consider that asset segregation pursuant to options 1 and 2 of the CP
does not provide any additional protection to the existing arrangements you described in your response to Q1 in case of insolvency, and that these arrangements
provide adequate investor protection, please explain which aspects of the regime contribute to meeting the policy objective through measures including:
a) effective reconciliation,
b) traceability (e.g. books and records), or
c) any other means (e.g. legal mechanisms).
Please justify your response and provide details on what any of the means under i) to
iii) consist of.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_4>

ANSWER:
Effective reconciliation is key, as well as some understanding of the local legal regime in
terms of whether customer asset protection concepts are recognised in an insolvency setting.
The importance of effective reconciliation
Comprehensive reconciliation processes throughout the custody chain are essential regardless of account structures. Reconciliation typically is performed via standard SWIFT messages (showing end-of-day holdings statements), with “breaks” or discrepancies being further investigated by dedicated operational teams.
Books and records that are thus fully reconciled between intermediaries provide traceability
throughout the custody chain. Typically, in the case of an AIF or UCITS, the depositary would
also reconcile daily records of the AIF’s/UCITS’ holdings with those of the AIF’s/UCITS’ in46

vestment manager(s) to demonstrate that all of the links in the investment chain are showing
accurate and complete positions and balances.
Omnibus account structures afford a less complex operational model and an effective reconciliation between a CSD and its CSD Participant (typically, a sub-custodian), between the
Sub-Custodian and the Global Custodian.
The number of reconciliations is much lower in the case of omnibus accounts than the case of
(thousands of) segregated accounts at sub-custodian (CSD) level, easing and speeding up
the entire process.
The books and records of each custody provider must record and demonstrate asset ownership and be subject to internal / external audit and national investor protection regimes such
as the UK CASS regime in order to ensure that the books and records are fit for purpose. Daily client reporting underpins this and allows clients to have immediacy in viewing what assets
they hold with their custodian.
Local legal regimes
Each jurisdiction will have its own market rules and insolvency law, which will dictate how assets are held and how investor protection is afforded. Even in a ‘harmonised’ ‘inter-operating’
framework across border Europe, these laws and practices may conflict and add complexity
in terms of the return of assets to investors since a rule in one jurisdiction for the return of assets will not necessarily accord with the rule in the other jurisdiction. In our response to Question 6 below, we address in some detail efforts of the Association and its members to review
and assess the local market law and market practice in order to ensure recoverability of end
investor assets in the event of an insolvency of a sub-custodian in that market. Within the EU,
however, an effective pan-European securities law regime defining a harmonised regime covering also insolvency situations - would be far more conducive to providing for adequate
asset protection for investors than an operationally heavy and ineffective mandatory granular
account segregation regime.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_4>

Q5:
In the chart below (option 1 of the CP), AIF 1 would only have recourse against
Depositary 1 under the PRIMA concept.
a) In the event of, for instance, a default of Depositary 2, would separate accounts
at the level of the Delegate make it easier for Depositary 1 to enforce the rights in
respect of the assets held in the account on its behalf against the Delegate?
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AIF 1

AIF 2

AIF 3

Depositary 1

AIF 4

Depositary 2

Delegate

Accounts for the other assets
[(1) delegate’s own assets, (2) assets held by the
depositary for its own account and (3) assets held for
clients of the depositary which are not AIFs under Article
99(1)(a) L2)]

Account of Depositary 1 on
behalf of AIF 1 + AIF 2+ AIF 3

Account of Depositary
2 on behalf of AIF 4

(assets of the depositary’s AIF clients under Article
99(1)(a) L2)

(assets of the delegate’s other
clients under Article 99(1)(a) L2)

b) In the event of the default of the Delegate, would separate accounts at the level
of the Delegate make it easier for Depositary 1 and Depositary 2 to enforce their
rights in respect of the assets held in the account on their behalf against the
Delegate or its liquidators?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_5>

a) In the event of, for instance, a default of Depositary 2, would separate accounts at the
level of the Delegate make it easier for Depositary 1 to enforce the rights in respect of the
assets held in the account on its behalf against the Delegate?
ANSWER:
As a matter of clarification, the Delegate actually would be considered to maintain “separate
accounts”, one for Depositary 1 and one for Depositary 2. These are considered “separate
accounts” for an account holder who happens to be a securities intermediary.
Consequently, a default of Depositary 2 should have no impact on assets held for Depositary
1, since Depositary 2 would only have recourse to assets held by the delegate (acting on behalf of its underlying client, AIF 4) in its custody account, which is expected to be segregated
from the custody account maintained for Depositary 1 (acting on behalf of its underlying clients, AIF1, AIF2 and AIF4).
b) In the event of the default of the Delegate, would separate accounts at the level of the
Delegate make it easier for Depositary 1 and Depositary 2 to enforce their rights in respect of the assets held in the account on their behalf against the Delegate or its liquidators?
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ANSWER:
As noted above, accounts would in all cases be segregated as between Depositary 1 (acting
on behalf of its underlying clients) and Depositary 2 (acting on behalf of its underlying client).
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_5>

Q6:
Many respondents to the CP argued that, in an insolvency scenario, imposing a
model where investors have individual accounts throughout the custody chain would
not necessarily provide any particular benefit over the use of IT book segregation in
an omnibus account (i.e. books and records instead of separate accounts). Please explain how the level of protection indicated in the policy objective at the start of this
paper can be achieved through the use of omnibus accounts. Please also:
a) describe how segregation in books and records would ensure the aforementioned investor protection;
b) provide an example of how such books and records are used in insolvency proceedings to trace and return client securities when omnibus accounts are used;
and
c) explain how the above-mentioned segregation in books and records would address any of the risks of ‘omnibus accounts’ mentioned in recent IOSCO work48.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_6>

ANSWER:
As noted above, the protection of end investor assets is of paramount importance. The overriding consideration in achieving this is:
i) accurate, well-maintained books and records [appropriate to each level];
ii) segregation of a sub-custodian’s own assets (‘proprietary assets’) from the assets of
its customers (‘customer assets’) as well as segregation of a customer’s own assets
(e.g., a depositary’s proprietary assets) from the assets of its end investors: these are
the most important elements of end investor asset protection.
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See paragraphs 29 and 30 of the Standards for the Custody of Collective Investment Schemes’ Assets – Final Report
(FR25/2015): “Depending on the operational framework in the jurisdiction, there is a risk that CIS assets in the custodian’s care can
become co-mingled with (i) assets of the responsible entity; (ii) assets of the custodian; or (iii) the assets of other clients of the
custodian (although it should be noted that CIS assets may be held in a permissible "omnibus account"). The consequences of these
risks could result in the ownership of the assets being called into question in the event of misuse or insolvency of the custodian,
which may create difficulties differentiating ownership of the assets”. The positive and negative aspects of omnibus accounts are also
mentioned on page 11 of the IOSCO Survey of Regimes for the Protection, Distribution and/or Transfer of Client Assets – Final
Report (FR05/11).
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If end investor assets are identified and preserved through the chain of custody in this way,
and if reconciliations between account holders and account providers have been conducted
timely and accurately, beneficial owners will be protected regardless of whether or not omnibus accounts are used.
It is important to consider what happens in practice: in the event of an insolvency of a custodian (including a collateral agent or collateral management provider), an insolvency practitioner (“IP”) would look to the custodian’s statements of holdings of clients to determine in the
first instance what is due to each client. These statements of holdings would also need to be
aggregated across clients, by market, to reconcile back to the consolidated holdings in the
client omnibus accounts at each of the local sub-custodians. Any surpluses or shortfalls
would need to be reconciled until it was determined to whom or where the discrepancy was
attributable.
The same would be true of segregated accounts throughout the custody chain: if the global
custodian operates segregated accounts at the global custodian level and also at the subcustodian level, the IP would need to reconcile each segregated account at the global custodian level with the segregated account at the sub-custodian level.
Regardless of whether or not omnibus accounts are used, the fact that accounts reconcile as
between the global custodian and the sub-custodian perfectly does NOT mean that the records are at that point a true statement of the ownership of the assets as there may be errors
pending reconciliation of postings to the wrong account, reconciliation breaks elsewhere that
have an impact on these accounts, pending trades or security charges/liens over the assets:
this means that the holdings statement may not necessarily be dispositive of what the IP must
pay out to a particular investor. A full and final reconciliation of the entire estate of the failed
entity would be essential before any assets were delivered.
The letter from PwC attached in Annex I provides confirmation of this.
We note ESMA’s reference to the IOSCO Report (also referenced in our Introduction above)
in which it is noted that there are risks around the custody of collective investment scheme
(CIS) assets. We point out the following:
•

•

The risks identified at Chapter 3 A 29 of the IOSCO Report recognise that assets may
be held in permissible “omnibus accounts” and seems to suggest that it is omnibus accounts that give rise to the risks identified. This is incorrect, as is it equally true that the
assets held in segregated accounts throughout the custody chain are equally at risk of
being commingled with the assets of (i) the responsible entity; (ii) the custodian; or (iii)
other clients of the custodian. Such commingling would only occur in the event of fraud
or error.
As stated above, custodians segregate, as a matter of course, proprietary assets of (a)
the depositary (responsible entity), (b) global custodian, (c) sub-custodian, (d) and any
other intermediary entity in the custody chain, from client assets.
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•
•

•

•

Custodians maintain segregated accounts for clients on a “books and records” basis so
that it can be said at any time and without delay what the client is holding.
No custodian can use another client’s assets without authorisation, in the same way
that a custodian cannot loan a non-lending client’s assets without authority, or receive
stock dividends for a client when they have elected to receive cash dividends or reinvest the cash. Only fraud or error can cause such misuse. Artificially segregating CIS or
any other investors’ assets does not prevent fraud or error.
In short, the risk of misuse of assets exists whether the assets of a CIS are held with a
sub-custodian in an omnibus or segregated account (Madoff, for example, had authority
to move assets from client accounts whether they were styled omnibus or segregated
accounts).
Most important, we note that the IOSCO Report does not make a recommendation in
respect of segregating CIS assets other than with regard to adopting the industry
standard of segregating proprietary assets from clients’ assets, which is normal commercial practice.

Third Countries
Imposition of granular segregation models on third country sub-custodians (i.e., requiring
them to open new accounts in the name of parties who are not their immediate account holders) would add little or no value in enhancing investor protection in the event of an insolvency
of a sub-custodian. We set out below the reasons for this, beginning with background and
context.
A major part of the Association’s work in developing industry standards and views around the
new requirements imposed under the AIFMD involved working with outside counsel to review
the law and market practice in countries throughout the world in order gauge the extent to
which these countries accorded with expectations set out in the AIFMD legislation. The first
step was gauging the extent to which the industry by and large already fulfilled these expectations.
Many members of the Association have long implemented broadly similar requirements for
publicly offered (“registered”) investment funds (mutual funds) in the United States under the
Investment Company Act of 1940 (the “1940 Act”). Rule 17f-5 of the relevant SEC Rules requires that the agreement with a sub-custodian provide that “adequate records be maintained” identifying the assets as belonging to the respective funds or as being held by a third
party for the benefit of the funds. With respect to securities depositories, Rule 17f-7 of the
SEC Rules conditions such depository’s eligibility to hold assets on a requirement that it
“maintains records that identify the assets of each participant and segregate the system’s
own assets from the assets of the participants.”
In general, U.S. SEC Rules do not treat granular “segregation” of assets at sub-custodians as
per se protective of client assets and presumptively determinative of the recoverability of client assets in the event of a sub-custodian's insolvency. Instead, the SEC Rules focus on assessing applicable local law for determining relevant factors for the recoverability of client assets without requiring those determinations to be made by reference to a particular method of
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asset segregation. Accordingly, the annual legal opinions that most global custodians have
been providing in response to the SEC Rules Questions, particularly since the Lehman insolvency, have focused on a range of relevant factors for determining recoverability of client assets which may or may not include asset segregation as such a factor, depending upon applicable local law. For example, when addressing the issue of recoverability of assets, some of
the legal opinions primarily focus on which entity holds title to the assets, and in what capacity, rather than the manner in which such assets are held. While more granular segregation of
assets – identifying specific end investors through the chain - may conceivably be relevant to
the process of recovery of assets, this would not be viewed as dispositive of establishing
ownership and, therefore, not in itself sufficient to safeguard against loss.
In addition, global custodians over the years have frequently supplemented the above questions with additional diligence by exploring the extent to which segregation of assets can protect the assets in the event of insolvency and other issues related to omnibus accounts and
legal concepts of legal/beneficial ownership. Nevertheless, it was determined there was a gap
in the due diligence review required under pre-existing legal regimes primarily because of the
greater specificity in the AIFMD’s requirements regarding segregation practices and the very
significant consequences for failure to comply with these requirements.
For competition and other reasons, outside counsel has generally worked independently with
each of the AGC members without sharing detailed reviews with other members. However, it
was determined that the AIFMD warranted coordination in order to ensure a high-level common understanding of compliance expectations under the legislation.
Working with outside counsel, the AGC-EFC focused in particular on the AIFMD’s requirements that global custodians (as "depositaries") and sub-custodians (deemed "delegates"
under the legislation) ensure that held-in-custody financial instruments be held “segregated”
in a specific manner and that the global custodians and sub-custodians determine the sufficiency of such measures under relevant local laws to protect the assets of AIFs in the event
of the insolvency of local sub-custodians.49 Under the legislation, if these arrangements were
found to be insufficient, such depositaries and sub-custodians were required to assess additional measures to minimize the risk of loss, as specified in the AIFMR, and to inform immediately the relevant alternative investment fund manager (“AIFM”), of the information relating to
such insufficiency.
In light of the requirements for segregating financial instruments under the AIFMD, the following insolvency-related questions were addressed for each jurisdiction:
1. Is segregation of [held-in-custody financial instruments] in the manner prescribed by
AIFMD, sufficient protection against loss of the financial instruments in the event of the
insolvency of [sub-custodians]?

49

See, Article 21(11)(d)(iii), AIFMD, and Article 99(1)(a), AIFMR.
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2. If not, what additional arrangements are to be made to minimize the risk of loss of the
financial instruments and to maintain an adequate standard of protection as mandated
under AIFMD?
As legal opinions were obtained in each of the local markets where sub-custodians operated,
outside counsel grouped these markets into three categories depending on the extent to
which segregation of Assets (as prescribed under AIFMD) determined financial instruments
recovery rights of AIFs or their global custodians in the event of the insolvency of a subcustodian. These categories distinguished jurisdictions where a sub-custodian’s compliance
with the AIFMD’s financial instrument segregation requirements would likely be viewed as:
(1) the dispositive factor,
(2) a contributing factor, or
(3) an unlikely factor, for such recovery of the Assets.
In jurisdictions where such segregation of financial instruments would be viewed as the dispositive factor, such segregation would likely be treated as the controlling factor in determining asset recovery rights under local insolvency laws. By contrast, in jurisdictions where such
segregation of financial instruments would be viewed as a contributing factor, there would
be additional contributing factors that - along with asset segregation requirements - would be
considered as likely integrally relevant in determining asset recovery rights under local insolvency laws. In jurisdictions where such segregation of financial instruments would be viewed
as an unlikely factor in determining asset recovery rights, alternate factors would likely be
considered as determinative of asset recovery rights under local insolvency laws.
“Additional contributing” and/or “alternate” factors included (i) proof of title to the assets, (ii)
proof of a specific fiduciary/custodial arrangement with the sub-custodian (which may require
that the actual agreement with the sub-custodian or other documentary support be introduced
into evidence), and (iii) prescriptive account designation or account structures in addition to,
or in lieu of, those required under the AIFMD. Such additional contributing and/or alternate
factors would need to be considered in assessing asset recovery rights and what "additional
arrangements" may be needed to "minimise the risk of loss of assets" as required by the
AIFMD.
Even where imposition of segregation requirements were determined to be “dispositive” or
“contributing” factors in particular jurisdictions the summary demonstrated the following finding: to the extent that a depositary’s/global custodian’s customers’ (end investors’) assets are
segregated from the sub-custodian’s own securities and are identified in the subcustodian’s books and records as belonging to such end investors – collectively and without
reference to identification of individual end investors or groups of customers (e.g., “AIF omnibus”) - such assets would likely be recoverable. In other words, in no jurisdiction was it determined that the ability to identify an individually segregated account at a sub-custodian belonging to a particular AIF or UCITS fund would make a difference under the law in improving
the recoverability of assets in the event of the sub-custodian’s insolvency.
In summary, recoverability of assets generally has turned on ensuring local law and market
practice support the kind of segregation that matters most: ensuring assets of clients are ringfenced from all intermediaries in the chain of custody and their creditors.
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Specific material examples:
A. United States
The U.S. system is described above: it is important to note that the U.S. system provides
for significant flexibility in varying rights and obligations between entitlement holders and
securities intermediaries. Whilst granular segregation therefore theoretically could be imposed by the EU on accounts maintained at U.S. sub-custodian delegates in the traditional context of “custody”, U.S. Broker-Dealers are subject to a regime that is quite different from that applying to traditional bank custodians, making segregation prescriptions
virtually impossible to put into practice in all cases.
Despite this, policy objectives set out at the start of ESMA’s paper may still be met:
• A U.S. broker-dealer is subject to the liquidation regime mandated by the Securities
Investor Protection Act of 1970 (a “SIPA Liquidation”);
• In a SIPA liquidation, all customers of a failed broker-dealer have a net equity claim
against the total pool of customer property held by the broker dealer on behalf of its
customers (i.e. cash and securities maintained in customer accounts at agent banks,
local sub-custodians and central clearinghouses, as well as any cash and securities
traceable as customer property that were transferred prior to liquidation and recovered
by the SIPC trustee);
• Customers do not have any claim to any particular assets held by the broker-dealer
(and cannot obtain such a claim through segregation arrangements); rather they share
ratably in customer property on the basis and to the extent of their respective net equity claims; no accommodation or consideration is made or taken into account under
SIPA in respect of customer property nominally held by the broker-dealer for any particular customer;50
• Segregation of assets on behalf of particular clients at the level of the sub-delegate
would not be relevant in a SIPA Liquidation for purposes of determining a customer’s
net equity claim or the assets available to satisfy such claim.
B. Interoperability Arrangements (Hong Kong-Shanghai Stock Connect)
Many AIFs and UCITS’ have and will continue to acquire securities through ShanghaiHong Kong Stock Connect. Securities acquired via Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect
are held through HKSCC as nominee: this raises a question as to whether HKSCC must
be appointed as a delegate of the custody functions for the purposes of the UCITS V Directive. While the Committee is of the view that HKSCC would not be considered a “delegate” under UCITS V or any other directive, it is important to consider the consequences if a determination were made that it does need to be so considered.
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One exception to this general rule is for so-called “customer name securities”, which are securities registered in the name of the
customer that are not transferable in the hands of the failed broker-dealer. The SIPC trustee will seek to return such securities
directly to the registered broker.
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If HKSCC were considered a delegate, any segregation requirements imposed on delegates would apply. The Association’s understanding is that HKSCC is not prepared to
identify in its books and records accounts of underlying account holders other than those
of direct participants.
Please also:
a) describe how segregation in books and records would ensure the aforementioned
investor protection;
ANSWER:
We believe that the details given above answer this question.
b) provide an example of how such books and records are used in insolvency proceedings to trace and return client securities when omnibus accounts are used; and
ANSWER:
As mentioned previously, before assets can be returned to end investors, securities intermediaries in insolvency would be subjected to insolvency law and procedures applicable in their
own jurisdictions, which can vary. Bank authorities typically resolve banking entities under
bank-specific recovery and resolution (or receivership) regimes whilst court-appointed administrators or trustees would wind up other kinds of entities, such as broker-dealers or CSDs or
other market infrastructure, under different regimes applicable to them. In all cases, the books
and records of the securities intermediary would be expected to indicate customer entitlements to securities: as a result, as noted above, what is most important is that proprietary assets of the insolvent bank, broker or CSD are distinguished from customer assets. Almost as
important, if the insolvent bank, broker or CSD itself maintains custodian accounts on behalf
of its customers at third party delegates (a further delegation), it is crucial to ensure such accounts are designated as customer asset accounts as opposed to proprietary accounts. All of
this is a function of what is shown in the books and records of the relevant intermediaries.
Once customer assets are identified and preserved, the process of ensuring proper allocation
to account holders’ segregated accounts (which should be maintained for customers in all
cases, anyway) can be undertaken.
Depending on the complexity of the customer relationships and the purpose for which an intermediary is used, these determinations might take a considerable amount of time. For example, if assets are subject to reuse/rehypothecation, additional factors come into play: for
example, contractual undertakings may need to be reviewed regarding whether securities
have been validly reused/rehypothecated or not.
Whether or not omnibus accounts are utilised at upper-tier intermediaries is thus by and large
irrelevant to the core goal of identifying and preserving customer assets. In any case, insolvency practitioners will generally refuse to return customer assets until the relevant insolvency process has been completed to its satisfaction in accordance with applicable law.
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c) explain how the above-mentioned segregation in books and records would address
any of the risks of ‘omnibus accounts’ mentioned in recent IOSCO work.
ANSWER:
As noted above, accounts of account holders are expected to be segregated from each other
by all account providers. So long as this is done correctly at each link in the chain of custody,
there should be no additional risk of “loss” of end investor assets due to use of omnibus accounts.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_6>

Q7:
Please describe the impact of settlement process and account structures on the
different levels through the custody chain in the case of
o

Cross-border investments

i)

Through CSD Links

ii) In relation to cross-border investments through CSD links, what are the functions of an investor CSD51?
iii) Through T2S
o

Prime broker services

o

Tri-party collateral management / securities lending.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_7>

ANSWER:
We understand that account structures in local markets are of particular concern to prime
brokers in that their models ensvision settlement into existing structures that may not be
compatible with requirements to segregate up the chain by end investor or groups of end
investors. We defer to AFME on this point.
In addition to what we set out below, we have discussed settlement models and practices
in the context of cross-CSD links, both in the context of T2S and outside the EU, as well as

51

According to Article 1(g) of the ESMA draft technical standards under CSDR (ESMA/2015/1457/Annex II), ‘investor CSD’ means a
CSD that is a participant in the securities settlement system operated by another CSD or that uses an intermediary that is a participant in the securities settlement system operated by another CSD in relation to a securities issue (available at
www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/2015/11/2015-esma-1457_-_annex_ii__csdr_ts_on_csd_requirements_and_internalised_settlement.pdf).
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tri-party collateral management and securities lending elsewhere in our responses. Please
refer to our responses to Questions 2 and 18 in connection with T2S implications and our
responses to Questions 14 and 17 in respect of implications for tri-party collateral management and securities lending.
With respect to T2S and implications for cross-CSD links, we would add that, from a securities settlement perspective, the ECB’s new T2S securities settlement platform is being
established in Europe on the basis of an account structure that makes use of both omnibus
and segregated accounts in order to facilitate the optimal use of resources and of various
efficiency features. T2S has not been designed to handle a model of full segregation at the
level of individual beneficiaries. In fact, the so-called direct holding CSDs, such as in various Nordic markets, are expected to adopt a layered model whereby their individual beneficiary accounts will be ‘aggregated’ into omnibus accounts for settlements to be performed
efficiently within T2S).
Because tri-party service providers rely on the ability to use omnibus account structures at
sub-custodians, transferring ownership on their own books and records basis among their
clients, they would be challenged to operate on behalf of UCITS/AIF funds if end investor
segregation beyond the level of their own books and records were required. Due to the
widespread use of tri-party services for collateralisation of loans and cash collateral reinvestment (via tri-party reverse repo), excessive segregation requirements would have a
significant impact on availability of collateral under these arrangements.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_7>

Q8:
It has been argued that each time a new end investor or new AIF or UCITS is added
as a customer, instead of one new account being created, many new accounts would
need to be created at multiple levels in the chain of custody. If you agree with this
statement, please provide further details of how this would work in practice.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_8>

ANSWER:
Please refer to Figure 9, below:
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Figure 9

Depending on the level of segregation ultimately required by ESMA, and the requirements of
the depositary, a global custodian would normally open a segregated account in its global
custody books and records in the name of the individual client.
The assets of this client would be held segregated in the books from all other client assets,
including other accounts for the same depositary and other funds sponsored by the same investment manager. There would be no need to open any other client accounts at subcustodians as the assets of the client would be kept with other client assets at that level.
Alternatively, if segregated accounts under Option 1, which states “AIF and non-AIF assets
should not be mixed in the same account and there should be separate accounts for AIF assets of each depositary when a delegate is holding assets for multiple depositary clients”,
were to be required, there would be no additional accounts required at the global custodian,
but there would need to be a new account for each underlying client at each of the subcustodians in the markets in which the client is invested. As a result, 20 countries of investment would require 20 new segregated accounts at the sub-custodian on behalf of an AIF
depositary.
The account structure would be as below:
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Figure 10

The ESMA Guidelines in respect of Option 1 state that “When safe-keeping duties are delegated to a third party (including a prime broker or a collateral manager), the account on which
the AIF’s assets are to be kept at the level of the delegated third party (or sub-delegate)
should only comprise assets of the AIF and assets of other AIFs of the same depositary.
Non-AIF assets should not be included in the account on which the AIF’s assets are kept at
the level of the delegated third party (or sub-delegate). Assets of other AIFs of other depositaries equally should be held in a separate account.”
Even though it is possible to segregate AIFs by depositary under Option 1, in our view segregating AIFs by depositary at the sub-custodian level from all other assets doesn’t make sense
in that it does not provide additional protection for AIFs or make it easier to return assets in
the event of the depositary, custodian or sub-custodian default.
Before assets are returned from the sub-custodian level, the IP would have to reconcile the
entire book of omnibus and segregated accounts to validate that the global custodian’s records are equal to the holdings at the sub-custodian level. Doing so means the IP is not exposed to any insolvency estate shortfall.
If segregation at the sub-custodian (sub-delegate) is required by depositary for AIFs and segregated for other assets, securities lending and tri-party collateral management will be substantially affected and this will have a major effect on funding and liquidity in Europe.
In terms of concerns about differences in re-use provisions between AIFs and UCITS, this
protection is managed at the custodian level in the same way that say, one fund may take
cash dividends while another elects dividend re-investment, or where one fund accepts triple
A government securities as collateral while another accepts corporate bonds. Custodians
would manage “re-use” restrictions across AIFs/non-AIFs in the same way.
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Option 2 of the ESMA CP ESMA/2014/1326 states that: “The separation of AIF and non-AIF
assets should be required, but it would be possible to combine AIF assets of multiple depositaries into a single account at sub-custodian level.”
The ESMA Guidelines for Option 2 state: “When safe-keeping duties are delegated to a delegate (including a prime broker or a collateral manager), the account on which the AIF’s assets
are to be kept at the level of the delegated third party (or sub-delegate) should only comprise
assets of the AIF and assets of other AIFs. Non-AIF assets should not be included in the account on which the AIFs assets are kept at the level of the delegated third party (or subdelegate). However, the account on which the AIFs assets are kept may include assets from
AIFs of different depositaries.” Under this Option 2, the accounts to be opened would be limited to a segregated account at the level of the sub-custodian by market of investment for all
AIF assets.
The account structure would be as follows:

Figure 11

As with Option 1, segregating AIFs, UCITS and all other clients in the books of the global custodian is achievable at the level of the first delegate and it would be normal market practice to
open segregated accounts for “Depositary 1 own assets” and “Depositary 1 client assets”.
The global custodian maintains segregated accounts for its clients in its books to facilitate reporting and asset ownership and the depositary maintains segregated accounts in its books
by individual AIF.
The recording of multiple depositaries AIF assets at an account at the sub-custodian level is
also achievable. However, segregating AIF assets from UCITS and other client assets at the
sub-custodian level is peculiar, and does not provide either group with protections not available already under an omnibus account arrangement at the sub-custodian.
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Segregating AIF and other client assets, including UCITS at the sub-custodian level prevents
efficient collateral management on the basis that collateral flows, optimisation and substitutions between AIFs and non-AIFs have to occur at the market (sub-custodian) level.
This introduces timing challenges, especially when markets are closed and alignment challenges intraday between the tri-party collateral agent’s books and records and the subcustodian records (unless the sub-custodian can realign on a real time basis intraday).
As with Option 1 above, we anticipate a damaging impact on liquidity and funding as collateral movements are restricted, and delayed. Funds would pay more for segregated omnibus
accounts but would not benefit from greater asset protection, nor enhanced recoverability of
assets in the event of custodian insolvency.
We stress that fragmenting the securities asset pool at the sub-custodian level would have a
negative impact on funding and liquidity and will impair AIF’s/UCITS’s ability to
lend/participate in tri-party collateral management.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_8>

Q9:
If the number of accounts were increased, what effect would it have on the efficiency of settlement operations (e.g. the ability to net off transactions)?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_9>

ANSWER:
Increased segregation up the custody chain has two basic effects. Firstly, securities positions
in the books of entities up the chain are split. Secondly, as the positions are split, a transfer of
securities from one client to another client of the same intermediary also requires a transfer of
positions in the books of other intermediaries up the chain.
These two effects generate the need for additional processes and messages, and create operational complexity and risk.
Implications of proliferation of accounts
“AIF omnibus segregation” (of the type recommended in Option 1) would result in a proliferation of the number of omnibus account to hold assets. An expansion in the number of omnibus accounts used to hold AIF assets would significantly increase risks, operational complexity and cost, many of which would ultimately be passed on to clients.
Increased costs would include both one-time upfront costs related to opening and migrating
such accounts, as well as additional ongoing costs related to account maintenance and moni-
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toring, reconciliations, reporting and costs related to required additional changes to subcustody accounts.
A proliferation of accounts would increase operational risk and, as a result, the risk of shortfalls. Furthermore, a larger number of additional omnibus accounts (either for AIFs or per depositary) would neither (a) speed up the return of assets in the case of an insolvency of a
prime broker nor (b) reduce shortfall potential for AIFs. The operational complexities of running multiple client omnibus accounts would have no preventative effect on prime broker or
depositary insolvency, and would likely increase the risk of both entity insolvency and segregated depositary shortfall.
If one considers only at the impact of proliferation on the efficiency of the settlement process
within the settlement engine of a CSD, it is possible to conclude that segregation at a subcustodian/participant would have little impact; this may be because at the level of the issuer
CSD an omnibus account would still be used, or because the efficiency of the settlement algorithm at the issuer CSD does not depend on whether the securities account to be debited
or credited is an omnibus account (holding securities on behalf of multiple end investors) or a
segregated account (holding securities on behalf of a single end investor).
However, a broader perspective reveals a much broader impact on the settlement process.
If one looks at the settlement process combined with the matching process at the CSD level
(“Level 2”), segregation has an impact: this is due to the potential impact on the content of
matching fields. The objective of the use of matching fields is both to maximize the chance of
an instruction matching, and to minimise the chance of a cross-match. The impact of segregation on the matching process in isolation is not clear-cut; on the one hand, there is the potential for reducing the possibility of a cross-match, but on the other there is the potential that
the chance of failing to match is increased. The T2S Cross-Border Market Practices Sub
Group (XMAP) has done extensive work on the optimal design and use of matching fields.
We believe that this work shows that segregation up the chain is largely irrelevant with respect to the objective of improving matching efficiency.
If one looks not simply at the matching and settlement process as such, but also at the process for generating settlement instructions, then there are more significant impacts. Depending on the underlying business activity, segregation affects both the number and key elements of the settlement instructions that need to be generated. In some circumstances,
through the impact on the settlement instructions that would need to be generated, segregation has the effect of rendering the underlying business activity impractical.
Finally, segregation of end investor positions throughout the chain would obviously impair internalization by intermediaries, as intermediaries rely on omnibus structures to make this process efficient. Having to replicate changes further up the chain (due to segregation of relevant
positions) would eliminate these efficiencies.
Effects of segregation on different types of business activities
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Our answers to Questions 10 and 14 explain how segregation impacts block trading and collateral management activity.
One additional example of a business activity that is impacted is securities lending activity. In
the case of agency securities lending, a borrower may borrow a single amount of securities
that is held by the lender on multiple segregated accounts; accordingly, the positions may
need to be gathered together before delivery to a borrower; similarly, the collateral that a securities borrower delivers on a bilateral basis to secure its obligation may need to be split into
multiple separate positions in order to be credited to the appropriate segregated accounts.
In short, for some types of activity, additional segregation up the chain creates requirements
for additional and complex settlement activity, and thereby discourages, and may have the
practical effect of prohibiting, some types of activities.
In summary, when considering segregation and the increased number of accounts the following factors also should be taken into account:
-

Impact to the Investor / Impact to the Depositary:
o Would require greater operational capacity with regard to: funding, inventory management, operational capacity and enhanced systems to ensure efficient and timely
settlement (of paramount importance with the Settlement Efficiency provisions of
CSDR Article 38).

-

Decreased Operational Efficiency is derived from:
o Increased accounts would cause increased settlement instruction complexity, which
would increase incidence of settlement mismatching, which in turn would lead to delayed settlement and reduced settlement and liquidity efficiency.
o Reduced settlement efficiency increases operational and reputational risk and also
adds complexity in complying with the CSDR Settlement Efficiency provisions which
ultimately would increase costs in transacting in Europe
o It is an open question whether static data repositories would be able to cope with a
large onset of new accounts.
o Increased reconciliations throughout the custody chain would increase the risk of operational error
o All of the above in turn creates Operational Risk
o Reduces the flow of liquidity which will have issuer and market impact
o Increased AML/KYC on-boarding burden. There would be significant delays in implementing / bringing clients on-board, especially if a change in naming convention were
imposed for segregated accounts.

Collateral Management
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Full Segregation would have a damaging effect on collateral management.
Collateral management in particular is an environment where beneficial ownership of collateral changes frequently (including intra-day) as part of a dynamic process, whereas custody
tends to involve beneficial ownership of securities changing less frequently (i.e., held for
longer periods). This market difference is fundamental in understanding the negative impact
of requiring segregation throughout the custody chain in the context of collateral management.
At least for non-CSD providers, requiring extensive segregation along the chain of custody,
would not work effectively in a business model where there are frequent changes of beneficial
ownership at the investor level.
In a segregated account structure, every collateral movement between parties whose assets
are not held in the same account at sub-custodian/market level (which is the case in almost
all options except option 4), would have to await settlement confirmation that the assets have
been transferred at the sub-custodian and/or CSD level (which takes time and also requires
that markets are open). As collateral management is intended to cover market or credit risk
exposure between parties -which evolves constantly - any delay in the transfer of collateral
assets (such as would be the case for segregated accounts) will lead to increased market risk
and costs, and have the unintended consequence that the risks of investors such as AIF and
UCITS are increased instead of decreased.
A key advantage of the omnibus account structure is the principle of data uniqueness. In any
situation where segregated accounts are used, it is necessary for the relevant data to be
stored and maintained in multiple locations (i.e., at each intermediary level). In a tri-party collateral management model, in which data at the end investor level is changing frequently, it
would be impossible for market infrastructure (with settlement cycles and other obligations) to
keep up with frequent changes of collateral at the end investor level if a fully segregated account structure is required.
For third-party lending, each additional account introduces a new set of instructions and increases the risk of settlement failure. The risk of fails is greater with account segregation in
securities lending due to the short settlement cycle (T+1 or same day); as outlined above, this
will likely lead to lower utilisation of UCITS/AIF clients in securities lending, and may also lead
to investment funds withdrawing from lending if they experience fails.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_9>

Q10: Many respondents to the CP argued that option 1 in the CP would prevent asset
managers from:
a) executing block trades; and
b) benefiting from internalised settlements (settling across the account provider’s
own books rather than the books of the sub-delegate).
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If you agree with the statements under a) or b), please explain the relevant issue.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_10>

ANSWER:
Yes, option 1 could prevent block trading – especially for managers that manage AIF and non
AIF funds. Trades in this scenario could not be bulked as they would need to settle in to different accounts. This would negatively impact best execution, increase the risk of failed
trades and ultimately reduce settlement efficiency. These costs and risks are likely to have to
be borne by underlying investors. In agency lending programmes, where the omnibus structure allows multiple participants to be included in one transaction - the ‘bulking’ only works
because the counterpart can book one transaction. The omnibus structure facilitates the reallocation of participants within a loan during the loan’s lifetime and individually segregated accounts at the level of the delegate do not allow this and again increases settlement risk. In the
latter case - the onus would be on the borrower to return securities to the correct account
(from potentially many hundreds) rather than allowing the lending agent to execute a reallocation internally.
As for settlement internalisation, with omnibus accounts, customers can more readily "settle"
securities transactions across the books of an account provider [instead of using the CSD]. If
each end investor's holding is held in a separate account with an upper-tier intermediary, "internalised settlement" is impossible, since an account provider acting as lower-tier intermediary needs to process a transfer from a selling investor client to a buying investor client by
means of external instructions to the upper-tier intermediary. By contrast, if an omnibus account is used, and the ordinary processing algorithms permit, an account provider would not
need to issue any external instructions to settle such a transfer. Internalised settlement could
reduce the cost of transfers and improve service levels (e.g., by offering "transfer finality" at
an earlier moment than if settlement occurs at a higher tier intermediary).
Segregation of accounts beyond the Depositary level (or beyond the Delegate level in our
model) will result in smaller UCITS/AIFs becoming ineligible for participation in securities
lending (borrowers require the economies of scale facilitated by lending agents), resulting in
loss of revenue to their investors. Although a small number of large funds may be supported
in a segregated account model, the complexity of dealing with such structures, in comparison
to the omnibus models which will still exist for non-UCITS/AIFs, will limit their participation in
any lending activities; the fee they are paid for any given security will likely be lower than that
paid to more ‘straight-forward’ lenders and the overall returns to their investors will be reduced.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_10>
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Q11: Many CP respondents indicated that the costs associated with option 1 are very
significant. Please provide further data on quantifying the cost impact (including oneoff and on-going) of option 1 on AIFs/UCITS (and their shareholders), depositaries,
global custodians, prime brokers, delegates, their clients and the different markets?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_11>

ANSWER:
The costs of account segregation in our view are relatively insignificant when compared with
the absolute cost to AIFs/UCITS as a function of the impairment to their attractiveness as a
securities financing and collateral counterparty.
However, the costs of segregation would also have a bearing on fund performance vis-a-vis
other fund types which are not required to be segregated. While at this stage the option for
segregation has not been determined, it is difficult to state what the costs would be, since we
do not know how many new accounts would need to be opened.
But the process costs of establishing segregation are not insubstantial and would have an
impact on the wider market. Firstly, global custodians will have to work with their subcustodians to open new segregated accounts at the sub-custodian. This would require the
submission of AML/KYC documents and completion of account opening documentation and
related formalities such as instruction authentication. Standing settlement instructions with
the AIF/UCITS investment managers and brokers would need to be established to ensure
that trades settle to the segregated account at the sub-custodian, instead of the client omnibus account.
Also, the global custodian reconciliation tool would need to be re-directed to point to the segregated accounts at the sub-custodian to ensure that reconciliation with the accounts occurs
correctly.
Overall, the introduction of full segregation would have impact on headcount, it would create
risks in processing of instructions and corporate actions, and/or automation and enhanced
supervisory mechanisms would be needed. Ongoing maintenance costs would increase as
well.
Indirect cost increases – i.e. Sub-custodian & CSD cost/fee increases
Assumption: Segregation through the chain of custodians
1. Increased number of accounts required at the CSD – account opening & maintenance
fee per account. Note that the reconciliation model is automated so the increase in accounts may not lead to increased reconciliation costs. At the local agent level, there is no
direct charge for separate accounts – however, this is due to the low volume of such accounts, and the move to a segregated model may lead to the introduction of such fees.
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2. Separate instructions required to be submitted to the CSD for each account and increased corporate action reconciliations – increased processing & operational costs.
3. Announcement Capture and Notification: possible increase in SWIFT traffic and messaging costs as outbound 564’s and 568’s would need to be sent on a 1:1 basis rather
than current omnibus structure (IT costs + manual costs in case SWIFT are managed
manually + manual management of instructions).
Non-SWIFT clients’ additional fax and email traffic
The sub-custodians need to deal with rounding and the more accounts they have, the
more fractions they would need to deal with. The same would be relevant for the subscription to the agents with the market deadline.
Election: the segregation would increase the manual workload of the keying of instructions into the processing systems, increase in controls around manual Instructions, this would also increase operational risk.
Instruction: Increased SWIFT traffic in both outbound MT565 Instructions and Inbound MT567 Instructions (+ IT costs).
Post Event: Increased Nostro and Depot movements and management of the process.
Proxy: with the exception of market instructions, the segregation would greatly increase the number of instructions to be sent to CSDs: it would increase the need to
lodge instructions by paper form for each segregated account, increase electronic
voting for each segregated account, as well as increased vendor costs where third
parties are utilised, in addition physical attendance would increase the POA requirements.
4. Settlements
In the markets where full segregation is not required the sub-custodians perform thousands of internal settlements per month. The more segregation is required, the less internal settlements would be possible. This means more costs for the GS as well for the
sub-custodians themselves. Also, more external settlement instructions would trigger
more SWIFT traffic and the SWIFT costs.
5. Billing
If the number of accounts with the agent increases, reconciliation efforts will increase as
the sub-custodians will receive multiple invoices per client account level and will be required to manage/ maintain the agent billing process. If a contract had to be executed per
sub-account, their number would increase significantly in the segregated accounts model
structure.
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6. As outlined at Q8, entry to new markets will be either delayed or more costly.
7. Where assets are pledged today, they may be moved to a separate sub-account at the
CSD. To do this at a segregated level, will introduce multiple additional accounts.
8. Where there is a lengthy custody chain, with segregation required at every level, there
will be increased cost at each point in the chain – which will multiply the impact to investors, who will ultimately bear these costs.
However, as previously mentioned, the most likely result of segregation would be a reduction in lending activity for UCITS and AIF funds.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_11>

Q12: Are there any advantages of using omnibus accounts not covered in your responses to other questions?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_12>

ANSWER:
The following advantages of using omnibus accounts can be stated:
•

Cost. Only one account is needed for many investors. This should reduce fees associated with (a) maintaining the account and (b) transfers, where credit and debit entries
offset and the settlement processing technique permits internalised (or net) settlement.

•

Voting and corporate actions. Provided that an account provider can gather in the voting
instructions for the collectively held securities (and contrary voting is permitted - see below) the volume of voting instructions required to be processed by the issuer will be significantly reduced. Likewise, for other corporate actions, the account provider will be responsible for processing the instructions and entitlements for all the investors under its
account, thereby reducing the burden on the issuer.

•

Reduced burden for issuers. Issuers do not need to deal directly with large numbers of
investors where they are required legally only to recognise the persons who hold directly from them. This shifts the burden of dealing directly with investors to the account providers. Account providers may be freer to negotiate the level of service provided to their
account holders, whereas issuers will generally be required to treat all holders alike.

Omnibus account structures, at sub-custodian / CSD-participant level, require one account for
multiple investors which give provide significant benefits:
•
•

Provide a single point of processing for issuers and investors for corporate actions
Opportunities for internalised settlement which aides’ settlement efficiency reduces investor cost whilst maintaining high service levels. Through CSDR internal trades will be
reported to achieve greater transparency.
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•

Facilitate cross border flow which is aligned with the European Commission’s strategy
to open the borders to Europe and enable borderless, real-time settlement through of
Omnibus A/Cs which reduce congestion and operational complexity
• Enable position level fails coverage / securities lending
• Benefits of scale, omnibus accounts reduce the need for multiple accounts which congest and impede the seamless flow of securities and collateral cross border
• Provides a quick route to market for new investors to the European eco-system
• Increases liquidity mobility
One of the other key advantages of an omnibus account set up is time-to-market, which can
be vital to some fund managers. Providing appropriate documentation one time as part of the
on-boarding at the depository would be much more preferable to undergoing multiple KYC
and AML processes at each level of the custody chain.
Therefore, in an Omnibus set up, an AIF/UCITS would be able to start its business as soon
as the accounts at the Depository and the Prime Broker are opened instead of having to wait
until the accounts have been opened throughout the custody chain, lengthening the onboarding process by weeks (some CSDs still take 4-6 weeks to open one additional account).
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_12>

Q13: Please consider the case where a third-party delegate or sub-delegate in the custody chain also acts as a clearing member under EMIR. What would be the impact (if
any) of the interaction between the approaches described under each of the options in
the table under Q22 below and the choices provided for under Article 39 (2) and (3) of
EMIR52 (including if this may raise any operational difficulties)? Should you consider
that there is any impact, please explain why.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_13>

ANSWER:
EMIR Article 39 provides for optional segregation models and requires the central counterparty (CCP) to offer to clearing members “omnibus client segregation” (Article 39(2)) or “individual client segregation” (Article 39(3)). It also requires the clearing members to offer the choice
of these two segregation models to its clients (Article 39(5)).

52

Article 39(2) and (3) of EMIR states the following: “2. A CCP shall offer to keep separate records and accounts enabling each
clearing member to distinguish in accounts with the CCP the assets and positions of that clearing member from those held for the
accounts of its clients (‘omnibus client segregation’). 3. A CCP shall offer to keep separate records and accounts enabling each
clearing member to distinguish in accounts with the CCP the assets and positions held for the account of a client from those held for
the account of other clients (‘individual client segregation’). Upon request, the CCP shall offer clearing members the possibility to
open more accounts in their own name or for the account of their clients”.
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As mandated by EMIR and corresponding Technical Standards, EMIR segregation is to be
achieved “in accounts with the CCP”, it does not require implementing the segregation of financial collateral in accounts held at the CSD or held at the custodian level.
The CCP is therefore required to distinguish in its accounts the assets (and positions) of the
clearing member (own collateral) from the clearing member’s clients (omnibus segregation)
and from the clearing member’s individual clients (individual segregation).
To achieve this operationally, in particular for the individual segregation model, the CCP
needs to obtain from the client’s custodian information on the assets that belong to the specific client. This requirement can be combined with the different segregation options contemplated in the table under Question 22.
How this can be achieved operationally may differ depending on the specific implementation
of the CCP and the collateral location of the CCP (i.e. the Security Settlement System that is
appointed by the CCP to hold the collateral).
For some CCPs, to achieve individual segregation, the client’s custodian is required to operate individually segregated collateral giver accounts at the level of the investor CSD. Depending on the setup and segregation model as contemplated under Question 22, this would require the custodian to instruct security settlements between their client omnibus account at
CSD level and the individually segregated client collateral giver account at CSD level.
More mandated segregation at the clearing level might give the CCP less assets to net.
Therefore, the anticipated reduction in credit risk that the CCP wants to achieve may not be
possible, which could lead to an increase in the CCP risk models and subsequent increased
margin requirements. We note in any case that, thus far, there has been very little take up of
segregation by clients due (we think) to the complications identified above.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_13>

Q14: Please describe the functioning of the following arrangements and clarify the operational reasons why, and the extent to which, the segregation requirements under
option 1 would affect them:
a) tri-party collateral management arrangements;
b) prime brokerage arrangements.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_14>

a) tri-party collateral management arrangements;
ANSWER:
The key objective of the collateral management process is to minimize counterparty risk for
the two trading parties. This requires in particular that the collateral assets be protected in the
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custody chain, that the collateral allocation between the two parties be determined (i.e. that
neither party be over- or under-collateralised), and that in the event of an insolvency of one of
the two parties the collateral be delivered to or liquidated by the right party depending on the
applicable circumstances.
Many trading parties use the services of intermediaries, and other third parties, to help them
manage their collateral. These services may range from valuation services to a full outsourcing of the collateral management function. Tri-party structures are those where a third party
acts as agent on behalf of both the collateral giver and the collateral taker. Regulatory requirements for segregation through the custody chain (beyond the standard requirements to
segregate between proprietary and client assets) have the potential to cause particular problems for collateral management without offering additional protection.
Segregation requirements have the biggest impacts for tri-party collateral management. Under this model, an agent provides securities accounts to both collateral giver and collateral
taker, and on an intra-day basis transfers collateral between the accounts of the collateral
giver and taker in the books of the agent, so that at any point in time the collateral amounts
are optimized (so that there is, for example, no over- or under-collateralisation, and that collateral givers can rapidly recall assets in order to satisfy delivery obligations arising out of a
sale of securities).
Requirements to segregate client assets through the custody chain mean that a tri-party
agent has to move securities between the accounts of the collateral giver and the collateral
taker not only in its own books, but also in the books of all relevant parties through the custody chain. This creates extra cost, complexities and delays, and thus is an impediment for the
use of tri-party agents.
Segregating AIF and other client assets, including UCITS at the sub-custodian level, therefore
prevents efficient collateral management on the basis that collateral flows, optimisation and
substitutions between AIFs and non-AIFs have to occur at the market level.
This introduces timing challenges especially when markets are closed and alignment challenges intraday between the tri-party collateral agent’s books and records and the subcustodian records (unless the sub-custodian can realign on a real time basis intraday).
If it is concluded by ESMA, notwithstanding the above, that the regulation requires segregation of AIF/UCITS assets at all levels in the custody chain, AIFs/UCITS may become unattractive counterparties to the securities finance and repo market. This is on the basis that any
securities borrowed from an AIF/UCITS will have to be delivered from a segregated account
at the sub-custodian (rather than an omnibus account where other lenders assets are pooled)
and because that pool of assets will be smaller than the omnibus pool, in all probability will involve multiple deliveries, especially if Option 1 is mandated.
Further, collateral posted to the AIF/UCITS lenders will need to be segregated and this will
mean that collateral optimisation and substitution will then become a function of movement of
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assets at the sub-custodian level (T+X). This is patently unattractive to borrowers, who optimise and substitute collateral many times a day in the tri party collateral management environment. Substitution and optimisation of collateral at the sub-custodian level is not possible
intraday since it becomes the subject of “physical” movements in the local markets. Even if
there was to be only two segregated accounts at each sub-custodian, one for non
AIFs/UCITS and one for AIFs/UCITS, dealers would not be able to substitute/optimise their
portfolios intraday across those two accounts.
There are two issues here.
Firstly, fragmentation of asset/liquidity pools is counter-intuitive at a time when liquidity and
collateral mobility is needed more than ever as a function of new regulation like EMIR which
requires freely available eligible collateral and access to HQLA to reduce market risks for all
investors.
Secondly, since AIFs/UCITS are subject to competitive performance benchmarks, impairing
their attractiveness to other counterparties in the market and thereby reducing fund performance at a time when yield is low, doesn’t seem sound. The initial reason AIFs/UCITS become less attractive counterparties to the dealer community is because their funds tend to be
smaller than the large institutional and sovereign wealth funds. So if a group is looking to borrow say 1 million Vodafone shares, they will today generally be able to source all of those
shares from one omnibus account [with a global custodian] as an agent lender.
A similar request from a segregated pool of AIFs/UCITS (even if say Option 2 was deployed)
would potentially mean that the order could not be filled in one delivery and would need to be
sourced from multiple pools. Equally, there would need to be separate collateral deliveries
which adds expense, fragments collateral and adds operational/settlement risk. If Option 1 is
deployed the problem becomes much worse as multiple deliveries/receipts could be required.
This then has the significant additional potential to make the transaction uncommercial for the
dealer/borrower.
We caution again that segregated accounts increase operational and settlement risk with no
apparent benefits.
In terms of impairment to AIF and UCITS fund performance as a result of imposition of account segregation requirements, we believe there has already been an effect on level of lent
securities. AIFs/UCITS “on-loan” balances currently account for about 7.7% of available securities while non-AIF/UCITS average on-loan balances stand at more than 12%. We understand that this at least in part reflects securities borrowers’ concerns about loan collateral
having to be segregated in the future.
b) prime brokerage arrangements.
ANSWER:
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We agree with the Association of Financial Markets in Europe (AFME) that the imposition of a
mandatory account segregation requirement for AIF versus non AIF assets (at the delegate of
a Prime Broker), or per depositary, does not ensure that assets of the AIF are not lost due to
the insolvency of the Prime Broker (Recital 112/Level 2 Regulations). Indeed, we agree with
AFME that such a requirement gives rise to potentially significant negative consequences (as
summarised below) including greater operational risk.
Crucially, in this context, such an account segregation requirement would also result in significantly increased complexity in an insolvency scenario leading to a likelihood of greater delay
in identification, reconciliation and release of client assets post an insolvency event (with respect to a Prime Broker or a delegate of the Prime Broker).
The following would be the most important effects of imposing the segregation requirements
under Option 1 of the consultation:
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Settlement Risk: Unmatched/failed trades increase – Executing brokers would be required to know/ specify multiple SSIs (standard settlement instructions) for each Prime
Broker (depending on the relevant client classification type as an AIF or non AIF) across
different local markets. Currently all client execution trades/transfers for delivery to a
Prime Broker are instructed with a single SSI reflecting the single omnibus client account
per market.
Increased Costs for AIF/Investors: Unmatched and failed trades would likely result in increased costs due to more frequent buy-ins and late settlement fees.
Increased Regulatory Sanctions: Certain local regulations / markets (e.g. Spain) impose
fines for failing trades.
Increased Operational Complexity: Multiple transfers in and out of client accounts (as opposed to the current regime where there would be only one transfer) will multiply transfer
costs and therefore increase costs of short cover (stock lending) and increase asset
transfers to support rehypothecation processes, which would likely result in a direct increase in stock loan fees and increased funding costs and/or further transfer fees for the
AIF.
Concentration Risk: Depositary/Prime Brokers: The increased operational complexity and
associated costs may lead to a decrease in the number of depositary relationships that
each prime broker is able to support and/or a decrease in the number of prime brokers
that are able to adopt the systems infrastructure to accommodate such segregation requirements.
Market Disruption: Introduction of multiple new linked accounts into existing prime broker
sub-custody operational infrastructure is likely to lead to a period of reduced service levels and reduced efficiency of settlement in early phases of implementation eg introduction/testing/build out by the Prime Broker.
Capacity/Volume/Resource Constraints: Multiplying the number of custody accounts to
be serviced by the local market sub-custodians is likely to result in a need for additional
resourcing, which may not be immediately available and which may lead to delays in settlement/reconciliations at the outset. This may also lead to increased sub-custody charges. Some local sub-custodians may not be able to support such a significant increase in
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•
•
•

•

industry requirements and there may be a consequential reduction in local sub-custodian
agents (concentration risk).
Prime Broker Processes: Increased operational risk arising from multiple transfers between accounts to support rehypothecation and stock lending on a daily basis.
Reconciliation Risks: Increased reconciliation risks arising from requirement for Prime
Broker to reconcile multiple accounts on a daily basis.
Decrease in Prime Broker Service Levels for AIFs:
o Potential impact on efficiency/processes for tax reclaim arrangements
o Potential impact on current service levels for corporate actions in respect of positions across multiple accounts.
Recovery and Resolution Implications:
o Increased complexity upon any insolvency (of a prime broker or a local subcustodian) due to multiplicity of accounts and volume of partial settlements between
accounts.
o Potential risks of significant delays in the release of client assets following an insolvency event.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_14>

Q15: Are you able to source any data on quantifying the additional costs and market
impact for prime brokers and/or collateral managers as a result of implementing option 1?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_15>

ANSWER:
We will focus our response on the impact to collateral management (as opposed to prime
brokerage).
As set out in our responses above and particularly Question 14, implementing Option 1 from
a tri-party collateral management perspective is technically and operationally possible. But
the model may not be used because of the fragmentation of assets into multiple subcustodian accounts. Collateral Management providers may simply withdraw from providing triparty collateral management services to AIFs/UCITS. AIFs/UCITS could lend their assets but
this increasingly would be on a bilateral basis and, which would not appeal to borrowers.
The market impact therefore would be substantial: this is described in our responses above to
Question 8 and Question 14.
As we have stated consistently, the costs of segregation are relatively minor compared with
the impact on the funds and wider industry as a consequence of the fragmentation of liquidity
and segregation of collateral. As an industry, we are clear that:
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1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

there is an absence of any explained benefit from segregating client assets at all levels
in the custody chain;
there are additional costs to funds from having to pay for segregated accounts;
if AIFs/UCITS assets are segregated at the sub-custodian level, they will suffer a performance drag through not being preferred counterparties to participate in securities
lending and repo transactions;
the removal of that liquidity and funding from the EU market at a time when it is most
needed, is counter intuitive, and forces the market to rely on for example SWFs (all of
whom are outside the EU) for HQLA;
the impact is not only on AIFs and UCITS but all market participants who need liquidity
for their business, including posting collateral to cover their legitimate risk hedging requirements;
segregation at the levels envisaged by ESMA is inconsistent with EMIR, MiFID, CSDR,
CASS and CMU;
excessive segregation requirements would increase settlement and operational risk;
and
investment in EU affected funds will be impaired and, in all probability, move to other jurisdictions such as Asia or the U.S., where segregation is not mandatory, in order to
pursue similar investment strategies.

We continue to urge caution in considering decisions around segregation requirements very
carefully. We have seen no investors or depositary interest in (on whom the obligation of restitution applies) accounts that identify investors on a segregated basis through the chain. If
such segregated accounts are requested, or if they are imposed, members can certainly provide them, but this would be on the proviso that the investor must understand the implications.
We reiterate the greatest impact would not necessarily be on individual investment funds but
rather on the liquidity and connected funding requirements in the capital markets.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_15>

Q16: Many respondents to the CP argued that the requirements under option 1 would
trigger ‘legal certainty risk’ and ‘attendant operational risk’ in relation to collateral
management. Should you agree with these statements, please specify what precisely
you understand by “legal certainty risk and “attendant operational risk”. How could
those risks be mitigated?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_16>

ANSWER:
Lack of harmonisation across the EU of national laws regarding holdings and dispositions of
cross-border securities creates legal uncertainty, which in turn creates ‘legal barriers to post
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trading’ as described in the reports of the Giovannini Group.53 This lack of harmonisation
precludes the development of a more consistent, safer and more efficient legal framework for
securities holdings and dispositions, including those involving collateral arrangements.
Legal uncertainty translates to unexpected results in commercial dealings between parties.
Such a state of affairs contradicts the capital markets union growth agenda because parties
will be less willing to put capital to productive use if the means for doing it creates its own
risks. In the context of capital markets, a key consideration for the financial industry is the
valid acquisition of collateral and related aspects that flow from that concern, such as good
faith acquisition and loss sharing.
legal issues relating to securities holdings and dispositions are strongly connected to domestic insolvency law and property law. Both traditionally are applied on a mandatory basis.
Therefore, market participants are unable to simply choose one jurisdiction’s law, as they
might prefer, to regulate their contractual relationships. Cross-jurisdictional legal certainty
demonstrably depends on the compatibility of these mandatory domestic laws.
In respect of collateral, the Financial Collateral Directive (the “FCD”) has to a large extent
successfully prevented the typical threats encountered in cross-jurisdictional transactions
from impairing EU-wide use of financial collateral arrangements, including:
•

the risk of re-characterisation to purchases/sales;

•

the need to comply with different technical formalities among several jurisdictions;

•

whether top-up or substitution of collateral might undermine financial collateral arrangements; and

•

the risk of unenforceability of close-out netting provisions.

In addition, the FCD has allowed financial market participants to sell collateral on a regulated
market in case of default of a counterparty, which reduces the risk of a loss of value while collateral goes through public auction or a similar enforcement procedures. Lastly, it determines
the law applicable to securities collateral as the law of the relevant account.
However, the FCD does not address the question of “if, when, what and how a collateral taker acquires” an interest in collateral. That is, the substantive question of acquisition is entirely
left to national laws. These are sometimes not consistent. Further, and more crucially, they
differ considerably, which may lead to problems in cross-border scenarios.
In particular, it has become evident that individual Members States may not have implemented the FCD fully, as it appears that there remains a risk that some financial collateral arrangements may need to be registered in the Member State where relevant securities are is-

53

See Giovannini Group, Cross-border Clearing and Settlement Arrangements in the European Union, Economic Paper No. 163
(February 2002), (the ‘2001 Report’).
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sued in order for the collateral arrangement to be enforceable, despite such registration requirement running contrary to the purpose of the FCD.
The main concern that remains, therefore, is the enforceability of a financial collateral arrangement; i.e., ensuring that the arrangement cannot be defeated unexpectedly, especially
in an insolvency situation.
To address these shortcomings, the Association and other industry associations have recommended various improvements at the EU level, most recently in connection with the European Commission’s Capital Markets Union project. One of these recommendations – which
is relevant to the question of account structures and mandatory segregation requirements –
relates to ensuring there are clear rules for acquisition and disposition of securities at all levels of the chain of custody. The concern relates to harmonising the rules on how collateral
securities are acquired differ between jurisdictions. Some laws link the legal enforceability of
acquisitions and dispositions to the making of book entry credits and debits. In other jurisdictions, the legal value of credits and debits is unclear and therefore subject to challenge. As
the system of credit and debit book entries is widely used throughout EU markets, it appears
to be a natural determinant of the legal position an acquirer obtains.
Imposition of mandatory segregation requirements among some end investors – but not others – could confuse the situation further since debit and credit entries might need to cover account holders in some cases and end investors in others.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_16>

Q17: Could adaptations to IT systems help to face the challenges that option 1 represents in relation to collateral management? If so, please explain how, if possible indicating the costs and timescales of the work that would be needed.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_17>

ANSWER:
Adaptation of IT systems would not solve the problem created by segregating AIF/UCITS assets at the sub-custodian and throughout the chain. The clearest way of showing the unintended consequences and impact from excessive segregation of AIF/UCITS assets through
the chain is by way of a transactional example, in this case a simple securities finance transaction:
Investment firms borrow securities to cover failed trade receipts/deliveries and to support
market trading strategies. Securities lending agents (typically custodians) combine lending
client portfolios to broadcast to borrowers. Large, consolidated pools of assets are attractive
to borrowers as they can source supply from “one” omnibus account.
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If AIF/UCITS portfolios were subject to excessive segregation requirements taking effect
through the chain, the pool of available stock to borrow would be fragmented and would dissuade borrowers from accessing AIF/UCITS portfolios because multiple receipts of borrowed
stock and multiple deliveries of collateral to each AIF/UCITS/depositary would be required to
satisfy the borrowing transaction.
Multiple deliveries and receipts of stock and collateral with attendant instructions, account
movements and reconciliations would make the transaction, commercially unattractive.
The following diagrams and examples show the movements linked to a transaction in omnibus and segregated account environments.
Securities Finance transactions - Omnibus account environment
A single borrower (XYZ Ltd in this example) may wish to borrow 100 Renault shares versus
102% collateral margin. Under an omnibus model the borrower will receive 100 Renault
shares from the agent lender against €102 collateral to the lending clients’ account at the
agent lender.
Many asset owners (lenders) may participate in that loan of Renault shares but only one
movement of stock and cash collateral is made in the market.
The agent lender allocates the collateral across the lending clients’ accounts in the proportion
of the amount of stock loaned from their account.
The diagram shows the loan and collateral flow in an omnibus environment.

Figure 12
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Securities Finance transactions - Segregated account environment
Securities lending context
A single borrower (XYZ Ltd in this example) may wish to borrow 100 Renault shares versus
102% collateral margin as in the previous slides. Under a segregated account model, the
borrower will ask the agent lender if he has 100 Renault shares available for loan.
The agent lender will look into the pool of lendable assets and each segregated AIF/UCITS
account and confirm that there are 100 Renault shares available to borrow. In this example,
there are 25 Renault shares in Depo/AIF 1 account, 25 Renault shares in Depo/AIF2 account,
25 Renault shares in Depo/UCITS 1 account and 25 Renault shares in Depo/UCITS 2 account.
If the agent lender offers 4 separate deliveries and 4 collateral calls to the borrower, the borrower will immediately ask, do you have a consolidated holding of 100 Renault shares and if
so, may we borrow that. In all likelihood, the shares will then be delivered from the client omnibus account containing the non AIF/UCITS portfolios. This is because AIFs/UCITS funds
tend to be much smaller than other investment funds such as Sovereign Wealth Funds for
example, and also today AIFs/UCITS are a composite of an omnibus account anyway, which
by definition will be larger.
The following diagram shows the loan and collateral flows, as if the loan were made against
the 4 segregated accounts.

Figure 13
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Segregation of AIFs/UCITS assets through the chain would seem likely to force AIFs and
UCITS funds out of tri-party collateral management arrangements into a bilateral environment, which is unattractive to major sell-side dealers and to the market generally. Segregation would therefore limit the revenues that AIFs/UCITS can generate through securities loans
and repo transactions, creating an unnecessary performance drag on those funds.
This schematic above clearly shows that technology is not the issue: the issue is the imposition of artificial segregation of AIFs/UCITS. Technology would not solve this problem and,
even if technology overlay were put in place on the segregated accounts so they could be
consolidated into an omnibus “books and records” account, any IP seeking to untangle ownership positions would be confused given the need to review all accounts and records. Moreover, a technology overlay would not facilitate securities loan deliveries or collateral receipts.
Tri-party repo context
In a similar vein, in the context of existing tri-party collateral models, it is not possible through
IT adaptions to facilitate segregated accounts for AIFs/UCITS funds through the entire custody chain.
AIFs or UCITS funds engaging in repo transactions should consider how collateral is held and
in whose name. In its simplest form, an AIF’s/UCITS’ “dealers” (also known as “collateral givers” – typically large brokerage houses who participate as sell-side providers in tri-party collateral management programmes) - send to a collateral manager significant portfolios of assets which qualify as generally eligible collateral in the tri-party programme. Those assets
form the basis on which the “dealers” (collateral givers) raise cash from buy-side counterparties in the programme (e.g., a manager of an AIF). Securities are used as the first leg of the
repurchase agreement (repo). The securities held in custody by the collateral manager become “collateral”, which is assigned to the cash providers (the buy-side), who are referred to
as “investors”. Investors make cash available to the dealers, usually on an overnight or short
term basis.
The Collateral Manager holds the dealers’ collateral portfolios in client omnibus accounts at
the relevant sub-custodians. For example, U.S. Treasuries will be held in the Collateral Manager’s account at the Federal Reserve Bank in New York, Japanese Government Bonds at
Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi and so on. Because the collateral is required to be moved frequently on the basis that the repo transactions are short term, it is expedient to minimise the physical movement of collateral.
This is done by operating a segregated account, books and records platform which, at an aggregate level, mirrors the total portfolio provided by the dealers (collateral – which is held unencumbered pending a repo transaction) and is held in the sub-custodian client omnibus account by market. For example, U.S. Treasuries in the U.S., Japanese Government securities
in Japan, etc.
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By way of example, two collateral givers (brokers) may provide the Collateral Manager with
US$1 billion of U.S. Treasuries each, which the Collateral Manager will receive into its omnibus account at the Federal Reserve Bank, NY. Those assets ($2 billion in total) will sit in the
client omnibus account at the Fed as unencumbered collateral until a repo transaction is executed. Simultaneously, the Collateral Manager will record the receipt of $1 billion from each
of the brokers in the segregated accounts of each of them in its books and records platform.
Each day, the holdings in the platform will be reconciled with those in the sub-custodian client
omnibus account.
To continue the example, tomorrow “Bank 1” may wish to raise cash to fund its operations
and will enter into a repo with “Bank 2” for $500 million. The Collateral Manager already
holds the eligible collateral to satisfy the Bank 1/Bank 2 transaction. On receipt of $500 million from Bank 2 for the cash leg of the repo, the Collateral Manager will move (by book entry)
say $510 million of U.S. Treasuries (includes $10 million or 2% collateral margin) in its platform from Bank 1’s segregated account in the platform to Bank 2’s segregated account in the
platform. No movement of these securities occurs at the sub-custodian in the U.S. The assets remain as they were in the client omnibus account.
In the event that Bank 1 fails (say two days later) and is unable to repay Bank 2 the $500 million, the $510 million of U.S. Treasuries (eligible collateral) that the Collateral Manager is
holding in the platform can be used for Bank 2 as security to cover the loss to Bank 2. The
Collateral Manager would sell the U.S. Treasuries from the client omnibus account at the Fed
and, assuming all of the holdings are sold for $510 million, $500 million (plus agreed repo income from the repo transaction) would be repaid to Bank 2 and the balance would be paid to
the relevant insolvency practitioner (IP) on behalf of the estate of Bank 1.
The IP would always look to the Collateral Manager’s books and records platform as the Collateral Manager’s statement of the client’s holdings, in this case, Bank 1.
To re-state, the holdings reflected in the client omnibus account at the sub-custodian are reconciled daily with the aggregate of all segregated client holdings in the platform. The platform
functions as the statement of client holdings in the same way as a normal global custodian
segregated account for client assets which are not part of a tri-party collateral arrangement.
In summary, if Option 1 or 2 were imposed on collateral managers or agents - on the assumption they are to be considered “sub-custodians” - the collateral managers’ ability to allocate
quickly and efficiently assets - and thus cover risks – would likely be seriously impaired, especially if they in turn are dependent on external settlement processing by underlying
agents/CSDs to move assets between collateral takers and givers.
Where omnibus accounts are used, this concern does not arise, since assets can be transferred expeditiously between collateral givers and takers by the collateral manager/ agent
without the need to be dependent on local markets and custodians onward processing the
movements. The more segregation among underlying clients is imposed up the chain in the
context of collateral arrangements, the less effective, and less speedy, collateral manage81

ment will become. This result would operate to increase credit exposure between counterparties.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_17>

Q18: Have you identified any operational (or other) challenges in terms of the impact of
the requirements under option 1 of the CP for the functioning and efficiency of T2S? If
your answer is yes, please explain in detail.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_18>

ANSWER:
The answer is yes. There is the possibility that requirements under option 1 create operational challenges for the functioning and efficiency of T2S.
The specific impact on T2S depends critically on the following factors:
a/
b/
c/

the degree to which the custody chain is located on T2S;
the degree to which segregation requirements apply to that part of the custody
chain located on T2S; and
the degree to which the segregation requirements under AIFMD and UCITS V also apply to assets held on behalf of other categories of investor.

Explanation of factors
a/

degree to which the custody chain is located on T2S
If only the securities accounts provided by the issuer CSD are located on T2S,
and all other securities accounts provided by intermediaries in the custody chain
are located outside T2S, then the technical impact on the functioning of T2S will
be negligible or non-existent.
This is for two reasons. The first is that the AIFMD and UCITS V segregation obligation does not apply with respect to accounts provided by the issuer CSD. This
is because issuer CSDs are not, cannot, and should not be, delegates.
The second is that in any event T2S needs to allow an issuer CSDs to provide
large numbers of accounts to its participant; T2S needs to provide this possibility
as CSDR Article 38 places an obligation on CSDs to give its participants the possibility to use large numbers of accounts.
However, if securities accounts provided by several intermediaries in a custody
chain are located on T2S, then, as explained below, there is the possibility of a
technical impact on the functioning of T2S.
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b/

degree to which segregation requirements apply to that part of the custody chain
located on T2S
If securities accounts provided by several intermediaries in a custody chain are
located on T2S, and if those intermediaries (investor CSDs) are not under obligations to segregate (i.e. are not considered delegates of the depositary), then the
technical impact on the functioning of T2S will be negligible or non-existent.
The same conclusion applies if investor CSDs are considered delegates of the
depositary (and thus are under obligations to segregate), and if there is only one
investor CSD in a custody chain.
The reasoning behind this conclusion for these two cases is largely the same as
the reasoning set out with respect to issuer CSDs under point a/ above.
However, if investor CSDs are considered delegates (and thus are under obligations to segregate), and if there are two or more investor CSDs in a custody
chain, then there may well be a technical impact on the functioning on T2S.
This technical impact arises out of the fact that the full account structure for
AIF/UCITS holdings in the books of the first investor CSD on T2S will need to be
replicated in the books of all other investor CSDs in the custody chain before
reaching the issuer CSD; such replication will involve not only opening up the relevant inter-CSD accounts on T2S, but also opening up the appropriate mirror accounts on T2S.
We cannot give an estimate of the size of the technical impact on T2S of the
opening, maintenance and use of these additional accounts (and mirror accounts).

c/

degree to which the segregation requirements under AIFMD and UCITS V also
apply to assets held on behalf of other categories of investor
Even if the technical impacts on T2S of segregation requirements placed on AIF
and UCITS assets are limited, it is important to consider the consequences for
T2S if these segregation requirements are generalised so that they apply to assets held on behalf of all types of investor.
The point is that if public authorities take the view that segregation requirements
up the chain of custody give additional protections to holders of UCITS and AIF
then there is the significant possibility that public authorities will in due course
take the view that all categories of investor should benefit from these additional
protections.
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Although again we cannot give an estimate of the size of the technical impact on
T2S, we would believe that it is significant.
Final comments
We, of course, believe that additional segregation up the chain of custody does not provide
additional protections, and in fact creates cost and risk.
We also believe that T2S provides a good example of why this is the case.
The point is a simple one: segregation up the chain for a part of a custody chain that is located on T2S involves opening up additional technical accounts on a common IT infrastructure.
Opening up these additional technical accounts gives no apparent additional protections, but
it does very clearly create the possibility for additional cost and complexity, with a reduction in
the efficiency and capabilities of the IT infrastructure
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_18>

Q19: Many respondents to the CP argued that AIFs risk being shut out of key markets
due to the following:
i)

the mismatch that will arise between local jurisdiction securities ownership rules and the mandated level of segregation required under option 1
in the CP; and/or

ii) the requirement in certain countries to hold omnibus accounts across
multiple depositaries, as is the case for certain stock exchanges.
If you agree with the above statement, please explain your concern with reference to
specific jurisdictions and/or stock exchanges and the relevant requirements.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_19>

ANSWER:
As alluded to in our response to Question 6, imposition of granular segregation models on
third country sub-custodians (i.e., requiring them to open new accounts in the name of parties
who are not their immediate account holders) would raise market access concerns, particularly among sub-custodians who do not have similar requirements in their own jurisdictions.
Such requirements may have the practical effect of closing off particular markets to EU investors.
In the context of the United States, U.S. broker-dealers Broker-dealers (e.g., those acting as
prime brokers), as noted in our response to Question 6, imposition of stricter segregation requirements may not be possible to implement in all cases. This would result in restriction of
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use of U.S. broker-dealers, most likely in the hedge fund setting but possibly in other settings
as well to the extent that U.S. broker-dealers provide securities lending services (e.g., as
third-party lenders taking collateral from AIFs or UCITS funds) or tri-party repo services (e.g.,
where collateral is taken).
In the context of Hong Kong-Shanghai Stock Connect, also as noted above in our answer to
Question 6, if HKSCC were considered a delegate, any segregation requirements imposed on
delegates would apply. As we also noted, the Association’s understanding is that HKSCC is
not prepared to identify in its books and records accounts of underlying account holders other
than those of direct participants. This raises the obvious concern that if imposed segregation
requirements cannot be complied with, investors in UCITS at least would not be able to access the China A-share market under such an interoperability arrangement.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_19>

Q20: Should you/the funds that you manage comply with option 1 in the CP, please
provide details on if and how you apply the requirements under this option when delegating safe-keeping duties to third parties outside the EU.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_20>

ANSWER:
This is simply a matter of asking for a segregated account at each sub-custodian and agreeing the terms under which each such an account will be provided. In markets where segregated accounts are not supported, we must defer to market practice and accept omnibus account structures. It is industry practice to inform clients of the account structure that they face
in each market.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_20>

Q21: Many respondents to the CP argued that, given that many delegated third parties
are located outside of the EU, option 1 of the CP could lead to higher fees charged by
the delegated parties. Are you able to source any data on the potential higher fees
charged by the delegated parties outside the EU as a result of implementing option 1?
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_21>

ANSWER:
We do not think that such information is available as the underlying models and processes
have yet to be mapped. We have indicated in the answers above the elements that give risk
to operational risk, additional costs, the need for additional resources and headcount. These
aspects are wide-ranging and cut across the entire industry. However, the proposed changes
now under discussion are in respect of a false assumption – that there is a serious and en85

demic risk to investors without segregation of accounts of individual account holders or categories of account holders (e.g., “AIF omnibus”) through the whole custody chain. We believe
the real issues relate to record-keeping.
Moreover, it is very hard to estimate costs since increased charges would come from third
parties that so far have not been pushed to provide more granular segregation. One needs to
consider the impact on a single sub-custodian given the total number of clients they have that
themselves operate UCITS/AIF/Other accounts. Each sub-custodian would set its own capacity constraints, impact on staffing, impact on systems development, KYC/AML burdens to
comply with, paperwork and consequential pricing on custody and transaction costs that they
would then pass back to their clients. If this is multiplied across 38 markets and 10-to-15 Depositaries, the scale of the impact becomes more clear. As mentioned previously, Prime Brokers typically do not charge AIF clients for account opening or general custody services but
significant changes to the costs incurred would result in new charges passed to AIFs.
Please also refer to the cost analysis in our response to Queston 11, which would have to be
replicated by each of the delegates in the chain should the segregated model be mandated.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_21>

Q22: How would you compare and contrast the five options in the cost-benefit analysis
(CBA) of the CP in terms of achieving the policy objective described in the above introduction? In your opinion, does any one of the options offer a better solution for
achieving this aim, and if so, how? In answering to these questions, please refer to
the table below which is copied from the CBA of the CP and adds the sub-delegate
level.
Please note that as the present call for evidence is intended to cover asset segregation requirements for both AIFs and UCITS, with regard to the latter any reference in
the table below to ‘AIF’ should also be read as ‘UCITS’, i.e. when applied to UCITS,
references to ‘AIF’ should be read as ‘UCITS’ and references to ‘non-AIF’ should be
read as ‘non-UCITS’.
Option 1

AIF and non-AIF assets should not be mixed in the same account
and there should be separate accounts for AIF assets of each
depositary when a delegate is holding assets for multiple depositary clients.
When the delegate appoints a sub-delegate, this should hold
separate accounts for AIF assets of each depositary and should
not mix in the same account non-AIF assets of that depositary or
AIF assets coming from different depositaries.

Option 2

The separation of AIF and non-AIF assets should be required, but
it would be possible to combine AIF assets of multiple depositar86

ies into a single account at delegate or sub-delegate level.
Option 3

AIF and non-AIF assets could be commingled in the account on
which the AIF’s assets are to be kept at the level of the delegate.
However, the delegate could not commingle in this account assets coming from different depositaries.
When the delegate appoints a sub-delegate, this should hold
separate accounts for assets coming from different depositaries.
However, AIF and non-AIF assets could be commingled in the
account of a given depositary in which the AIF’s assets are to be
kept at the level of the sub-delegate.

Option 4

AIF and non-AIF assets could be commingled in the account on
which the AIF’s assets are to be kept at the level of the delegate.
The delegate could commingle in this account assets coming
from different depositary clients.
When the delegate appoints a sub-delegate, this could commingle in the same account AIF and non-AIF assets and assets
coming from different depositaries and the delegates’ clients (but
should not be mixed with the delegate’s or depositaries’ own
assets).

Option 5

AIF assets should be segregated on an AIF-by-AIF basis at the
level of the delegate or sub- delegate.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_22>

ANSWER:
We understand that EU regulators have no intention of impairing the continued development
and growth of capital markets in the EU in furtherance of the growth objective in line with the
capital markets union project. However, we remain highly concerned that mandatory segregation of AIF/UCITS assets through custody chain may indeed undermine this objective. In
particular, it is noted as part of the work in support of the CMU project that the goal should be
reduce, not increase, Giovannini barriers.54
It is essential that the individual market regulators and funds understand that if segregation
becomes mandatory up to the sub-custodian/CSD level, the consequences for the EU funds
industry could be very serious.

54

Indeed, there is concern that such increased and unnecessary segregation requirements might undermine the removal of Barrier
13, which is the absence of an EU-wide framework for the treatment of interests in securities.
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Equally, affected counterparties including the broker-dealer and investment funds community
should understand that they will have to establish many new segregated accounts at all levels
in the custody chain, develop in-house collateral management capabilities, acquire technology and collateral management specialists to support their needs, possibly novate collateral
management agreements in order to remove tri-party collateral agents, and set up operational
models including standing settlement instructions (SSIs) and reconciliation protocols to support the new account structures.
This could take more than 12 months to achieve market-ready status.
AIFs/UCITS would be much less attractive from a securities lending perspective, on the basis
that the securities lending agent will (on almost every loan) be delivering loaned securities
from multiple sub-accounts to borrowers. Borrowers would not want multiple deliveries because of the additional transaction costs and efforts required to reconcile receipts.
The securities borrowing community (collateral givers) would be required to post collateral to
segregated accounts (for AIFs/UCITS) resulting in increased delivery costs and more importantly, they would not be able to efficiently manage their collateral positions, perform substitutions, conduct optimisation of their collateral inventory, on the basis that the collateral inventory would be fragmented across multiple sub-accounts.
In our view, tri-party collateral management agent would be challenged to be able to perform
tri-party collateral management services for AIFs/UCITS, on the basis that all collateral
movements would occur at the sub-custodian level. This would introduce market settlement
delays and would mean that intraday books and records movements of collateral, on which
the market relies, could not occur. The non-AIF/UCITS market would continue to operate under a tri-party collateral management model, but would have fewer counterparties with whom
they could transact and this will also impact liquidity and funding.
The AIF/UCITS and their counterparties may be forced to move to a bilateral collateral management world in which counterparty, credit, settlement and operational risk would be increased.
If AIFs/UCITS become less attractive counterparties to the dealer borrowers, liquidity will be
diminished, funding in Europe will stall and AIFs/UCITS performance will drop, as they are no
longer able to generate revenue from securities lending/repo. This would result in fund investment potentially moving to Asian and U.S. funds which are not required to operate under
a segregated regime.
Groups who need to source eligible collateral to post as margin to satisfy their EMIR obligations would not be able to efficiently and cost-effectively source inventory, as a result of required collateral being held in multiple segregated accounts.
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Of all the Options offered, ONLY Option 4 (subject to our caveat mentioned above regarding
the inapplicability of the concept of “commingling”), does not damage the industry while preserving the benefits of the policy objective.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_22>

Q23: Articles 38(3) and (4) of the CSDR state that a CSD shall offer its participants the
choice between:
a) ‘omnibus client segregation’ at the CSD level (holding in one securities account
the securities that belong to different clients of that participant);
b) ‘individual client segregation’ at the CSD level (segregating the securities of any
of the participant’s clients, if and as required by the participant).
In addition, under Article 38 (5) of CSDR, a participant shall offer its clients at least the
choice between omnibus client segregation and individual client segregation and inform them of the costs and risks associated with each option55.
a) Do you consider that a regime similar to the one under Article 38 of the CSDR
but applied throughout the custody chain (according to which the manager of
AIFs/UCITS, on behalf of their investors, informs the depositary of the level of
asset segregation it wishes to apply throughout the custody chain to each individual AIF/UCITS, after having duly assessed the risks and costs associated with
the different options) would achieve the policy objective described in the above
introduction? Please explain why and, if the answer is yes, how.
b) Applying a regime similar to the one under Article 38 of the CSDR to the
AIF/UCITS framework would mean that the fund investors would have the choice
to invest in a given fund or not, after having been made aware – through appropriate disclosures – of the level of asset segregation that the managers of
AIFs/UCITS had chosen and the related costs. However, investors would not
have the opportunity to participate in the choice of the level of asset segregation
as such a choice would have to be made by the manager for each individual fund
as a whole (i.e. it would not be possible to have different levels of segregation
for the investors in the same fund). Do you consider that this could raise any
concern in terms of investor protection or could any concern be alleviated
through appropriate disclosures? Please explain the reasons for your answer.
c) Please comment on any implications of such a regime for the account related
provisions under Article 39 of EMIR.

55

However, under Article 38(5) of the CSDR a CSD and its participant shall provide individual clients segregation for citizens and
residents of, and legal persons established in, a Member State where required under the national law under which the securities are
constituted as it stands at 17 September 2014.
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<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_23>

ANSWER:
a) As set out in our answers to ESMA’s other questions, we believe that any mandatory segregation options do not in actually increase asset protection. We also note that the asset segregation requirements under AIFMD and UCITS V do not cover asset segregation at an issuer CSD, for example, while some countries indeed require asset segregation at the issuer
CSD.
Although the CSDR Article 38 regime as introduced is understood and accepted by the industry (obviously we as participants and intermediaries must comply with this provision and work
is ongoing to ensure that we do), there does not seem to be significant take-up of “segregation” as an option. We do not think this regime should be expanded further on a mandatory
basis down the chain: while some buy-side providers (managers of AIFs or UCITS funds)
conceivably may see some benefits, we believe any onward requirements through the
chainthe regime should be framed as only providing the option of directly participating
through the depositary/custodian at a CSD should the end investor wish to have a separately
identifiable account beyond its account provider.
If funds (AIFs/UCITS) were to be given the option of requesting segregation or not on the
proviso that the depositary/custodian has the obligation to inform the fund of the “pros and
cons” of segregation, including cost and potential impairment to securities lending/repo revenues and participation in tri-party collateral management arrangements, we believe that some
may initially be attracted to the concept until they discover the constraints that that model
would impose as well as increased costs, impact on returns and other inefficiencies (e.g., impact on smooth operation of portfolio management). Were this to happen, we believe that a
manager would seek to retain the right to request a change of segregation/omnibus status at
any time during the period of the contract.
We also caution that any implementation of an Article 38 regime through the chain must take
into account non-European securities. Specifically, depositaries may not be able to offer their
clients a full choice as to account structures at non-EU CSDs. This is because non-EU CSDs
and account providers do not fall under European law, and may be constrained by their own
system capabilities and national regulatory obligations. This means that the obligations on
European depositaries to provide options should be limited to those cases where they really
can provide options; care should be taken to ensure that any application of an Article 38 regime through the chain will not have the unintended consequence of preventing AIFs and
UCITS from investing in certain categories of non-EU securities.
b) We do not believe that applying a regime similar to that of Article 38 of CSDR, as described in our response to “23(a)” above, would raise any particular concerns in terms of risks
to investor protection. This is because an investment manager has a fiduciary obligation to
the investors to act in their best interests. We believe adequate disclosure, as the investment
managers deems necessary, would be included in fund disclosure documents.
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As a matter of general policy, we support the principle of transparency, and believe that any
concerns could be alleviated by appropriate disclosures.
c) Such a regime has no implications for the account related provisions under EMIR Article
39.
EMIR Article 39 is in line with CSDR Article 38(5) – it provides for optional choice between
omnibus segregation and individual segregation. The choice has to be offered by CCPs to
clearing members and by clearing members to their clients (and we note, similar to our assertion in “a” above, that the take-up of segregation under EMIR has been very small).
It may be the case that an asset manager that chooses individual segregation at the CCP
level would also have a preference for individual segregation up the custody chain. However,
there is no need to combine individual segregation at the CCP level with individual segregation through the custody chain; for more information on this point, please refer to our answer
to Question 13.
We also note that, in general, CCP segregation models have been put in place prior to the
AIFMD/UCITS segregation discussion, so that the models have been developed on the assumption of the use of omnibus accounts up the custody chain.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_23>

Q24: Please describe any alternative regime which, in your view, would achieve the
policy objective described in the above introduction.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_24>

ANSWER:
Option 4 as described by ESMA (subject to our caveat mentioned above regarding the inapplicability of the concept of “commingling”) is the workable option for all market participants,
on the basis that it:
• adequately protects the interests of investors in AIFs and UCITS funds while keeping the
focus on the importance of intermediaries’ performance of their duties, as we have explained elsewhere in our submission;
• does not remove from funds the opportunity to generate incremental revenue to improve
fund performance;
• does not damage market funding and liquidity; and
• gives investors the flexibility to decide which account structure they believe gives them
the best benefit and levels of investor protection.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_24>
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Q25: Do you see a need for detailing and further clarifying the concept of “custody” for
the purposes of the AIFMD and UCITS Directive?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_25>

ANSWER:
As we wrote in our IOSCO submission (mentioned the introduction to this submission), we
define “custody” as the service of (a) holding physical securities and/or records of ownership
rights in book-entry securities on behalf of a CIS as an intermediary (b) acting on instructions
to facilitate the settlement (the change in ownership) of transactions in those securities on
behalf of the relevant CIS, and (c) facilitate the exercise of other rights associated with ownership of such securities (such as corporate actions and processing of withholding tax reclaims).
In both the AIFMD and UCITS V, “custody” refers to the holding of securities (whether directly
or indirectly through an intermediary) (broadly in line with our proposed definition for IOSCO,
since “b” and “c” above are ancillary to “a”), whereas "safekeeping" is used more broadly to
mean both the function of providing custody of financial instruments and the function of verifying ownership of assets which are not considered financial instruments held-in-custody. This
is seen in the wording of AIFMD Art 21(8) (reference to "safe-keeping") which is then subdivided into the depositary's obligation to "hold in custody all financial instruments" in 21(8)(a),
and the depositary's obligation "verify the ownership of the AIF" in 21(8)(b). The wording in
UCITS V Art 22(5) is similar, and the same terms are used in a similar manner throughout the
AIFMD and UCITS V Level 2 legislation. Adding to the confusion is the fact that individual
states take different views on the definition of “safekeeping” under national law. In addition,
the depositary also has other “supervisory” duties under both AIFMD and the UCITS directive56 (which we understand are considered part of “safe-keeping” duties in France).
As we urged IOSCO, we stress the importance of establishing a common framework for application of these terms in order to avoid confusion going forward. Any attempt to vary the
meaning of "custody" in the context of applicability of regulatory provisions of AIFMD would
be inconsistent with the manner in which such term is used in both AIFMD and UCITS V, and
would cause confusion. It would also conflict with the understanding of such term in other
contexts, such as MiFID. No service that does not constitute the holding of assets (even if
may be carried out in connection with holding assets) – together with the obvious ancillary
services necessary in connection with holding those assets - should be considered as part of
the concept of custody. Expanding the concept of custody beyond this would result in persons
other than the holder of the assets being regarded as providing custody services, which
would cause major regulatory concerns, particularly in the context of the regulation of custody
services under MiFID.

56

See, Article 21.9 of the AIFMD.
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It should also be noted that at the moment a variety of market participants provide custody
services, including Central Securities Depositaries (CSDs), traditional custodians, brokers,
asset managers and prime brokers - but all under different regulatory frameworks. SFTR,
CSDR, UCITS, AIFMD, EMIR, and MIFID all contain inconsistent requirements for “custodians”. A harmonised EU definition and single set of standards would be beneficial and ensure
greater investor protection. It would also benefit single items of legislation as well, particularly
UCITS V.
In particular, therefore, we believe ESMA to clarify the distinction between the terms ‘custody’
and ‘safekeeping’ so they are not used interchangeably and so that all market participants
use these terms in the same way.
The current lack of clarity also has implications for what is considered a “delegation” under
the AIFMD and UCITS V directive. As we have noted above in our Introduction above, and
as explained more fully in our response to Question 29, the Committee disagrees strongly
that the use of a sub-custodian or participation in any CSD is properly characterised as a
“delegation” in the first place. However, if the concept continues to be imposed under the
AIFMD and UCITS V (despite it not being in accord with national laws on securities holdings
and dispositions), ESMA could further clarify whether there is a distinction in custody services
when provided by a CSD and should cover the scenario where an operator of a securities settlement system is someone other than the CSD. To address the broader uncertainty around
“delegation”, the terminology used to describe the services captured by “delegation”
and those excluded from it - should each be identified and differentiated.
Finally, there is inconsistency between the AIFMD and the UCITS directive on this point: these
regimes provide for different exclusions from what is considered a “delegation”: in addition to
excluding the “custody” & “services” provided by settlement systems, UCITS V also excludes
from the definition of “delegation” “the services of initial recording of securities in a book-entry
system through initial crediting and/or providing and maintaining securities accounts at the top
tier level”. This could give rise to an interpretation that services provided by a CSD for one type
of underlying beneficial owner at the other end of the chain could be considered a delegation of
custody function, while for another type it would not, for the same type of security. The approaches set out in AIFMD and UCITS clearly should be aligned.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_25>

Q26: If your answer to Q25 is yes, should the concept of “custody” of financial instruments include the provision of any of the following services for the purpose of the
AIFMD and UCITS Directive:
4. initial recording of securities in a book-entry system (‘notary service’);
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5. providing and maintaining securities accounts at the top tier level (‘central maintenance service’)57;
6. maintaining or operating securities accounts in relation to the settlement service;
7. having any kind of access to the assets of the AIF/UCITS; or
8. having any access to the accounts where the assets of the AIF/UCITS are booked
with the right to pledge and transfer those assets from those accounts to any other
party?

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_26>

ANSWER:
No – a) and b) as stated describe attributes that are unique to central securities depositories.
Relating to a)
This task is described in CSDR and set out as a “core” activity of a CSD: this is an exclusive
service provided in connection with new issuances only by Issuer CSDs or/and common depositaries. We reiterate that – given the context and the unique status of the performance of
such a service by Issuer CSDs – it should not be considered a delegation of the custody function. We also reiterate that our strong view that there should be recognition of the difference
between Issuer CSDs and Investor CSDs. We expand on our views in these respects in our
response to Question 29.
Relating to b)
This task is described in CSDR and is set out as a core activity of a CSD. To the extent that
this service involves the opening of the accounts, as well as safekeeping and record-keeping
of such accounts, it would meet the definition of a “custody” service (please refer to our response to Q27 for further explanation), however, because of its unique status of being conducted only at the “top tier” level, such accounts can only be maintained and operated by an
Issuer CSD.
As before, we reiterate that the performance of such a service should not be considered a
delegation. We also reiterate that our strong view that there should be recognition of the difference between Issuer CSDs and Investor CSDs. We expand on our views in these respects in our response to Question 29.
Relating to c)

57

These services are part of the core services of central securities depositories under Section A, point 2 of the Annex to Regulation
(EU) No 909/2014 (“CSDR”).
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This refers to a service that any custody provider in the chain can provide. However, it should
be noted that “securities accounts” might be so operated/maintained at different tiers in the
custody chain in parallel:
-

Issuer CSDs operating top tier accounts;
Investor CSDs and Issuer CSD Participants operating second tier accounts; and
Investor CSD Participants and Issuer CSD Participants’ Clients operating third tier
accounts.
We encourage ESMA to clarify the different levels of the custody chain and how they interact
with each other.
Relating to d)
This wording in the question is uncertain as it is not clear what type of access is meant.
Please note that there might be different legal arrangements created by the client and authorising different persons to have access to its assets, which in itself does not necessarily make
such persons providers of custody services. In particular, access to the assets can be granted
by a person to another person on the basis of proper authority, which may include a power of
attorney, or through the appointment of some other agent such as a securities lending agent.
In the case of securities lending, even if a securities lending agent has access to the client’s
assets, such a service is intended to facilitate the lending of the assets belonging to the client
(which is based on the respective contractual arrangement), and as such this does not in itself mean that safekeeping of securities is being undertaken by the lending agent.
Thus, in our view, without providing actual safekeeping services, some right of “access” to
assets of the AIF/UCITS should not be considered “custody”. We recommend differentiating
custody of securities from mere right of access to such securities.
Relating to e)
Regarding the access in this case please also refer to our response to (d) above. In addition,
we believe it is crucial to differentiate custody, which typically does involve taking security interest (please refer to our response to Question 3), from actions or transactions involving the
creation of a pledge. While some market participants might enter into contracts involving the
creation of a pledge of fund assets (as well as having access to accounts for the purpose of
being able to enforce such rights), this does not equate to the provision of “custody” services.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_26>

Q27: If your answer to Q25 is yes, would you include any other services in the concept
of “custody” of financial instruments for the purpose of the AIFMD and UCITS Directive? If your answer is yes, please list and describe precisely the services that
should be included.
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<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_27>

ANSWER:
We note that the scope of the term “custody” for financial instruments should be differentiated
from the custody of other assets (such as precious metals, art, wine etc.)
From a functional point of view we believe that custody is broader than the pure safekeeping
of securities and should include the following activities:
1. Securities Account: the infrastructure for the maintenance of securities accounts (CSDs,
depositaries and custodians offer these services)
2. Safekeeping: “holding” securities in a securities account (CSDs, depositaries and custodians offer these services)
3. Record-keeping: recording rights of clients to securities
-

Settlement Services: crediting/debiting of securities based on the client instruction, or
triggered by corporate actions, and keeping the respective records of securities

-

Registering other rights to securities, e.g. pledge and other encumbrances (provided
mainly by the custodians, however some of the CSDs can also provide such services)

4. Collecting information related to securities recorded in the securities accounts and provide information on the securities and their issuers (such as annual general meetings and
related proxies) to the clients
5. Processing of corporate actions and withholding tax reclaims with regards to the securities in the custody account including any value added services.
As such, custody services consist of all of the above mentioned services, and, as applicable
to the non-tangible securities, is something what is being done at each level of the intermediaries (depositaries, sub-custodians and CSDs).
For consideration of whether or not a delegation of custody functions has taken place, the
above functions 1-3 are essential. Where the custodians provide services 4-5, but no parallel
performance of 1-3, it should not be considered as delegation.
The text of AIFMD and UCITS also supports that view – it doesn’t allow the delegation of any custody
service other than the “safekeeping” of the assets.<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_27>

Q28: Please explain how, in your views, “custody” services interact with “safe-keeping”
services, in particular those referred to under Article 21(8) of the AIFMD (as well as Ar-
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ticle 89 of the AIFMD Level 258) and Article 22(5) of the UCITS Directive (as well as Article 13 of the UCITS V Level 259).

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_28>

ANSWER:
As discussed in our response to Question 25, in both AIFMD and UCITS V “custody” refers to
the holding of securities (whether directly or indirectly through an intermediary, whereas
"safekeeping" is used more broadly to mean both the function of providing custody of financial
instruments and the function of verifying ownership of assets which are not considered financial instruments held-in-custody. This is seen in the wording of AIFMD Art 21(8) (reference to
"safe-keeping") which is then sub-divided into the depositary's obligation to "hold in custody
all financial instruments" in 21(8)(a), and the depositary's obligation "verify the ownership of
the AIF" in 21(8)(b). The wording in UCITS V Art 22(5) is similar, and the same terms are
used in a similar manner throughout the AIFMD and UCITS V Level 2 legislation. Adding to
the confusion is the fact that individual states take different views on the definition of “safekeeping” under national law (in France, for example, we understand that “safe-keeping” includes supervisory duties of the kind that are set out in Article 21.9 of the AIFMD60).
We stress the importance of establishing a common framework for application of these terms
in order to avoid confusion going forward. Our rationale is set out more fully in our response
to Question 25. In short, we believe ESMA to clarify the distinction between the terms ‘custody’ and ‘safekeeping’ so they are not used interchangeably and so that all market participants
use these terms in the same way.
<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_28>

Q29: If you consider that the provision by a CSD of any of the core services (i.e. services mentioned under Section A of the Annex to the CSDR) or ancillary services (i.e.
services provided in accordance with Section B or Section C of the Annex to the
CSDR) should not result in the CSD being considered as a delegate within the meaning of Article 21(11) of the AIFMD and Article 22a of the UCITS Directive, please list the
specific services and explain the reasons why.

<ESMA_QUESTION_CE_ASCS_29>

ANSWER:
We have referenced the relevant provisions of the legislation in our Introduction, above, in the
broader context of our concerns about the meaning and application of the concept of “delega-
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Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 231/2013 of 19 December 2012.
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/438 of 17 December 2015.
60
Which track UCITS supervision requirements.
59
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tion” generally (not just in relation to CSDs) and why this concept is not appropriate generally
in the context of the custody business.
Putting these concerns to the side for the moment, the application of the concept of “delegation” has posed special challenges in respect of CSDs under the AIFMD and UCITS V directive. Most obviously, for purposes of applying segregation requirements, under the relevant legislation any segregation requirements that are mandated would apply equally to any
CSDs that are considered “delegates”. However, it is important to note that the “segregation
issue” significantly overlaps with other concerns, such as liability gap concerns, level playing
field concerns and accuracy concerns. In our view, these concerns are intertwined and must
be tackled together.
Whether or not central securities depositories should be considered ‘custody delegates’ of
depositaries therefore has particularly serious implications for investors, investment managers, custodians and other intermediaries and market infrastructure providers as a whole. As
the Association stated in in its letter to the European Commission and ESMA dated 4th April
2016 (the “4th April Letter”), clarification is needed in respect of inconsistencies among the
provisions of UCITS V Level 1 Art. 22a(4), Recital 21 of the same legislation and ESMA’s
Q&A issued in connection with the AIFMD61. To assist in this respect, we compared in the 4th
April Letter the relevant provisions of UCITS V/AIFMD with those of the CSD Regulation62
and the Draft Regulatory Technical Standards on CSD Requirements63.
We have elected to restate our thoughts from the 4th April on how the issues raised might be
addressed, including taking into account the “segregation” point.
THE UCITS V/AIFMD PROVISIONS
According to Recital 21, those CSDs operating securities settlement systems (“SSSs”) which,
at the same time, perform the service of initial recording of securities by initially crediting or
providing and maintaining securities accounts at the top-tier level, are not treated as delegates. Recital 21 provides in relevant part:
“When a Central Securities Depository (CSD), [ ... provides the services ...] as specified
in Section A of the Annex to that Regulation [CSDR], the provision of those services by
that CSD with respect to the securities of the UCITS that are initially recorded in bookentry system through initial crediting by that CSD should not be considered to be a delegation of custody functions.”
Recital 21 however goes on to provide (in the last sentence of the Recital) that “entrusting the
custody of securities of the UCITS to any CSD, or to any third-country CSD should be considered to be a delegation of custody functions.” This would seem to contradict the prior sen-
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ESMA Questions and Answers, Application of the AIFMD (“ESMA Q&A”), 1st October 2015.
Regulation (EU) No 909/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 2014 on improving securities settlement in
the European Union and on central securities depositories and amending Directives 98/26/EC and 2014/65/EU and Regulation (EU)
No 236/2012 (“CSDR”).
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EBA/RTS/2015/10, Final Draft Regulatory Technical Standards on certain prudential requirements for central securities depositories under Regulation (EU) No 909/2014, 15th December 2015 (“Draft RTS”).
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tence and thereby create uncertainty as to when and under what circumstances a CSD would
and would not be considered a ‘delegate’.
Meanwhile, UCITS V, Article 22a(4), provides:
“For the purposes of this Article, the provision of services as specified by Directive
98/26/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council . . . by securities settlement systems as designated for the purposes of that Directive or the provision of similar services
by third-country securities settlement system shall not be considered to be a delegation
of custody functions.”
Art 24 of UCITS V provides:
“. . . the depositary shall be liable to the UCITS and to the unit holders of the UCITS for
the loss by the depositary or a third party to whom the custody of financial instruments
held in custody in accordance with point (a) of Article 22(5) has been delegated.”
Finally, we note ESMA’s recent response in its AIFMD Q&A which can be interpreted as indicating that any CSD is considered a delegate where financial instruments of an AIF are “provided” to it in order to be held in custody.64
Regarding the foregoing provisions, two key questions arise:
a) Should CSDs be considered ”third parties to whom custody is delegated” and, if so,
would these include all CSDs or just certain CSDs - such as CSDs maintaining certain
types of links to provide access to securities held at other CSDs?
b) If there is a loss of securities by a CSD (or by third-party provider within its network),
should such loss be considered due to “external events”?
OUR CONCERNS
a) Liability mismatch within the custody chain for securities held at CSDs
The members of the AGC acknowledge that CSDs are a critical component of overall market
infrastructure. Indeed, key (core) functions of a CSD include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

providing safekeeping of securities,
providing securities accounts,
providing securities settlement services (i.e. acting as a securities settlement system), and
ensuring to participants and to the market the ‘integrity of the issue’.

CSDR includes both measures that require that securities to be deposited at a CSD (e.g., the
requirement that all transferable securities traded on EU trading venues be recorded in book-
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See, ESMA Q&A, Response to Question 8 [New]. For the sake of brevity we will not restate the parallel provisions regarding
depositary duties and liability under the AIFMD.
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entry form in a CSD) and measures that aim to minimise the risk of loss of securities deposited at a CSD.
The AGC is fully supportive of this dual approach. However, while CSDR contains significant
and important measures that indeed help reduce the risk of loss of securities, the risk of such
loss can never be completely eliminated.
Consequently, a very important question arises as to what will happen if a CSD loses some of
the securities that have been entrusted to it. Neither in the main CSDR text nor in the draft
CSDR RTS is there a specific provision regarding the level of liability CSDs should assume
for the loss of securities caused by them or by a third-party within their custody networks.
Substantial differences can therefore arise in the level of liability taken among different CSDs.
While, in general, CSDs do take liability for their own negligence or wilful misconduct, liability
provisions vary among individual CSDs, are subject to conditions, and are also capped in a
number of cases. In addition, CSDs generally do not take responsibility for their own underlying networks.
This contrasts sharply with the very strict and high level of liability that depositaries are required to assume under UCITS V and the AIFMD.
As a result, there is a potential mismatch of liability standards between depositaries and their
custody delegates (custodians and sub-custodians) on the one hand and, on the other hand,
CSDs. In case of loss of securities caused by a CSD or its underlying network (over which
the depositary has no oversight, control or selection authority), a depositary may be held liable in restitution under Art 24 of UCITS V or Art 21.12 of the AIFMD and may not even have
recourse against the CSD or its network who caused the loss. In most cases, there is no alternative to providing access to securities maintained, ultimately, at CSDs: the depositary
therefore would have to assume liability for a loss caused by another party over which it has
no control, and for which there is no alternative.
This mismatch in liability standards creates risk both for depositary banks and for the UCITS /
AIFs themselves to the extent depositaries are required to absorb risk inappropriately. This
mismatch in liability standards therefore has no prudential justification.
The logic of CSDR is precisely that CSDs - in carrying out their critical function of providing
for safekeeping of securities – are to be held to the highest possible standards. Accordingly,
CSDs should be held to a high level of responsibility for the services they provide and be required to be held appropriately accountable.
b) Level playing field concerns
Under CSDR, CSDs are allowed to provide additional services relating to settlement such as
collateral management, securities lending, enhanced asset servicing, IT services, banking
services, etc. (see, Annex B to CSDR), many of which are also provided by commercial providers such as custodians. Securities could be lost in the course of providing these services.
For example, a collateral agent may allocate securities incorrectly, may commit an error in a
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margin calculation (e.g., to support securities lending) which results in an understated collateral requirement, or other errors may be made.
While the AGC does not oppose competition by CSDs, the latter must compete on equal
terms: neither custodians nor CSDs should be advantaged solely as a result of a regulation.
If depositary banks/custodians are held responsible in restitution for the loss of held-incustody financial instruments pursuant to the provisions of Art 24 of UCITS V Level 1 or Art
21.12 of the AIFMD and, as a consequence, are compelled to maintain capital/cover themselves against such a contingency, while CSDs are not required to do the same, a distortion
arises in the form of a regulatory arbitrage opportunity for end-users (e.g., fund managers acting for UCITS / AIF). Meanwhile, depositaries have no ability to be contractually discharged from liability (as in the AIFMD) in case a UCITS insists on maintaining its investments with particular providers or in particular jurisdictions. Investors’ interests are
best served through competition that avoids such artificial distortions; the EU’s growth agenda
– embodied in the European Commission’s capital markets union project – similarly is best
advanced with post-trade service providers competing openly on a level playing field.
In 2011, in its “Final Report” issued in connection with AIFMD the Level 2 process65, ESMA
wrote:
“. . . there may be situations where an AIFM insists on maintaining its investment in a
particular jurisdiction despite warnings by the depositary of the increased risk this presents . . . This is a clearly a judgement for the AIFM to make based on its role as the investment manager; however, in such circumstances ESMA is of the view that the depositary could reasonably be seen as having no choice but to delegate its custody to a third
party.”
This eventuality was cited as an example of where contractual discharge from depositary liability would be appropriate because investment managers should be held accountable for
risks knowingly taken in pursuit of return for investors.
UCITS funds have the same ability to insist on maintaining investments in a particular jurisdiction (or with a particular CSD). However, in contrast to the AIFMD, the depositary has no ability to be contractually discharged from restitution liability. Instead, the depositary is left with
only the – very impactful - option to terminate the contract in case the UCITS (or its investment manager) continues to insist. This in turn creates a dilemma because, typically, fiduciaries such as “depositaries” are not in a position to unilaterally “terminate” their services due
to overriding duties to investors.
This situation arises not only in certain jurisdictions, but also in respect of the choice of CSDs
through which securities are held. For practical, commercial or service reasons, an investment manager may insist on keeping securities with an investor CSD (“(I)CSD”), instead of
via the depositary’s own custody network. This is particularly the case with respect to ICSDs
offering services (such as collateral management) that are not easily found elsewhere, and/or
65

ESMA’s technical advice to the European Commission on possible implementing measures of the AIFMD (ESMA/2011/379).
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acting as a hub for market liquidity. The result is that the securities are held via an ICSD’s
own network, which falls outside of the control of the depositary.
c) Segregation concerns
As set out in our responses to the December 2014 ESMA consultation on “Guidelines on asset segregation under the AIFMD” and to the recent European Commission “Call for Evidence
on the EU Regulatory Framework”66 (the “Call for Evidence”), the AGC is highly concerned
that a future interpretation by ESMA of the asset segregation requirements under both AIFMD
and UCITS will lead to obligations for unnecessary and counterproductive segregation of AIF
and UCITS financial instruments throughout the custody chain.
The topic of segregation is conceptually distinct from the topic of delegation, but there are potentially linkages, as any obligation to segregate throughout the custody chain would also apply to CSDs if CSDs are deemed to be “delegates”.
This letter, which focuses on the topic of delegation, therefore calls attention to segregation
requirements to the extent they are applied to CSDs that are considered “delegates” under
the various solutions we offer below.
d) Accuracy concerns
As we also noted in our response to the Call for Evidence, and as we have noted in the in our
Introduction above, we understand that the characterisation of a third-party as a “delegate”
has been a key rationale for holding depositaries fully responsible for anything that might go
wrong at the level of the third-party – as an “internal event” – which causes a “loss” of held-incustody financial instruments.
In this connection – and in a crucial way - confusion has been created through the use of the
words “entrusted to” or “provided by” in both the AIFMD and UCITS regimes in the sense that
book-entry securities are considered “entrusted” or “provided” by depositaries to delegates:
•

Article 21.8(a) of the AIFMD, Level 1, provides: “The assets of the AIF or the AIFM acting
on behalf of the AIF shall be entrusted to the Depositary for safe-keeping . . .”

•

Recital 42 of AIFMD, Level 1, provides:
o

•
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Entrusting the custody of assets to the operator of a securities settlement system as designated for the purposes of Directive 98/26/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 1998 on settlement finality in payment and
securities settlement systems (2) or entrusting the provision of similar services to
third-country securities settlement systems should not be considered to be a delegation of custody functions.

Article 14(2) of UCITS V, provides:

30th September 2015.
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o

“A depositary’s liability as referred to in Article 16 [regarding the depositary’s ’liability for unjustifiable failure to perform its obligations, or its improper performance
of them’] shall not be affected by the fact that it has entrusted to a third party all
or some of the assets in its safe-keeping.”

Meanwhile, as we have noted above in relation to the question of whether central securities
depositories (CSDs) are or are not considered “delegates” of a depositary, Recital 21 of
UCITS V, in the last sentence, provides that “entrusting the custody of securities of the
UCITS to any CSD, or to any third-country CSD should be considered to be a delegation of
custody functions” (which, as we have also noted, would seem to contradict the previous sentence).
In a similar vein, we note ESMA’s recent response in its AIFMD Q&A indicating that a CSD is
considered a delegate where assets of an AIF are considered to be “provided” to it in order to
be held in custody.67 ESMA’s response to Question 8 is framed on the basis that securities of
the AIF are being “provided by” the depositary to a CSD (we again note that this response
would seem inconsistent with ESMA’s prior advice in its 2011 Final Report68 as well the express terms of Article 21.11 of the AIFMD, Level 1.69)
The rationale for these views seems clearly predicated on a presumption that a depositary will
have exercised discretion in ‘choosing’ to appoint the “delegate” and therefore should be held
fully accountable for any internal events giving rise to a loss of held-in-custody financial instruments by the delegate.
This rationale, though now apparently accepted as conventional wisdom, has had no basis in
the law or precedent prior to the adoption of AIFMD. In particular, it contradicts applicable national law treatment of securities held on a cross-border basis as “property” through the indirect holding system and it contradicts the premise underlying the role of CSDs under CSDR.70
There is no “entrustment” or “provision” of securities to a CSD by a depositary: this is not
what happens in practice. Depositaries provide access to property rights in - and the exercise
of shareholder and similar rights to - securities which in the first instance are deposited and
immobilised (or dematerialised altogether) with CSDs by issuers and their agents. It is not
possible for depositaries to “provide” book-entry securities to CSDs or “entrust” them to any
third party under a “delegation” arrangement or otherwise unless they are delivered to the
custody and safekeeping of the third party, in which case the depositary no longer holds them
in custody itself.
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AIFMD Q&A, Response to Question 8 [New], 1 October 2015.
“. . . ESMA believes that the event of, for instance, a market closure or of a technical failure at the level of the Central Securities
Depositary or any other settlement system should be considered ‘external’.” Final report, ESMA's technical advice to the European
Commission on possible implementing measures of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive, ESMA/2011/379, 16
November 2011, Box 92, Explanatory Text Note 26, p. 184.
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Article 21.11, Level 1, of the AIFMD provides that the provision of services as specified by [the Settlement Finality Directive] by
securities settlement systems or the provision of similar services by third-country securities settlement systems are not to be
considered a delegation of its custody functions.
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“CSDR includes both measures that require that securities to be deposited at a CSD (e.g., the requirement that all transferable
securities traded on EU trading venues be recorded in book-entry form in a CSD) . . .”
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES
The AGC recognises that the European Commission and ESMA are bound by the provisions
of the relevant legislation. At the same time, the AGF supports legislation intended to provide
a high level of protection to UCITS and AIF investors and which promotes open access and
fair competition.
With the above considerations in mind, we see several alternatives which could potentially
address some of the issues we have identified while furthering the policy goals of the Commission and more clearly delineating and aligning the scope of UCITS V, the AIFMD and the
CSDR. Below, we attempt to set out some of these alternatives, and list the main impacts,
advantages and disadvantages. We are keen to discuss these points in more detail at your
convenience:
a) Loss by any CSD is considered an external event beyond the Depositary’s reasonable
control
Under Article 24 of UCITS, the depositary “shall not be liable if it can prove that the loss has
arisen as a result of an external event beyond its reasonable control, the consequences of
which would have been unavoidable despite all reasonable efforts to the contrary.”
In the AIFMD Level 2, the EC helpfully provided additional clarification on what constitutes an
external event, notably at Art 101:
2. The requirements referred to in points (a) and (b) of paragraph 1 may be deemed to
be fulfilled in the following circumstances:
(a) natural events beyond human control or influence;
(b) the adoption of any law, decree, regulation, decision or order by any government or
governmental body, including any court or tribunal, which impacts the financial instruments held in custody;
(c) war, riots or other major upheavals.
[...]
An analogy could be made regarding the role of CSDs. In many cases, CSDs are an intrinsic
part of the overall financial framework of a country, and a CSD’s ability to avoid a loss of securities (whether through legal, operational, technical or other causes) is in many cases dependent on the overall robustness of a country’s financial and legal system, which cannot be
influenced by a depositary/custodian, and thus could be considered an external event beyond
reasonable control of the depositary. Moreover, many CSD processes are highly automated
with limited or no human intervention. In addition, CSDs’ “General Terms and Conditions”
(terms of participation) are typically non-negotiable. As a result, participants must rely on the
actions of CSDs and the ability to conduct onsite inspections or due diligence visits. CSDR,
meanwhile, does not prescribe how CSDs are to involve participants in their governance
structures, business planning and operational procedures. Participants therefore typically
have very little influence on the standards by which CSDs operate. In most cases, CSDs naturally act as sole final entities (the “top-tier level”) for the safekeeping of securities: as such, a
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depositary cannot avoid the consequences of a loss by the CSD despite all reasonable efforts.
Depositaries/custodians cannot be expected to assume full responsibility for what is essentially market infrastructure risk. Providing full transparency regarding these risks is crucial,
and in this respect the provisions of the CSDR Art 38 and the obligations imposed in the
CSDR RTS on analysis of legal, operational and other risks become very important.
In short, one alternative would be to expand or clarify the interpretation of “external events
beyond reasonable control” to include instances where the loss is caused by an event at the
CSD or within its network: we note that ESMA in its Final Report on AIFMD wrote:
“. . . ESMA believes that the event of, for instance, a market closure or of a technical failure at the level of the Central Securities Depositary or any other settlement system
should be considered ‘external’.”71
Pro: This would align the requirements of AIFMD with UCITS and therefore create certainty
for depositaries and for asset managers and investors. At the same time, as per the AIFMD
and UCITS liability tests, to avoid restitution liability it still would require the depositary to
prove - despite the loss being considered due to an external event - that the loss was beyond
the depositary's reasonable control and could not have been prevented despite all reasonable
efforts. The playing field between CSDs and custodians would still not be even as CSDs
could still continue to offer services in areas where they compete with Custodians (and not
vice versa). Nevertheless, custodians’ concerns about being forced to underwrite risks beyond their control would be mitigated and this approach would more accurately align with the
reality that depositaries do not “entrust” or “provide” securities to CSDs (i.e., securities are
deposited and immobilised or dematerialised at CSDs in the first instance) .
Contra: While depositary liability would not extend to losses by CSDs or within their networks
as “internal events”, the previously-described concern regarding the liability gap might not be
addressed satisfactorily.
b) A clear framework for determining under what circumstances CSDs are considered
delegates and when they are not
UCITS V Level 1, Article 22a(4) provides:
“For the purposes of this Article, the provision of services as specified by Directive
98/26/EC [Settlement Finality Directive – SFD) of the European Parliament and of the
Council (1) by securities settlement systems as designated for the purposes of that Directive or the provision of similar services by third-country securities settlement system
shall not be considered to be a delegation of custody functions.”
We understand this provision as excluding from the scope of delegation those CSD functions
where “Transfer Orders” are executed via a Securities Settlement System (or equivalent,
71

Id., paragraph 26, p. 184.
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where relevant) regardless of whether the CSD is acting as an Issuer CSD or an Investor
CSD – so long as the SSS (or equivalent) is designated. Very specifically, we understand this
provision as excluding from the scope of delegation both the provision of a securities settlement service as such, and the provision of securities accounts on which securities settlement
takes place.
This interpretation is supported by the CSDR; the CSDR identifies the operation of a Securities Settlement Systems as a core CSD service; as a consequence of this, the concepts of
CSD and SSS become indistinguishable in the CSDR, as all CSDs must operate SSSs, and
all SSSs must be operated by CSDs (as the CSDR prohibits non-CSDs from operating
SSSs). In addition the CSDR explicitly links the operation of an SSS with the provision of securities accounts; the CSDR defines as a CSD ancillary service “providing, maintaining or operating securities accounts in relation to the settlement service”.
The AGC believes that this interpretation should also be viewed in conjunction with the intentions of the CSDR to promote access and interoperability through the establishment of links
between CSDs, while also promoting competition between CSDs by providing market participants a choice of CSD provider and access points to the European market
ture. This would create an integrated market for securities settlement with no distinction between national and cross-border securities transactions, and in turn, would increase the efficiency of the internal market, which is enabled by the CSDR together with the introduction of
the European Central Bank’s settlement system, TARGET2-Securities (T2S)72.
Nevertheless, an alternative interpretation would be that the last sentence of UCITS V, Level
1, Recital 21 creates the possibility for some activities of a CSD to be considered a delegation. The challenge is to identify a coherent and sensible approach to delineating CSD activities that would be considered a delegation as opposed to those that would not.
A way to do this would be to adopt the following approach:
•
•

Those CSDs providing access to other CSDs using links that are intermediated by nonSSS entities could be classified as delegation arrangements; and
Those CSDs providing access to other CSDs using direct links between SSS entities
should be classified as infrastructure access and not as delegation arrangements.

Pro: Such an approach would recognize the different link arrangements utilized by CSDs today and protect crucial settlement infrastructure. No law change would be required but ESMA/ EC could clarify scope through a Q&A document. Such an approach would help maintain
a level playing field (relating to obligations to segregate throughout the custody chain) in the
event that ESMA determined that more granular segregation obligations also apply throughout the custody chain (as CSDs that are considered delegates would also fall under these obligations).

72
It should be noted that T2S envisions CSD-to-CSD links operating on the basis of omnibus accounts in order to facilitate crossborder settlement.
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Contra: While this option may provide clarity on the question of which CSDs should be considered delegates and which should not, it does not address liability gap, accuracy or competitive level playing field concerns (relating to the liability mismatch); as such, this option would
need to be combined with either option a) or option c).
c) CSDs assume an equivalent high standard of liability for loss of securities
In order to ensure the best possible protection of UCITS / AIF held-in-custody financial instruments, it is important that every actor – whether a depositary, custodian, or CSD - is held
to high standards of care and liability. If these standards are uniform, competitive distortions
based solely on typology of providers will be avoided.
One way to achieve this result is to align the high standard of care set out in Art 24 of UCITS
V Level 1 and the AIFMD with the standard of care offered by CSDs, at least for UCITS and
AIF financial instruments held CSDs. The CSDR RTS already sets out detailed measures designed to ensure the integrity of the issue, the frequency and amount of reconciliations and
the quality of the links between CSDs, including the use of intermediaries.
However, no explicit provision regarding CSDs’ liability for loss of assets is included in the
draft CSDR Level 2 RTS. Moreover, there is no precise definition of which “custody risks” are
actually covered by the CSD capital requirements proposed by EBA. If these standards can
be (i) established through the promulgation of an exhaustive list of risks, (ii) brought into line
with the UCITS V /AIFMD standards (at least for UCITS/AIF financial instruments held at
CSDs), and (iii) harmonised across CSDs, the liability gap (at least for EU CSDs) can be mitigated, investor expectations can be harmonised and a level competitive playing field can be
achieved, not just between commercial providers and CSDs, but also between CSDs themselves.
The AGC notes that ESMA has contemplated provision for operational risk insurance to be
maintained by CSDs should internal processes prove insufficient.73 In any case, since liability
standards have been introduced under UCITS/AIFMD, any extra capital/insurance cost would
need to be reflected somewhere. It seems most sensible to do this at the level of the entities
where the risk actually arises. We believe that, similar to the EMIR’s requirement that CCPs
have ‘skin in the game,’ CSDs should also be required to be fully responsible for a loss of assets falling under their care.
Pro: The standard of liability for the actions of CSDs would be aligned to the requirements
imposed on custodians and depositaries. In simple terms, if CSDs lose securities, they would
be liable for restitution towards their participants. Such a standard would be in line with the
approach of CSDR which tries to ensure that CSDs do not create risk for their participants
and it would accurately align with the reality that securities are placed with CSDs in the first
instance by issuers or their agents (and not by depositaries).
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Draft RTS, 4.23-4.24.
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Such a standard could be implemented as part of a delegated act issued by the European
Commission for UCITS V / AIFMD and/or as part of the respective capital regulatory standards for CSDs as part of CSDR. This approach would address the concern that CSDs might
be competing with their participants on uneven terms. By making CSDs responsible for losses
occurring due to their own errors or omissions (similar to the way in which depositories, custodians and sub-custodians are responsible for losses caused by them), liability would be
evenly distributed so that it aligns to where problems arise, avoiding moral hazard concerns.
Contra: CSDs as market infrastructure tend to have only limited capital available. The risk of
being liable for restitution of lost securities may affect capital levels or create additional costs
through alternative coverage via insurance (as permitted by CSDR). While this could affect
pricing towards participants, it is justified by an extra protection (insurance) for a loss of assets.
CONCLUSION
The AGC believes that all proposed solutions have benefits but also potential down-sides. To
arrive at conclusions we have considered the following criteria:
-

Addressing the issue of investor protection and potential liability gaps;
Viability of implementing within current legislation (existing or pending);
Complexity stemming from the implementation of each solution;
Level playing field considerations for competing entities in the securities value chain; and
Accurately describing the relative roles of CSDs, depositaries and securities custody providers.

Based on the above considerations, the AGC considers establishing an equivalent standard
of liability for UCITS’ and for AIFs’ loss of securities the most practicable approach in the current environment. Accordingly, we suggest that of the three options set out above option (c)
be selected.
However, we add that option (c) should be combined with a clear statement as to which
CSDs are considered custody delegates and which are not. Option (b) sets out some possibilities in this regard, together with a discussion as to their advantages and disadvantages.
We also note that the determination of whether CSDs should be considered delegates is also
dependent on the interpretation of the segregation requirements under AIFMD and UCITS V.
If sub-custodians are to be subject to restrictive segregation requirements, and if investor
CSDs are not subject to such requirements (by reason of not being considered delegates),
then this would have serious level playing field consequences. We believe that it is important
that ESMA and the Commission clarify that AIFMD and UCITS V segregation obligations do
not apply up the chain of custody, so that it is possible to arrive at a sound conclusion with respect to the determination of whether CSDs are delegates unencumbered by this particular
level-playing field concern.
In any case, it is essential that the answer to the question as to whether CSDs are delegates or
not is complemented by a clear statement on the liability of CSDs for losses: this would address
level playing field and accuracy concerns.
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